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All Ways are closed?

Unemployment, pay cuts, constant riots, instability, fascism, injustice, corruption, 
lack of resources, a new uprising class of people just sacked, frustration, mandatory mi-
gration, lack of welfare, loss of hope, and at the same time islands filled with people, crisp 
blue sea water, sun, the smell of orange trees in the city, the outdoor tables at night joints 
filled up with vibrating company, the Mediterranean fall, the singing of birds and people 
as background noise even in the city’s business centre...

As I was driving back home late last night, a police car—in front—stopped and 
switched off the lights momentarily so as not to interrupt two young people kissing in 
the middle of the road. We all waited briefly, happily. Romantic love comes first to the city 
of contradictions: Athens, Greece. Democracy, even in its most wounded and decimated 
form, follows. This week the Greek Nazi party leaders (a party with 18 seats in the Greek 
parliament) were arrested and charged with various criminal acts. It seems that justice 
has finally worked, though of course with a long delay and after severe casualties.

One should not speak about one’s own country, and South as a State of Mind is not a 
Greek magazine about Greece. Yet it comes out of here and this is the place we live—out 
of choice or need, the place where we want to stay (and travel from and back to) if circum-
stances allow it.

“I remember my mother towards the end / folding the tablecloth after dinner / so 
carefully, / as if it were the flag / of a country that no longer existed / but once had ruled 
the world.” These are some words of the poem Love in the Ruins by Jim Moore, which I 
happened to read yesterday on a Greek news blog. They bring to mind a work by Lydia 
Dambassina—one of the works that we show permanently at Kunsthalle Athena. It de-
picts a well-folded Greek flag and below it is inscribed: “All ways are closed.” Are they 
really? And if yes, for how long? Is it on us to try harder and harder?

The third edition of South as a State of Mind focuses on an unusual movement. The 
title is North is Going South. On the one hand it introduces a playful motion of the he-
gemonic conceptual North following the weak conceptual South as a proposition for a 
better future, while on the other, it refers to the global turbulence. As it is known, to 
“go south” in English has a meaning related to something going wrong or worsening, 
deteriorating, even disappearing. In this edition we have an unusually long Breaking 
News section. The last six months have been particularly full of unrest, so we decided to 
publish ‘comments’ and ‘news’ that our collaborators sent us from Cyprus, Sweden, Tur-
key, Brazil and Egypt. We are also introducing a new column: Save the Robots/Internet, 
which is dedicated to artists and theorists who have chosen the internet as a medium for 
their research and work. And much more for you to discover.

Six months have passed fast and they felt as dense as a single busy day. The third edi-
tion of South as a State of Mind is already about to be out. It is difficult—even for us—to 
believe that the magazine is still going on during these difficult times that are getting 
ridiculously harder.

A huge thank you goes to you the readers who push us to go on. Thank you.
Also to the writers who still reply to our calls and send us texts. Thank you.
Also to the supporters who help us pay some of the magazine’s bills and not go bank-

rupt yet. Not so difficult those days. Thank you.
Also. Last but not least, to the editorial team, who keep hoping, believing, working.
Thank you. 

Marina Fokidis

editor’s note

Lydia Dambassina
Alle Wege sind verschlossen, 2010
lambda c print mounted on frame

170 x 125 cm
Courtesy of the artist

TRANSLATION: All ways are closed, taken from TA NEA newspaper - Wednesday, March 31, 2010
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Savvas Christodoulides, Stain, 2010
Cyprus map, ink, 85 x 116 cm

Courtesy of Nicos Chr. Pattichis Collection | Cyprus Contemporary Art Museum, Nicosia
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Did Cypriots wake up on March 16, 2013, from a self-indulgent dream, or 
did they fall asleep to the most cold-blooded nightmare? For two weeks Cy-
prus made headlines throughout the world—Andy Warhol’s 15 minutes.1 This 
fame alone, for such a small and rather unknown island, makes it—unluckily 
for Cyprus—a worthy case to be looked at. 

Cyprus has struggled to come out of a turbulent history that left it en-
trapped by terms and cultural references, many of which are politically am-
biguous—south side, north side, this side, that side—in an attempt to find a lan-
guage to deal with the trauma of its prolonged division along the UN monitored 
green line. 

Despite the island’s recent turbulent history, Cypriots were able to capital-
ise on its idyllic climate, rich cultural heritage, and low tax system to attract not 
only tourists but foreign depositors and businesses. For the past two decades 
Cyprus was able to show remarkable levels of development and prosperity. A 
recent discovery of significant quantities of natural gas in the Aphrodite off-
shore field added more brightness to this side of the Mediterranean. 

But not everything was plain sailing. The close relationship with Greece 
and the eagerness of Cypriot banks to invest heavily in the Greek economy left 
Cyprus with heavy losses in its banking sector. Concerned voices were heard 
but no concrete action was taken in time to avert the perfect storm, let alone 
“the economic tsunami,” as Yangos Hadjiyannis describes it, that took every-
thing in its path. Hadjiyannis asks whether Cypriots should be treated as vic-
tims of a financial tsunami or of overambitious and corrupt ‘myopes’. 

It seems that Cyprus’s unravelling economic order, along with Europe’s un-
certain political path, has given birth to new ways of perceiving the island. Cy-
prus was considered as being on the eastern side of Europe; now it has become 
southernised. A question that may therefore emerge with respect to the politi-
cal and cultural territory formulated over the past few years in the geographi-
cal landscape of the Euro-crisis is: 

Has Cyprus gone too south for Europe, or is Europe too north for Cyprus? 
Marios Eliades critically questions Europe’s attitude towards Cyprus and 

the impact of the measures taken with regard to Europe’s future. 
Maria Panteli wonders “Who are we now?” and questions how the crisis is 

shaping our perception of being both Cypriot and European.
Vicky Pericleous’ “Kypris Anadyomene” reflects on her work’s persistent 

interest in the idea of in-betweenness; where the image itself forms “a passage 
where reality meets with fantasy of the exotic and history becomes a space 
claimed by multiple and diverse authorities within a postcolonial geography. 
The image itself takes on an idle stance. It is simulated and at the same time 
monumentalised by its stillness. It suggests the possibility of a narrative or nar-
ratives that could be re-produced and re-arranged again and again or merely 
collapse.”2

Savvas Christodoulides’ works “are solid manifestations of a universe full 
of hovering meanings and fluid open relationships (between subjects and ob-
jects, objects and representations, content and narrative, human and nonhu-
man agents) […] His works are not ‘sociological’ and they do not claim a pedi-
gree of activism (not even in a work like Stain, which clearly includes a map 
of Cyprus). [… They] act like short films or short stories, docufictions that 
do not compress but rather distil data and turn the relationship between life 
and memory inside out. These works are monumentally contingent, Spartan, 
somehow joyously melancholic, unsentimental, and they provoke a terrible 
itch: they almost dare the viewer to step in to arrange them (straighten their 
awkward, even monstrous limbs), reactivate them in real time, destroy and re-
make their form, alter their strange sequences.”3

The text and images that follow propose a critical dialogue and negotiate 
the current condition of Cyprus in relation to the wider European condition, 
through a polyphony of local voices.

Cyprus in Your Heart*
by Maria Stathi

1. Cyprus’s crisis has been extensively analysed in the international press. 

Examples are: “Why Cyprus matters to your investment portfolio”, Forbes, 

02/04/2013, “Cyprus was hardly the innocent victim”, Financial Times, 

31/03/2013, “Cyprus fears for ‘lost generation’”, Financial Times, 29/03/2013, “Cy-

prus finds not all nations are equal”, Financial Times 27/03/2013, “Greek Bets 

Sank Cyprus’s Top Lenders”, Wall Street Journal, 27/03/2013. 

2. Vicky Pericleous, text from artist’s statement (artist’s website, online).

3. Nadja Argyropoulou, “Thinking. Things. Through.”, text from the  

catalogue Savvas Christodoulides - Works and Days of Hands, Cube Art Editions, 

Athens, 2012.

* The title is from the official campaign 
logo of the Cyprus Tourist Organisation.
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The Eurogroup’s 
irresponsible 

approach  
towards Cyprus 

and the EU
by Marios Eliades

The long-lasting, glaring inefficiencies of the Cypriot econ-
omy and political system have now come to the surface and led 
Cyprus to resort to the European Emergency Support Mecha-
nism (ESM).

Our European “partners” were right in encouraging the 
Cypriot authorities over the last two years or so to put their 
house in order so that no drastic measures would be needed 
if the Cypriot economy were to return to economic normal-
ity and a brighter future. Regrettably, the Cypriot authorities 
and other institutions directly involved in putting our house 
in order were not responsive enough to calls by European and 
international institutions. As a result the Cypriot government 
was forced with considerable delay, back in the summer of 
2012, to seek the support of EMS.

The then government of the Republic of Cyprus further de-
layed in concluding a deal with our lenders (the Troika), a deal 
which was finally reached March 2013 when the new Cypriot 
government was in place. The new president of the republic, a 
few days after being elected, met the Eurogroup on March 15 
and was faced with blackmail by our “partners”. In other words, 
he was put in a tragic dilemma: either to agree inter alia to the 
haicut of deposits of ordinary people or see his country enter 
into a phase of chaos and unprecedented misery. On March 25 

TOP: Germany makes economic war, EU we do not need you, 
We have gas, Fuck Europe, Photo by Yiannis Nisiotis

Courtesy Phileleftheros Ltd
MIDDLE: Cyprus protest, It starts with us, It ends with 

you, Photo by Yiannis Kourtoglou
BOTTOM: Demonstrator Gristakis Georgiou, an employee at 
Cyprus Popular Bank Pcl, centre, reacts during a protest 
outside the parliament in Nicosia, Cyprus. (Bloomberg)

The Cypriot  
Economy 

One of the Biggest ‘Bubbles’  
in Economic History?

by Yangos Hadjiyannis

To many, the recent financial turmoil in Cyprus has come as 
a huge surprise. For outsiders and Cypriots alike, Cyprus was 
exemplary in its financial soundness and stability. In 2004, when 
Cyprus joined the EU with nine other countries, it boasted the 
best financial figures among them. In joining the Eurozone in 
2008, Cyprus passed all “stress tests” with flying colours. What 
happened between 2008 and 2013?

Many internal and external factors caused the financial tsu-
nami in Cyprus. The biggest and most obvious problem, a long-
standing one, is that everyone on the island, most prominently 
the government, was spending much more than they were earn-
ing. Cypriots lived beyond their means, while corruption and 
nepotism were simultaneously eroding the remaining founda-
tions of the political system.

With the government unwilling to take the required mea-
sures, cabinet members were left crossing their fingers that the 
bubble would not burst during their term. The viability of the 
economy was subordinated to short-term political gains. This 
political myopia allowed the economy to follow the natural 
course of things, triggering the financial tsunami that destroyed 
everything in its passage. 

At the same time, our bankers, like golden boys around the 
world, took decisions based not on sound information but with 
the aim of increasing their bonuses and the prestige of their 
firms. When Greece was plunged into depression, our banks de-
cided to invest in Greek government bonds.

The combination of political indifference to structural prob-
lems, massive public-sector expenditure (one third of GDP), lack 
of sufficient control on banks, and corruption meant that all the 
ingredients for the perfect storm were long in place.

Of course any fair analysis of the economic crisis ought to 
take into account external factors (the global financial crisis) and 
the approach of our “partners” in the EU, who instead of send-
ing aid to support the victims of the tsunami, decided to let the 
island sink even further, making it a guinea pig in an aggressive 
economic experiment. My view, however, is that it is best to start 
analysing any problem by looking at the internal factors.

KYPRIS  
ANADYOMENE

The Spectre of an Eternal Return  
of an Image

by Vicky Pericleous

The system grows old without letting time escape; it garners age–
the new emblems are caught up and subsumed by old ones; the baker 
molds memory... Time enters into the dough, a prisoner of its folds, a 
shadow of its folding over.1 

Ancient Kouklia, the legendary birthplace of Aphrodite, is 
where the Goddess’s holy altar stands. Franz Fanon’s tourist’s2 
eyes are aligned in this sacred site to meet with Hers; and seal 
their vows. Aphrodite is hidden, of course; or would she rather 
be this conical white rock? She is the Bride after all and she 
gets to choose the Bachelors. The sound of a crack centuries 
later would come as a return from her far away future, perhaps 
to echo Duchamp’s own words: “It is curious to note to what an 
extent memory is unfaithful, even for the most important pe-
riods of one’s life. It is this, indeed, that explains the delightful 
fantasy of history.”3

Serres would rather speak of the “beautiful noiseuse” and 
asks: “Who was the one who threw his brush dripping with 
colour on the seascape to make Aphrodite appear?”4

The tourist still wanders around, his own body displaced; 
or is it that of a madonna’s or the parrot’s that is fragmented, 
displaced and reproduced to an-anOther site? An AnOther 
Topos that gives rise to ”islands of ordered relations upon an 
ocean of noise.”5 “From nowhere and definitely to elsewhere, 
the horizon in these landscapes seems to disappear while the 
eyes trace the fault line of rupture in-between.”6 Representa-
tions of a plausible reality within a flux of many Others, simu-
lacra of many to come. Amongst them, the shadow of the image 
of Edward Said’s “Eternal Other”7 and that of the image of Car-
racci’s flight to Egypt (c.1604). Far away, yet close. 

“The beautiful noiseuse is not a picture, it is the noise of 
beauty, the nude multiple, the abundant sea, from which is 
born, or isn’t born, it all depends, the beautiful Aphrodite.”8

There is a transparent spectre walking. Its image flickers 
upon the face of the Real and the Imaginary. Its body shakes 
the compass rose. It follows no thread of time and space be-
cause once it passes that threshold and emits that path from 
the local to the global, that we, blind people, have forever, 
failed to see.9

1. Michel Serres, Rome: The Book of Foundations, Felicia Mc Carren (trans.), Stan-

ford University Press, 1991, p. 81.

2. In Franz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, Penguin Books, 1967, the figure 

of the tourist has been associated with the persistence of the Western gaze to-

wards the exotic within a postcolonial frame. 

3. Basualdo and Battle (eds.), Dancing Around the Bride, Cage, Cunningham, Johns, 

Rauschenberg and Duchamp, Philadelphia Museum of Art, 2013, p.53. 

4. Michel Serres, “Noise”, Lawrence R. Schehr (trans.), SubStance 12 (1993): pp. 

48-60, (Serres – Noise), which constitutes chapter 1 of Genesis.

5. Joseph Weissman and Taylor Adkins, “Warning, Hive Meltdown Immanent: 

Serres, Negarestani and Deleuze on Noise, Pestilence and Darkeness,” in: Frac-

tal Ontology, October 19, 2007.

6. Pavlina Paraskeuaidou, ‘Dystopian Chora’, text for exhibition catalogue: ‘No-

where and Elsewhere’, Vicky Pericleous, Omikron Gallery, Nicosia, 2012.

7. As developed in Edward W. Said’s book: Orientalism, (first published 1978), 

Penguin Books, 2003.

8. Michel Serres, “Noise”, as above.

9. As developed in Michel Serres, “Noise”, as above.

the president, rightly in my view, accepted the deal proposed by 
the Troika.

I am of the opinion that despite the short period of time that 
has elapsed since then, European leaders must have realised 
that hardship was caused to the Cypriot people, the country’s 
economy, and to the European project at large. It took more than 
fifteen years to build the credibility of the Euro as an interna-
tional currency, but the Eurogroup has inflicted a most serious, 
even fatal blow to the Eurozone and the European Union project 
as a whole.

The lesson to come out of this crisis is that we, the Cypriot 
people, have proved ill-qualified to tackle and manage the long-
standing inefficiencies of our political and economic system. At 
the same time our “partners”, mainly the Germans, have proved 
totally unqualified to manage their economic and political su-
premacy and power. The history of this nation, its track record, 
is a loud and painful confirmation of this lack of ability. 

Who Are ‘We’ Now?
by Maria Panteli

What binds societies together are common vocabularies and 
common hopes.1

Cyprus is the latest in a string of countries whose citizens 
have been at the sharp end of the “crisis” that is sweeping Eu-
rope and has dealt a powerful shock to the EU’s political, eco-
nomic and legal systems. The inevitable consequence of the 
sovereign Cypriot state’s inability to confront the meltdown of 
a severely over-extended banking system and meet its commit-
ments on its own is a loss of autonomy. Harsh measures were 
imposed by the lending Troika institutions on Cypriot politi-
cal and financial authorities to address the failures of the ail-
ing banking system. The measures signify the end of an era of 
economic prosperity; they include, among other things, capital 
and exchange controls that reinforce the disintegrative ten-
dencies within the EU, further distancing the North from the 
Mediterranean South and exaggerating the Greek Cypriots’ 
new experience of “enclosure”, “entrapment” and “confine-
ment”. 

And it is precisely here, I believe, that one can locate the eth-
nic “self” as it is distanced from what presumably it is not. Put 
differently, what “I am” makes sense only in relation to what “I 
am not”: “you”. “Who are ‘we’ now?” is the question that needs 
to be answered. Yet the greater the need for the Greek Cypri-
ots to redefine themselves, the more they need a constitutive 
“other” to remain as different as possible: “How are ‘we’ differ-
ent from ‘them’?” For all opposites are partners in the politics 
of identity. “So long as a firm boundary is maintained between 
the territories,” Homi Bhabha contends, “and the narcissistic 
wounded is contained, the aggressivity will be projected on 
to the Other or the Outside.”2 Relations between EU member 
states are now being reconfigured: be it between lender and 
debtor states, or Eurozone and non-Eurozone states. Behind 
all of this is turbulence and protest. How should the EU re-
spond to this, what should it take responsibility for, and how, 
and by what system of value should it define “wealth”?

1. R. Rorty, Contingency, Irony and Solidarity, Cambridge University Press, Cam-

bridge, 1989, p. 86.

2. H. Bhabha, “DissemiNation: Time, Narrative, and the Margins of the Mod-

ern Nation,” in: H. Bhabha (ed.) Nation and Narration, Routledge, London, New 

York, 1990, pp. 291-322, here p. 300.
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Euro, a billboard depicting a manipulated euro coin—a symbol of the European currency devoid of actual value. The work was 
made for the billboard exhibition Show Off presented at Point Centre for Contemporary Art, Cyprus.

EURO
by Superflex
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The Suburbs of Stockholm
by Annika Larsson

When I think of the suburbs of Stockholm, I think of isolated 
islands spread around a centre, (1) ... of Stockholm as a segre-
gated city … of two worlds that never meet. I think of 1928 and 
the political concept of folkhemmet—”the people’s home”, “a good 
home for all the Swedish” … a nationalistic idea? … of Sweden, 
the welfare state, and its idea to get rid of the traditional class 
society (2) … I think of normalisation ... functionalist urban plan-
ning ... and neighbours having things in common, something to 
talk about. I think of homogeneously constructed areas ... mid-
dle-size three-room apartments, built for the Swedish nuclear 
family, Sweden: The Middle Way (3) … Swedishness, assimilation 
and the expression lagom, meaning “just enough” … of the 1960s 
when the suburban housing program was considered modern 
and desirable ... and the late eighties when they became symbols 
of the “non-Swedish” and foreign. I think of the myth about the 
man from the forest who has not yet left his natural state ... how 
he, hairy and violent, threatens the village … and of the centre—
the norm—and the white middle-class man who lives there.

I think of how the suburbs of Stockholm are portrayed in the 
media as places far away from the safe and civilised world … of 
colonial ideas and binary logic around culture and nature, norm 
and abnormal, civilisation and barbarism, we and them. I think 
of the Swedish press … going there ... of the reporter wearing a 
vest usually worn in war zones, with a label in English saying 
“Press—Swedish Television”. (4)

I think of the 68-year-old man, armed with a knife, killed by 
the police in his apartment in Husby (5) … of the media naming 
him the “machete-man” to make him sound more “jungle” and 
less “Swedish” (6) … of the peaceful protest afterwards that was 
entirely ignored ... of those without a voice.

I think of cars on fire ... the suburb offered up as spectacle, at 
a safe distance from the civilised centre (7) … of Husby described 
as a war zone that looks like Baghdad and not really Stockholm 
... and of the warnings about going there. I think of policemen 
calling people monkeys ... of words describing “there” and not 
“here” … of who you call when the police beat you up (10) … of 
the media having a good time. I think of neoliberalism, of fruit-
less job hunts, of individuals making themselves employable so 
as not to be a burden on society … of dependence as shameful … 
growing frustration, revolt … of London and Paris.

I think of Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt naming 
the rioters hooligans, of a local police officer describing the shot 
man as a “European” … and the fireman asking “Why are you 
doing this?” (8)

I think of national identity, of a society in which the area you 
are born in determines your future … of stigmatisation … terri-
torial constructions and geography that produces otherness. I 
think of the increasing presence of nationalist parties, of Golden 
Dawn and “the Swedes’ Party” (Svenskarnas Parti) ... of the Swed-
ish who will never be considered Swedish by the Swedes.

I think of dishonouring the flag, refusing a weapon, betray-
ing my native country, being non-national like Carl Johan de 
Geer. (9)

... Of the cars that have stopped burning and the silence from 
the news … I think of black Greek TV screens, (11) white noise, 
and Harun Farocki’s Videogramme einer Revolution … of the possi-
bilities of occupying a TV station (12) … of letting the poet speak.
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Postmodern Riots
by John Peter Nilsson

I suspect that the stones thrown both in the North and in the 
South were directed against an unstable condition in society as 
much as anything else. Maybe the ongoing friction between ex-
perience and language creates untranslatable distances? And 
since the Self only can have a partial understanding of itself, and 
needs the Other to fill in the gaps, a dialogue between experience 
and language cannot happen only by understanding each other. 
If I want to map myself, if I want to position myself in the broken 
geography, I have to tell a story—my story. If this story is true, 
it’s not anybody else’s but mine. Of course, this creates a certain 
misunderstanding, an untranslatable distance between myself 
and others.

The riots in Stockholm are a result of too many untold sto-
ries. No one listens to the lower classes in faraway suburbs. The 
answer to the riots from state and city was a recent declaration 
to move out one governmental department and one municipal 
department to suburbs mostly inhabited by immigrants. It is an 
inverted form of the enforced busing that happened in the US in 
the 1960s. Of course it will not solve any problems whatsoever.

The Greek uproar is more massive than what has happened 
in the North. But I suspect it is also a result of not being listened 
to. The people feel betrayed by both the state and the European 
Union. Many think that they are left out, that they don’t belong 
anywhere anymore. The rise of neo-fascism in Greece is a warn-
ing to the rest of Europe. When you don’t feel you belong any-
where, you are an easy target for simplified solutions. 

In his little pamphlet “Oublier Foucault” from 1977, Jean Bau-
drillard comments on the conflict between being inside or out-
side: “As medieval society found its own balance between God 
and the Devil, so our society is finding its own balance between 
consumption and defiance of it. It was also possible, however, 
to organise heretics and black magic sects around the Devil. In 
contrast, our magic is white. The heretic is no longer possible in 
the affluent society. We are faced with a prophylactic whiteness 
in a saturated society, a society with no myths other than itself.” 

It is a fateful description of society. A claustrophobic descrip-

tion, in which every action becomes an action about itself, every 
thought becomes a thought about itself, and every meaning be-
comes a meaning about itself—something that Andy Warhol 
commented on in his diary already on June 27, 1983: “But then, 
since the sixties, after years and years and more ‘people’ in the 
news, you still don’t know anything more about people. Maybe 
you know more, but you don’t know better. Like you live with 
someone and not have any idea, either. So what good does all this 
information do you?” 

According to the democratic principals of society, informa-
tion should make us better citizens. But in today’s cyber-neu-
rotic and satellite-stressed everyday life, there is an overload of 
information that on the contrary makes many of us feel detached 
and cynical towards the world. Rafael Argullol and Eugenio 
Trías develop this idea in their El cansancio de Occidente from 
1992: “Passivity is the hallmark of humans today. And it’s clear: 
if people are turned into spectators and robbed of any possibil-
ity of influence, this gives rise to a passive being. But all this, of 
course, takes place under the guise of its opposite. All manner of 
pseudo-events go on amid a stream of constant activity; activity 
that reinforces the passive, an uninterrupted motion that fades 
into immobility. We speak of all the stress and hecticness in our 
society, but the final impression is of a pursuit of emptiness.”

Is anyone anywhere actually willing to ask for and listen to 
the untold stories in Stockholm and Athens? 

I am afraid very few, and that makes me pretty depressed. 
Douglas Coupland captured the predicament in his first novel 
Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture in 1991: “You see, 
when you’re middle class, you have to live with the fact that his-
tory will ignore you. You have to live with the fact that history 
can never champion your causes and that history will never feel 
sorry for you. It is the price that is paid for day-to-day comfort 
and silence. And because of this price, all happinesses are sterile: 
all sadnesses go unpitied.”

In 2013 we are still paying the same price.

Second day of the Stockholm Husby riots Protesters at Syntagma Square Athens Greece. June 29, 2011, Athens, Greece

the other hand, although Danes and Swedes have not been sepa-
rated into two distinct countries for more than about thousand 
years, and Swedes and Norwegians less than one hundred years, 
there is in many cases no difficulty in distinguishing a Dane, an 
Icelander, a Norwegian and a Swede by facial expressions, move-
ment patterns, and their general behaviour before they have 
opened their mouths. The Finns often look very different from, 
for example, the Swedes, although they can be as blonde, even 
blonder than the Scandinavians of northern European, Ger-
manic, Indo-European origin.”

I have a feeling that Mr. Hultén is being a little ironic in his 
comments, but he nevertheless put his mind to an interesting 
question. The subject today has to map itself. We have to learn to 
understand that we are always global—somewhere. The geogra-
phy is broken and we have to start to navigate from our own ex-
periences. But the vehicle for such a journey is not “Who I am,” 
rather—“When am I?” 

But when am I? In the global world of today it’s necessary to 
navigate with a global language, otherwise we get lost. But our 
experiences are not only global. My private experiences, rooted 
in my own private context, are as important as collective experi-
ences from a world that many of us share and live in together. 
Therefore we have to rethink what an experience can be in re-
lation to language, especially to the fact that language is not di-
vided from either our bodies or the places in which we act. Lan-
guage is in constant flux and it interacts with every context and 
situation we enter.

The recent riots in both Stockholm and Athens may have dif-
ferent beginnings but I think they share a similar frustration. 
The spread of communication technology has drastically altered 
the way we view the world (and ourselves). This applies to the 
North as much as it does to the South. The global village has par-
adoxically both shrunk and expanded the world. It is no longer 
obvious what is centre and what is periphery. It is no longer obvi-
ous what is right or left, politically. Indeed, are we sure we know 
what is the wrong and what is the right thing to do?   

In our global village of today, the concept of the Nordic coun-
tries, i.e., Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, can 
seem to be a constructed entity. It is a conception from the 19th 
century, when national romanticism spread through Europe, 
wanting a new world order to appear. The idea can be traced 
back to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and the poetry in which, 
inspired by Greek mythology, he started to write about a lost 
paradise in the far North of Europe—Thule. After the Napoleanic 
wars modern Germany was born, and Goethe’s lost paradise 
became an important part of its identity. The idea inspired the 
Romantic movement: Caspar David Friedrich, for example, trav-
elled on several occasions to the northern countries to capture 
the desolated landscapes where the sky, nature, seems so much 
bigger than us human beings, culture.

This relationship between northern Europe and Germany 
continued in various ways until its final perversion during the 
Nazi regime, when Nazi leaders exploited links to the north to 
use variations of Viking mythology in their war propaganda. Af-
ter the war a sudden change happened. While the relationship 
between Nordic countries and Germany was not exactly frozen, 
for many years most Nordic countries looked more to the US, 
Great Britain and France for cultural exchange in particular. 
And during these postwar years the internal identity of Nordic 
countries also grew stronger with new economic, political and 
cultural networks. But is it a happy family? Well, like the so-
called Benelux countries, the Nordic is an entity of differences. 
Sometimes big differences.

In 1982, Pontus Hultén wrote in his essay “Little History & 
Explanation”, published in the exhibition catalogue Sleeping 
Beauty—Art Now, Scandinavia Today at the Solomon R. Guggen-
heim Museum, New York, about the concept of Scandinavia (at 
that time another word for the Nordic countries): “With some 
effort, one can, however, establish a list of common elements and 
factors in their respective cultures today, most of them related to 
the light, the climate, in some cases a common ethnic origin and 
older cultural links, going more or less far back into history. On 
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The Failure of a Project:  
Gezi Park and More

by Vasif Kortun

What may lie at the root of the recalcitrance of Prime Min-
ister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and his Justice and Development 
Party (JDP) is that they tried and failed to materialise a signifi-
cant visual and architectural expression of their own during 
their uncontested rule, from Erdoğan’s election in 2002 until the 
present. Erdoğan has utilised all the potent tools of the state to 
socially engineer a worthy, “authentic” and self-acclaimed con-
servative cultural milieu. During his tenure, the government has 
reshuffled the universities (positioning sympathisers of the JDP 
as rectors), the education system, and the theatres; introduced 
partial-policy institutions like the Yunus Emre Institute with its 
very dubious mission of supporting “Turkish culture, art, lan-
guage, and history abroad”; rerouted public money in the inter-
ests of its constituencies at state and city levels; launched ideas 
such as “conservative art and culture” through close cultural 
representatives; and announced an arts council directly con-
nected to the prime minister’s office. None of the JDP’s efforts 
have yielded any results other than gaudy marble palaces, such 
as the dreadful conversion of the Sütlüce slaughterhouse into the 
Halic Congress Center; the Miniatürk architectural theme park, 
a large collection of scaled miniature models of notable Turk-
ish architecture; and the Panorama 1453 Historical Museum, a 
painting about the conquest of Constantinople. Pressure to make 
a historical mark has been building on Erdoğan because he will 
have to step down next year, at the end of his current term.

 The JDP’s hardheaded construction frenzy is paired with 
insolent profit maximisation and nepotistic real-estate interests. 
While this coupling has generally worked in a remarkably har-
monious way for the execution of major construction projects, it 
totally imploded in Taksim on May 28. The all-too-obvious bot-
tled-up conflict between the modernist impulse to historicise power 
and neoliberal contemporaneity broke wide open; the JDP’s frantic 
attempt to make a mark on the square with its symbolic archi-
tecture of power was met with epic resistance in the case of Gezi 
Park. A modest evening hangout of 1,500 on May 28 swelled to 
hundreds of thousands by the afternoon of May 31. All around 
the country, people from all walks of life joined in pitching bot-
tles at the security forces. The next day, police withdrew from 
Taksim. Turkey had never seen anything like this before: die-
hard political enemies and soccer fans, first-time protestors, en-
vironmentalists, mothers and daughters all took the park back.

Gezi Park may mean different things to different people but 
it also means the same thing to everyone: a nice patch of orphan 
green overlooking the square. Taksim Square is abutted by early 
modern town planning solutions and one landmark work of ar-
chitecture: the Atatürk Cultural Center, a multiuse venue and 
opera house built in the 1960s. The square is a 20th-century 
project, and hence a project of the different phases of the repub-
lic. One could even say that it was a platform for the new citizen 
public that replaced the 19th-century cosmopolitan subject of 
the trade city that had vanished. All the photographs of Taksim 
Square from the late 1930s onward bear witness to the develop-
ment of a new subject that had no visual form before then; in 
Pierre Bourdieu’s terms, the square became a representation of 
a represented society. The square is the terminus for the mid to 
late-19th-century city of Grande Rue de Péra (the region to the 
southeast of the square, now called İstiklâl Caddesi). The JDP’s 
absence is not unambiguous, and, in fact, is historically frowned © Murat Germen & Gezi Park resistance members, 2013
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upon by hard-line republican secularists, who enforced the city 
centre as a privileged spaced for so-called citizens, along with all 
forms of undesired difference.

The park and the centre were both historical public projects 
manifesting the ideologies of the modernism of their respective 
times. However, the JDP’s “Artillery Barracks” proposal is a 
more complicated story. The primary mission of this new Tak-
sim plan is to destroy the vestiges of a particular time (the 1940s 
park) and replace it with a reconstruction of an artillery building 
that used to be there 80 years ago. The building was built in the 
late-18th century and played a role in the Young Turk Revolu-
tion of 1909. Demilitarised later, it came to be used for public and 
private functions, but was razed in the late 1930s. The building 
was a manifestation of the modernising Ottoman rule, a phan-
tasmagoric representation of the late empire desperately seek-
ing a representation for itself. It looked at itself through the frac-
tured bricolage of a fantasy of how a European traveller might 
anticipate the empire’s perfect representation. This is where it 
becomes interesting. Erdoğan seems stuck between 16th-century 
Ottoman classicism that can be neither replicated nor revisited, 
and late-18th-century self-orientalising Ottoman architecture. In 
other words, the prime minister has placed all his bets on an ar-
chitecture that falls between two architectures: a stately one that 
was never meant to be a spectacle, and a later one that displays 
the clumsy integration of the capital city into a world it could 
not avoid. It could be said that this oscillation reflects the JDP’s 
early and late power—somewhere between its humble and com-
munitarian origins and its spectacular opulence at present. If 
the mosque the JDP has proposed for Çamlica Hill is a commis-
sioned forgery of the Ottoman architect Sinan, the artillery bar-
racks is a forgery of another imperial Ottoman architect, Krikor 
Balyan. As pitiful as it may be, this distrust in new architecture 
is also a critical point here.

It is not a hidden fact that the prime minister has an inimi-
table disdain for cultural production that he has come to believe 
is elitist, exclusionist, and/or Western. Erdoğan approaches it 
with the idiolect and fury of a young disadvantaged male from 
the suburbs. He is angry at the cultural base of the secularist 
early Republic, he is angry at the left-leaning 1960s and 1970s 
generations, and he is angry at the impartial cultural practitio-
ners of the post-dictatorship years. Erdoğan is distraught be-
cause he has not been able to invent a cultural offering. The ques-
tion is: Does the JDP understand that culture is not an efficient 
and quantifiable form of production—that it is not like making 
bread? Rather, it just happens, as it has been happening every 
single day in Gezi Park over the last three weeks. It is authentic 
and unannounced. It produces a surplus from a gap—one that 
wasn’t known to exist before.

It is not a conundrum. Ten years and almost no interesting 
architecture, visual art, and/or other forms of culture instituted 
by the state. Ten years spent plagiarising the past, but not pro-
ducing an archive of the present.

The text is republished from the blog Official Opinion [Resmi Görüş]: 
http://resmigorus.blogspot.gr/2013/06/the-failure-of-project-gezi-
park-and.html 
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Penguins are People
by Mirko De Lisi

© Murat Germen & Gezi Park resistance members, 2013
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Every time I come back 
to Istanbul I know I will not 
find the same place. On May 
28, 2013, a hundred peo-
ple started to occupy Gezi 
Park, one of the last green 
spaces in Istanbul’s core, 
against the construction 
of a shopping mall and the 
authoritarianism of Prime 
Minister Tayyip Erdoğan’s 
government. What began 
as a small protest to save a 
group of centenary trees 
turned into a large battle-
field. From the very first 
day police attacked using 
tear gas on people occu-
pying the park. After few 
days, thanks to social me-
dia playing a key role in 
keeping people informed, 
thousands more people ar-
rived and started peacefully 
occupy the park: national-
ists, feminists, gay activists, 
Kurds, people that would 
not normally come together 
start to share a common 
space, creating an environ-
ment of singing, dancing, 
talking. This peaceful pro-
test turned into a brutal at-
tack by tear gas and water 
cannon, a chemical war 
against the citizens. The me-
dia was silent, completely 
censored, on television you 
found a documentary on 
penguins. The international 
media were not allowed to 
document. Hospitals were 
attacked, doctors arrested, 
everybody entering Taksim 
Square was considered 
a terrorist. The protest 
spread to other Turkish 
cities and to countries with 
a significant Turkish com-
munity. Because of the cen-
sorship of TV and newspa-
pers, many people in towns 
and villages have no idea 
of what happened. Censor-
ship is part of the problem. 
We can’t predict what will 
happen next… ISTANBUL 
STAY STRONG!
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 can’t u hear?! — você pode ouvir?! 
 we’re calling — estamos chamando
 together now — todos juntos agora 
 we’re not falling — nós não somos derrubados 
 believe in me — acredite em mim 
 get together now — juntem-se todos 
 we can raise it up — gente pode levantar 
 get together now — juntem-se todos agora
 we’re not falling — nós não somos derrubados 
 get together — juntem-se todos
 can’t u hear?! — você pode ouvir?!
  we’re calling — estamos chamando
  together now — todos juntos agora 
 we’re not falling — nós não somos derrubados
 believe in me — acredite em mim 
 get together now — juntem-se todos agora 
 we can raise it up — a gente pode levantar 
 get together now — juntem-se todos agora
 sometimes it’s hard — as vezes é difícil 
 to hear the sound — ouvir o som 
 that is in your heart —  do seu coraçao 
 when outside is loud — quando fora o barulho é tanto 
 just find the sun — busque o sol interno 
 and breathe it in — e respire fundo 
 together now — todos juntos agora 
 together now — todos juntos agora
 WE CAN RAISE IT UP — A GENTE PODE LEVANTAR 
 GET TOGETHER NOW — JUNTEM-SE TODOS AGORA
 WE CAN RAISE IT UP — A GENTE PODE LEVANTAR 
 RAISE IT UP —  LEVANTAR

(Prod. by Robert Lux) #occupyyourheart

 RAISE IT UP   
#uprising

by Cibelle
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Photo by Vinicius Pinheiro / demiante
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HEADLINE 
by Sarah Rifky

June 29 - July 9, 2013  
Αn edited string of status updates from personal entries on Facebook

I had the most bourgeois dream about the end of capitalism: I came 
across a Christian Dior display, and realised the line had turned from 
haute couture to ‘basic’ merchandise (assortment of tampons and a Braun-
produced female epilator, the old model, rebranded as Christian Dior). 
When I asked why—in the dream—I was told that’s the only thing women 
could still afford to buy: the essentials.

In other news 
A good friend sent me an email asking very simply “How do you feel 

about it?” and the below blurted out. Rough round the edges, but here it is. 

Appropriately from Istanbul, where I landed earlier today.

These are not my words. These are not my memories. 

I talk to J. and I tell him that I have forgotten whether or not 
I was pregnant, only to realise suddenly that I am pregnant with 
a city, not a human baby. 

There is a pedalo boat. I get into it. If feels slightly altered 
in shape. I get on and climb on the back of the deck. The ves-
sel flies. We started flying over a city I had given birth to. We 
are flying over Cairo. At first slowly, then really fast in swishing 
roller-coaster movements, pausing briefly here and there. I hold 
on with firm grip to a rod behind me and try and try to use my 
other hand to film with my phone. I am scared I will fall off, but 
am adamant about filming, yet my left hand holding the camera 
phone and my fingers get in the way of the viewfinder. What is 
striking is that what I see is a super-clean HD version of the city. 
Cairo animated. 

The strongest sensation that remains is flying over the clean 
city.

Three days later, this is the account of the city.  

Piggy banks with millions of pounds, clairvoyant Wikipe-
dia pages, hearts in the sky, a popular love affair with the armed 
forces, photos of protestors with flags and apaches—none of 
this is photoshopped. Green lasers everywhere, UFO and angel 
sightings, people kicking other people off buildings, and more. 
Ministerial shuffles and cabinet changes, on an hourly ticker, it is 
1936. “We are mad in peace, we are mad in turmoil,” says a trans-
lator. 

Driving all the way to Sinai to chase nonexistent militants, 
posting BREAKING NEWS “The arrest and detention of a po-
litical leader!!!” while the very same person arrested walks onto 
a public stage to deliver an address. News desk editors, between 
waking and dreaming, witness illusion as it underlines memory 
(or the other way round) and make note of how fear punctuates 

sentences. Flags, flags, flags, flags. They don’t tell us apart. 

And just as we are about to rise from a sea of flags, a flag the 
size of a city descends on a sea of millions and millions of people. 
It blankets the nation and numbs everything, from above. 

In other news
Flicking channels, Gamal Abdel Nasser gives a speech ad-

dressing the US: “We don’t want your money, we shall do as we 
please.” It is July 2013. Frantic editing on Egypt’s spectral hori-
zon, associated typos and imagination…  

The next morning it says: The army deploys shoppers… An-
other headline reads: Brothers fire birdshorts. In another room, 
the editor rhythmically updates the headline throughout the 
day: 30 dead, 35, 40, 43, 50… 

What counts today, counts tomorrow. 

Imagine 15 years from now, how many parents will look into 
their children’s history books, and exclaim: No! This is not what 
happened! Adult conversations of “can you imagine what they 
teach the kids these days?” Judging by the amount of variance 
in present political narrative I would like to imagine history ac-
counts as You-Choose books, where you reach the end of the 
page and chose the continuation of the story you feel most (ethi-
cally) inclined towards.

Have you seen:

The act of killing?
An act of killing?
An uncountable act of killing? 
An unaccountable act of killing?
The unaccountable acts of killing that are taking place right 

now?

Be careful what you vote for. Be careful what you wish for. 

Surreal albeit refreshing, in my first encounter outside Ja-
karta airport just now I am asked where I arrived from and if 
I speak Bahasa. I don’t. I am from Egypt. Question mark. I try 
again: Misir? (Indonesian for Misr). Where is that? I enunciate: 
Africa? I gesticulate: Pyramids? The stranger, politely: I don’t 
know. I smile and shrug. This world can be endless with things 
we don’t know.

The meaning of the distinction between legitimate and il-
legitimate violence is not immediately obvious. The misunder-
standing in natural law by which a distinction is drawn between 
violence used for just ends and violence used for unjust ends 

There is great jubilation in the hours during which reason is 
suspended and replaced by a confused hope that ceases to over-
come the short term the Brotherhood has attempted to rule over 
Egypt. In the margins of that (Read: Lina Attallah’s “Back to the 
Margins,”-http://www.jadaliyya.com/pages/index/12480/back-
to-the-margins) there is discontent, fear, disbelief and doubt in 
the outcome of the hours to follow the—undoubtedly popular 
—military and police-backed disposal of the allegedly already 
disposed president. 

In many critical notes I am really missing the popular posi-
tion of what people’s take is on the army and the police vis-à-vis 
both the past and the future, since seemingly there is a happy 
popular implication with the once-upon-a-time enemy (Read: “A 
Year of the SCAF: A Timeline” by Wael Iskandar, http://www.
jadaliyya.com/pages/index/3091/). 

I already hear protests to the compressed sentiments from 
the margin, however the lack of wider consideration of the impli-
cations of now is worrying beyond comprehension. This blurting 
of feeling on my own timeline is a small punctuation to euphoria, 
to take a deep breath, and to keep the door ajar to doubt and hope 
towards democracy, freedom and social justice without moral-
istic and selective and strategic allegiances with the very forces 
and systems the downfall of which we seek, towards a better fu-
ture, towards any future.

Breathe. 

It is strangely calm in my mind, it is eerie. There is a heavy, 
sad and sober feeling of arriving at the point of my anger from 
last week. It comes full circle, where it is normal to be angry 
and upset at the atrocities, the loss, the death, the violence, the 
politics, where it had felt *not normal* to be angry and upset at 
*happy events*. There is no surprise, there is no shock. There is 
just synchronicity of feeling suddenly and a little solace in the 
resurgence of empathy and humanity among friends who con-
demn the latest events, regardless of quasi-ideological inclina-
tion (if we can call it that). It kills that it takes people being killed 
to imagine a future of freedom and justice. No freedom, no jus-
tice will ever come from compromised ethics and flawed politics.

There is no reference. 

This is an edited string of flash-status updates from personal entries 
on a Facebook timeline during the period of June 29 and July 9, 
2013. I am grateful for the humour, imagination, words, friendship, 
on and offline presence of many friends, in particular Lina Attallah 
and Alia Mossalam, freely quoted throughout and without whom this 
post would not be.

must be emphatically rejected. Walter Benjamin criticises vio-
lence. 

If you chose right. 
If you chose read.

Halt the hero-love: this is not salvation!

The first good news in days. Mohamed ElBaradei has been 
appointed head of government (prime minister or VP, conflict-
ing reports). Nonetheless, please contain the euphoria. He said: 
this was a painful measure. And it is. Think about the amount of 
conciliation we need to undertake, never mind all the work that 
needs to be done. I’m signing off for the night, good night from 
the future. Indonesia is five hours ahead of Egypt (also meta-
phorically).

Necessary, painful measures. Violence-tinted happiness. Call 
me an idealist, call me an idiot, I don’t believe in the inevitability 
of what we are going through this very moment.

The hysteria, I hate the euphoria, the petty fighting over 
words in another language without an etymology, on the ephem-
eral timeline of a generic interface, I hate that we are not doing 
enough, that there is a lack of willingness to call things by what 
they are, to point to where things don’t work, to accept some fail-
ures, to lose shit, to gain things. The increase and extremity of 
sexual violence as reported with cases of rape last night, again; 
the unreported or under-reported goings on (witness accounts 
only and marginal coverage), the military abduction of Muslim 
Brotherhood figures and the blackened out media. The solace of 
the words “this is just a temporary thing that needs to happen to 
start a clean slate” is precisely the thing about patronising patri-
archy I hate in Egypt and everywhere really—from households 
to hospitals to institutions to the state to God. And I hate to make 
a counter-expression so boldly but it’s true. It is really aggravat-
ing. And to that automatic thought some have just had: “No, I 
love Egypt as much as you, if not more. So give me a break, I’m 
not leaving.”

.... and this is precisely why the euphoric hysteria was dis-
concerting, the rites to divide, and divide, to violence.

Despite my anxiety somewhat bemused by baffled CNN an-
chor to Egyptian general: “But this is not how democracy is sup-
posed to work?!” General explains: “The story is very simple ... 
we didn’t want to wait three years.”

Sorry, I didn’t get it. What is it? 
Cette un coupe glacée revolutionaire. 
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Appropriation of René Magritte’s The Treachery of Images (This is not a Pipe), 1929. Image depicts Abdul Fattah al-Sisi, a colonel general and the 

current commander in chief of the Egyptian Armed Forces. Imagined by Mouwafak Chourbagui and realised by Valérie Châr Aux Boeufs.

This image presents Taheyya Carioka, an infamous Egyptian dancer and actress who became equally known for her political fearlessness. She had sup-

ported Nasser’s revolution, but in 1953, during one of the purges of dissidents by a new government, she spent three months in prison for her membership 

in the League for Peace, a Leftist organisation with links to Moscow. “To the Armed Forces” is written on the belly of Taheyya. Her name in Arabic, taheyya 

… it means: greetings, salute. Imagined and realised by Clowns Without Allegiances.

Untitled digital collage, depicting key figures in Egypt’s current political scene, including Nobel Prize holder Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei, a law-scholar and 

important opposition figure in Egypt’s recent politics; he was named prime minister on June 7, 2013 for some hours before the ultra-conservative Islamist 

Nour Party refused to accept this, calling for a “non-ideologically aligned minister.” One person responded “where does one find this unicorn in modern 

Egypt?” And other details. This image went viral on Facebook during the week following the events of June 30, 2013 in Egypt. Imagined by Adam Yassin, 

realised by Ahmad Kamel. 
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main focus

Toril Johannessen
Abstraction, 2010
digital print
105 x 145 cm

Courtesy of the
artist
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Your economy
is not our economy, 

your politics
are not our politics,

your culture
is not our culture,

your land
is not our land,

your lives
are not our lives.

That much is all we really know, don’t we…?
by Charles Esche

These are oligarchical times. There is 
deepening division. A self-reproducing elite 
has liberated itself from the anchors of na-
tionality and geography and floats away in 
its superyachts and private jets. Its members 
have taken control of the democratic imperatives of old, owning 
the systems that the remaining population fondly imagine still 
represent them. The emancipation of the new underclasses has 
ceased to be a goal of public democratic policy. The offer of greater 
spending power is contingent on personal debt. The state ceases 
to be for, by, with or from the people; yet it seems no one has any 
idea what kind of new relationship with the state might be pos-
sible—so the oligarchs fill the vacuum and use the state for their 
own ends.

The waves of liberation from the late-18th century until the 
1980s, while far from smooth, offered a sense of a historical trajec-
tory that painted liberty, equality and solidarity as the expected 
destination of humanity, despite all the diversions. Now, the world 
has come under the spell of new myths, ones that propose the goal 
of humanity to be individual satisfaction, wealth, leisure, enter-
tainment, anything but a collective striving towards a common 
goal. All in the name of keeping the elites in power and the masses 
busy.

Of course, these elites are not new. They 
have always been around—waiting in the 
wings. Just look at the former Soviet Union 
where the urge to oligarchy emerged the day 
after the end of perestroika. Or the United 

States, where the reborn oligarchy strives to overturn every last 
provision in the New Deal that built the basis of their wealth in 
the first place. Maybe oligarchy is in the human gene. If so, the 
task of civilisation, both free market and communist, Muslim and 
Christian, has historically been to keep the urge to oligarchic rule 
in check. They never made a great job of it—but each has mitigated 
its effects when well applied. 

Now, we don’t seem to even bother with the checks, or with 
the civilisation idea much. Instead individuals are invited to be 
masters of themselves, shaping their bodies and personalities 
to charm the disinterested gaze of that privileged class that has 
already left for orbit around the earth. The population hopes for 
recognition and assumption. Yet I can’t quite imagine what we are 
for them—amusing curiosities, evidence of their success, a piece 
of shrapnel in their arse? 

Fukayama’s easy cliché “the end of history” served the oli-
garchs well. That’s why it became famous. And now, through the 
process of detachment by which the oligarchs became free of a spe-

LEFT: Toril Johannessen
Greed and Desire in Genetics

2010-11, screen print
76 x 56 cm

Courtesy of the artist

RIGHT: Toril Johannessen
Revolutions in Time
2010-11, screen print

76 x 56 cm
Courtesy of the artist

cific place and a surrounding people, the victims of the system of 
the expropriation and concentration of wealth are imagined to be 
no longer history’s concern. In this, for the first time in a while, the 
South of our little European sub-continent is ahead of the North. 
The challenges that now overwhelm the Mediterranean countries 
and impoverish their states as well as their peoples will resonate 
upwards and onwards. The social democratic state that the North 
so proudly founded is crumbling. Already much has gone, yet its 
inhabitants cling on to the ruins that are left, seemingly unable to 
imagine what state they would be in without a state. National citi-
zens have become receptacles of state services—open, empty ves-
sels waiting to be filled. The lack of political agency or any kind 
of imaginative reaction in the North is shocking. Yet there is still 
no model of how to respond. Is the state’s withering positive or 
negative? Is it a strong state that’s needed, a paternalistic state, a 
democratic state, anarchy? There’s a paradox here that makes oli-
garchy stronger because it has no real competitor. No one has yet 
formulated a vision of state and society or “state and revolution” 
that matches our current experience. It’s disappointing at least, 
given the urgency.

And disappointing too, I have to admit, is the art that is pro-
duced today in much of Europe. To label it complacency would 
be too kind. Art in general has ceased to be radical in a meaning-
ful way. It ceased to offer an alternative, imaginative reality that 
could be built out of the shadows of today. Instead, it retreats far 
too often into personal fantasy or quirky observation. When I first 
chose to be with art, I wanted it because it did things differently. 
That was my fantasy. But now it does what is expected of it. Art 
and artists play the game—whether it’s decorating the oligarchs’ 
waiting rooms or offering celebrity distraction to the masses. Isn’t 
it obvious what artists are going to do even before they do it, nowa-
days? Cultural life needs to become more unpredictable, more dis-
turbing, more agonistic than ever, especially given the conditions 
of oligarchic stagnation. It is art’s burden and responsibility. That 
I even articulate this though has the seed of an optimistic thought 
behind it. I still believe art can live up to its transformative promise 
and radical history. I believe it because I know change will come 
and history (art or social) has not come to an end … it is just resting 
for a while, or maybe, after what we know from Wikileaks and all, 
I could say that someone has her finger on the pause button. 
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TOP: Toril Johannessen
Hope and Reality in Political Science
2010-11, screen print, 76 x 56 cm

Courtesy of the artist

BOTTOM: Toril Johannessen
Revolutions in Time (detail)

2010-11, screen print, 76 x 56 cm
Courtesy of the artist

RIGHT: Toril Johannessen
Chance, Faith and Destiny

in Astrophysics and Space Science
2010-11, screen print, 76 x 56 cm

Courtesy of the artist
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by Renzo Martens

Art’s ability to accumulate capital will be the institute’s core strategy 
for artistic intervention

If one feels that a critical position is possible only if art em-
braces the terms and conditions of its own existence, it may be 
good to inquire where art has a bigger impact on social reality. Is 
it at the sites where critical artistic interventions are staged or at 
the sites of art’s public reception, in the galleries, museums, and at 
biennials where these pieces are subsequently shown, discussed, 
and sold?

On the one hand, cities such as Berlin and Istanbul have be-
come important centres for the presentation of critical, interven-
tionist art. However, local politicians or businessmen do not fi-
nance important biennials because they hope this will radicalise 
local politics, but because they know art will make their cities 
stronger in the battle for attention, high net worth individuals and 
capital investment.

On the other hand, at the locus of such artistic interventions 
in, say, Congo, Peru or the Parisian banlieus, art may very well 
have a real impact, but one which often remains confined to the 
symbolic level. Such interventions rarely produce the material re-
sults achieved at the centres of reception.

More often than not, in the transfer of critical art from a zone of 
intervention to a zone of reception, a gap seems to arise. This gap 

is remarkably similar to the division between labour and profit in 
other globalised industries. Art may expose the need for change in 
Nigeria or Peru, but in the end brings opportunity, beauty and real 
estate value to Berlin-Mitte or the Lower East Side in New York.

While artists, curators and collectors travel between the in-
stitutions and cities that are the living proof of art’s capacity for 
capital accumulation, they have refrained from using capital ac-
cumulation as a core strategy for artistic intervention. The Insti-
tute for Human Activities wishes to counteract this unfortunate 
negligence.

The accumulation of capital, privilege and prestige—at the 
sites of reception, that is—may well be art’s prime intervention in 
social reality. It certainly is the one that is most speculated upon.

We may lament this and feel this observation undermines art’s 
integrity and critical mandate. However, it may be more fruitful 
for art to accept the terms and conditions of its production and 
forge a new, more radical criticality, which turns art’s potential for 
gentrification into a critical, progressive and interventionist tool.

In the coming five years, the Institute for Human Activities 
will do exactly this.

Insitute for Human Activities in Congo
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A Trip to the North
by Alexander Tarakhovsky

A sleepless visit to the dreary North brings to mind unusual experiments involving 
sperm and germ-free mice

On my trip to Northern G. I became suddenly sleepless. I usu-
ally sleep during the day and walk during the night, with a small 
headlight tied to my cap. I must also let you know that I suffer 
from prosopagnosia, which prevents me from recognising and re-
membering faces, including the face of my mother which I man-
aged to see only once, during our vacations in France, when she 
forced me to join her on a bike ride to the market to buy some local 
herbs. As many southerners, especially those who suffer, like the 
rest of my family, from minor retinal malfunction caused by ex-
cessive sunlight, I am an exceptionally good sniffer. My olfactory 
bulbs are grape-large and you could possibly see them if you were 
to shine light straight into my nostrils avoiding the glue-like grey 
snot that clogs my nose frequently (and, frankly speaking, thank-
fully!) during my visits to the North. 

Insomniac and feeling completely out of sorts, I combed the 
city, populated by faceless northerners, touching from time to 
time my wallet to make sure that I lost neither money nor my iden-
tity card. Being slightly lightheaded, I tried to recall yesterday’s 
conversation with my former classmate Jens B. from boarding 
school in Lausanne. Back in our young days, both of us, embar-
rassed by the random secretions and puffiness of our bodies, were 
longing for change and spent hours marvelling at books describ-
ing cyborg-type men conquering high mountains or sipping wine 
somewhere South. Our favourite teacher at that time was Jochen 
S., who in addition to running a regular biology tutorial, was a 
passionate scholar of bionics. Bionics (also known as biomimicry 
or bio-inspiration—I try to avoid the latter term when in Northern 
G. because of the locals’ violent avidity for the suffix) is the appli-
cation of biological methods and systems found in nature to the 
study and design of engineering systems and modern technology 
(I am quoting Wikipedia looking at my cell phone, as I find my 
own thoughts and definitions insufficiently precise due to insom-
nia).

It turned out that Jochen S. was an illegitimate son of Jack 
E. Steele, who coined the term bionics. Jack, who passed away in 

2009, did not know that he had a son. Jochen was a product of an 
adventurous experiment by Jack and his Swiss cousin Olivia W. 
with Jack’s semen, which he attempted to preserve in what Jack 
has seen as a bionic equivalent of spermatheca. For those of you 
who do not know the meaning of this term, I would like to say that 
ant queens obtain their lifetime supply of sperm on a single mat-
ing flight. When the queen succeeds in establishing a colony she 
may live for several decades, whereas males die the day of mating 
but “survive” as stored sperm. Queens never re-mate later in life. 
“How can you possibly not know about this?” I frequently asked 
my faceless lovers. They were not ashamed, I could have guessed 
from their smell. 

Jack and Olivia were working with the Panamanian leaf-cut-
ting ant A. colombica, which are among the most long-lived and 
fertile insects known. Queens store up to several hundred million 
sperm, usually from two or three males. After dispersal and mat-
ing they dig a burrow and seal it. Soon afterwards they lay their 
first eggs and start building a fungus garden from a fragment of 
mycelium that they take along from their maternal colony. In the 
months to follow, they nurse their brood and incipient fungus gar-
den with trophic eggs and faecal droplets, while recycling their 
flight-muscle proteins and abdominal fat reserves until the first 
workers eclose and start foraging (I should, perhaps, send this 
note to my uncle George from Athens?). Once founding colonies 
have reached this stage, they may grow to contain several mil-
lion workers and produce yearly clutches of thousands of winged 
new queens and males until they die, one or several decades later. 
Daniel K., who studies ant biology at the Rockefeller University 
in New York, told me that inside, the sperm cells are constantly 
moving like believers around the Kaaba in Mecca. We do not know 
yet what kind of signal supports sperm survival both intrinsically 
and extrinsically, or how it all works for millions of cells and for 
thousands of days. I wonder whether Stalin considered himself an 
ant queen with millions of gulag workers and their rotating preda-

Alexander Tarakhovsky, Our Microbes Carry Us After Death to a New Host, 2013
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tors moving inside his bloated belly just to make more of the same 
breed of pale insectoids. 

Jack and Olivia were infatuated with the idea of bionic repro-
duction and clearly succeeded in imitating A. colombica by letting 
Jack’s semen flow through fungus beds and into tiny adenosine-5’-
triphospahte (ATP) soaked celluloid jars in their apartment on Rue 
de l’Avenir, right in a middle of Lausanne. Jack built a neat storage 
space where he kept his sperm alive for more than eight years be-
fore he decided to join the US Air Force. Devastated by Jack’s loom-
ing departure Olivia broke into the store and inseminated herself in 
what is and will perhaps forever remain the only successful case of 
long-term storage of living human sperm. 

How annoying it is to stay awake and walk through streets that 
smell like yeast or yeast mixed with cannabis near the cathedral that 
borders the train station. Yuri M., a Russian aluminium don’s son 
who studied with me in Lausanne, started to smell like yeast about 
two months after his arrival. Yuri suffered from excessive perspira-
tion that became particularly severe when, after drinking few beers, 
he started meddling with stories about Konstantin Eduardovich 
Tsiolkovsky, who besides being a prolific designer of space rockets 
was inspired by bouts of violent sex with conjoined twins who were 
kept in an orphanage next to the Tsiolkovskys’ residence in Kaluga 
about 200 miles southwest of Moscow. 

I finally recalled my conversation with Jens B. and even found 
a few sloppily sketched notes in my notebook. Jens told me about 
differences in cerebral metabolome of germ-free (GF) mice and 
ex-GF mice inoculated with suspension of faeces obtained from 
specific pathogen-free mice. Jen’s wife Eva used CE-identified 196 
metabolites from the cerebral metabolome in both GF and ex-GF 
mice. The concentrations of 38 metabolites differed significantly 
(p < 0.05) between GF and ex-GF mice. Approximately ten of these 
metabolites are known to be involved in brain functions, while 
the functions of the remainder are unclear. Jens and Eva became 

convinced that cerebral metabolites are influenced by normal in-
testinal microbiota through the microbiota-gut-brain troika, and 
that normal intestinal microbiota is closely connected with brain 
health and disease, and with learning, memory and behaviour.

Gluttony of the South, where kids learn to kiss by inserting 
their tongues into tomato flesh! What kind of bugs do they get? 
Are the tensely silent evenings, smothered by olives and chewy 
bread, nothing more than a petri dish for bacteria that trigger 
memories of times long gone? Was Oblomov’s cosmic laziness and 
lack of drive to improve what he considered a hopelessly lost uni-
verse of faceless engineers all because of bacteria on his rural es-
tate, bacteria carried on the wings of sleepy summer flies on their 
way from barns to shelter behind heavy curtains where winter 
dust has been molded into shapes of flies from last year, flies long 
gone to Keplers but remaining as tweets on the web? 

The other day I visited the Pascha just around the corner from 
the Tierschutzamt that deals with the protection of animals, includ-
ing mice shipped to Jens for the study of bacteria and depression. 
The smell of yeast has mixed with the viral flavour of exhausted 
semen coagulated like blood clots in the throats of Moldavian 
prostitutes. The pale plates of faces were assorted randomly in a 
corridor when I entered the room, recognised by the number and 
playfully scripted name. The sound of the circular highway that 
runs through the city like a coronary catheter was almost gone. 
The room was very lightly scented with vinegar and good per-
fume. The owner of the smell was somewhere around and I could 
not wait to bury my face, which I have never seen and will never 
recognise, inside the wetness of the Slavic ravine, the damp of all 
of the lost tales and unfulfilled dreams of co-ed field trips, just to 
escape the smell of yeast that was clouding the city at dusk, pro-
truding above the ugly painted scaffolds and going all the way 
down to the sputum-like curve of the morbidly grey river. 

Alexander Tarakhovsky, Bionic Sperm Storage, 2013 Alexander Tarakhovsky, Olfactory Bulb, 2013

Alexander Tarakhovsky, Microbiota and Emotions, 2013

Alexander Tarakhovsky, Untitled, 2013

Alexander Tarakhovsky, Microbiota and Sex, 2013
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It’s a line from a Leonard Cohen song, about a waltz. 
Personally I really like dancing, but these classic dances, 
designed for pairs, are only fun at weddings. And some 
dances, like the tango, are simply best looked at. The other 
day I found an invite to a naked tango event. I couldn’t be-
lieve it was authentic, but I checked the website and found 
the hired pianist at my mother-in-law’s birthday party 
had invited me. He was part of the ensemble playing at the 
event. Why do these things always happen to me? I attract 
things like this. Anyway.

So here I am in front of a drawing at Kunstnernes Hus 
in Oslo. Yes, if it’s about going south, why not start at the 
top? In Oslo, capital of the nation with Europe’s highest 
standard of living for nearly a decade. Surely things should 
be going fine here. And Kunstnernes Hus seems to be very 
well on the way. The beautiful building has recently seen 
exhibitions like that of veteran painter, sculptor and video 
artist Victor Lind, whose work has addressed hushed-up 
and still controversial issues such as the official Norwe-
gian policy of collaborating with the Nazis during World 
War II to detain Norway’s Jewish population. In the last 
months director Mats Stjernsted had significant shows by 
Scandinavian and international artists, such as Liv Bugge, 
Karl Holmquist and David Lamelas, installed a branch of 
legendary book shop and publishing house Torpedo, and 
even relaunched the bar to give the house over to the artist 
community, and it is working. Trust me on that. And now 
the degree show of the master students of the art academy, 
which I’m responsible for. And that’s why I’m looking at 
the drawing.

Not sure that the drawing should hang in the stairs. 
The artwork includes the idea of the museum-like installa-
tion as part of the work, but on top of the stairs, it makes its 
motif emblematic for the whole show. Or even more? Can 
the drawing handle this stress, is it fair to allow this level of 
(mis-)conception, is it negligent towards the artist? Should 
we kick back and leave this to the viewer? How safe can we 
play this, how much risk are we willing to take?

If we look at fine art education in Scandinavia, I believe 
I recognise a political move towards more accountability. 
Many of the small art academies have been willed into suc-
cumbing to a system of control. Often the Bologna process 
has been used as a cultural political weapon to cut the inde-
pendence of fine art academies, weaving them into more of 
a creative industries structure. The fabulous old Helsinki 
Taideakademie underwent this structural change, and so 
did the Statens Kunstakademie in Oslo. It is now a small 
department within the larger Khio, the Olso art school. A 
great new space, huge workshops and more benefits come 
with this change, but also the loss of budgetary indepen-
dence. A twisted arm and a golden cage. 

But is the drawing about this? Taking visual cues from 
the 19th-century etching found in popular scientific books, 
the artist, Ida Madsen-Følling, takes pencil drawing to ex-
tremes. I ask myself: is it necessary to make the drawing 
this big, nearly life-size? Do you have to be so obsessive 

about the execution: every line clearly articulated with a 
specifically chosen pencil? Regarding the detail one im-
mediately imagines the joys of recess, of zoning out in the 
process of drawing. Art as taking time off from the daily 
chores and the worries every young artist (or young per-
son) faces: will I succeed? Can I succeed? Artistically, eco-
nomically, is there anything down the line?

That’s a question the curators of the Momentum Bien-
nial could be asking themselves these days. In late June 
Power Eckroth and Erlend Hammer opened a beautifully 
schizophrenic exhibition in Moss, curating their instal-
ment of arguably the oldest fine art biennial in Norway, if 
not Scandinavia, not as one, but as two independent and 
fiercely competing shows. As great as the show(s) are, it is 
a miracle they didn’t give up. Having started out with great 
plans of involving the extensive site of a paper factory that 
had just closed down, it comes off as a bit of a disappoint-
ment to see the project having become a beautiful if rather 
conventional show. But the closing of the paper factory was 
the key. It was a local trauma that caused rifts in the local 
political structure, right wing populists gained power and 
forced a significant cut of the exhibition budget. From there 
it went downhill, problems with the management of the 
former paper factory site and surprising levels of incom-
petence of the biennial management, who were working 
against the curators and artists, making it something of a 
wonder that this show materialised at all. And it still looks 
great. But rumours have it that this could have been the 
last Momentum Biennial. Which curator of renown would 
put themselves through a similar kind of ordeal? And why 
would public funds flow into a cultural institution that ap-
pears to be not wanted by a significant part of its local com-
munity? The task of educating its audience will be a tough 
challenge, but everything will be lost unless the show can 
raise understanding that in a postindustrial setting, of the 
kind Moss has just become, culture can offer a true sense 
of perspective. In a way the populist and neoliberal policies 
in place can’t. And on top of that, a major restructuring will 
be needed if this institution, implemented by no less than 
Daniel Birnbaum, Lars Bang Larsen and Atle Gerhardsen, 
is to survive. 

I’m still looking at a drawing, though. Maybe it is the 
artist herself who is burying her head in the sand, reflect-
ing on herself making art. Her way of dealing with things 
by not dealing with them. Isn’t that what the ostrich is con-
sidered to be a symbol for? The world‘s biggest bird, a pow-
erful creature with surprisingly beautiful eyes (if you’ve 
ever been to an ostrich farm, you‘ll remember those eye-
lashes) and a very curious beak (an irreverent tool to probe 
samples of nearly everything that comes in the way). The 
uncompromising way in which an ostrich checks every-
thing coming into its way, including an extremely quick 
and, for the object of its interest, painful tug on nose or ears 
(careful with your own eyes), appears to date straight back 
to its close lost relatives, the dinosaurs. If ostriches are big 
chickens, dinosaurs were chickens without feathers, as  

It’s Been Dying for Years
by Andreas Schlaegel

Cultural policy in Norway: Time to wake up

Ida Madsen Følling
Ostrich, 2013

pencil and watercolour on paper, 240 x 130 cm
Installation shot at MA Degree Show 2013, Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo
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simple-minded as ostriches, and interested in objects only 
in terms of whether they could possibly be devoured. 
Pretty straightforward, huh? 

This concept of a one-track mind reminds me of the 
“value for money” discussion surrounding Norway‘s Of-
fice for Contemporary Art, funded in 2001, and hugely suc-
cessful in helping a young generation of Norwegian artists 
 establish themselves on an international scale. Think Mat-
tias Faldbakken, Bjarne Melgarrd, or recently Ida Eckblad. 
 But also in terms of getting cutting-edge international 
artists and curators to come to Norway. The ministry of 
culture expressed a lack of confidence in director Marta 
Kuzma over the question of what art best represented 
Norway. Due to a questioning of its use of funds, control 
on the state institution was eventually tightened, the head 
of the board ousted and finally an administrator with no 
art competence was installed who stated that her task was 
to make sure the ministry was satisfied and getting their 
“investment” back. Doesn’t this kind of bureaucratisation 
pose a very general question about the freedom of the arts? 
This echoes recent developments in Sweden, where a simi-
lar institution, Iaspis, suffered comparable problems. But 
there is a difference between regarding culture as some-
thing to be supported and seeing it as something to invest 
in. Did I say neoliberal? Do you recognise a pattern?

Scared ostriches bury their head in the sand. The draw-
ing reveals the tininess of its brain (look at the head, it must 
be simple-minded). In reality the birds don’t do that—like 
artists they pick up stuff from the ground. And like artists, 
I’d like to believe, ostriches are not so easy to scare, they are 
surprisingly confident, to a degree that can be quite irritat-
ing. Considering their size and the kicks they can deliver 
with their legs (look at those thighs), it is obvious that there 
are not very many animals who pose a serious threat to 
these creatures. They can even fend off attacks by big cats. 

So what to bury the head in the sand for? Probably the 
image of the ostrich stems from the same time as the three 
wise monkeys, who signify “see no evil, hear no evil, speak 
no evil” and relate to a wisdom of Buddhism, the focus on 
what these days would be called “positive thinking”, of 
peace and tolerance, not representing jesters like in West-
ern culture. Yet covering their mouth, eyes and ears with 
hands could be interpreted as not so dissimilar to the os-
trich’s inaction, and as representing a fear of making deci-
sions and acting upon them. 

This goes to show how much the neoliberal project de-
pends on maintaining a sense of stasis and producing a cli-
mate that favours fear of change. Any change. Real changes 
are implemented in good old top-down manner. To narrow 
any idea of culture that deserves support down to the form 
of an investment that must pay off is to cater to the lowest 
common denominator—that of good business, along the 
lines of: we don’t know what it’s supposed to represent, but 
if all else fails we’ll at least get our money’s worth. But what 
is so irritating about this is its location. How come one of 
the wealthiest countries of Europe, of the world, that has 
invested so much in its social democratic vision of a wel-
fare state, has convinced its wealthy citizens to pay big taxes 
for excellent state services and an incredible education for 
their kids, is so quick to give up on the philosophy that 
brought them these outstanding achievements? For if the 
arts are subjected to an idea of market-like accountability, 

surely it will be only a question of time for the next field 
of culture to be addressed? And why does this look very 
much like the beginnings of restructuring society along a 
neo-Calvinist agenda? Where will it end? It’s catch as catch 
can, no holds barred. The bottom line is experienced in the 
post-democratic relationship between Greece and the rest 
of Europe, in what is essentially a European crisis. When 
did it begin?

Historically both images, monkeys and ostriches, relate 
to early colonialism, when exoticism was in high demand. 
(From Justin Bieber’s pet monkey to 19th-century images of 
babies on polar bear fur, ostrich feathers have always had 
success as a popular fashion accessory, a fad that brought 
them to the brink of extinction 120 years ago.) This also 
affected everyday language, when the imagery of exotic 
animals entered Western culture in proverbs. That these 
animals were characterised as either dangerous and savage 
(polar bears, tigers, crocodiles) or plain stupid (ostriches, 
monkeys) reflects the historical backdrop of an early stage 
of exploitation, when colonised people were either tricked 
(stupid) or forced (dangerous) into being colonised. The 
scheme is apparent. 

The idea of sticking your head into the sand within the 
realm of power relations, the notion of closing your eyes 
to a real threat or not acknowledging unpleasant truths, 
precisely reflects the way capitalism works in a downright 
physical sense. Do we switch off our heads to allow some 
presumably greater power to take control over them and 
the rest of our potentially powerful bodies? In Ida’s draw-
ing the ostrich buries its head in the sand of what appears 
to be a tropical, maybe even paradisiacal landscape domi-
nated by a huge volcano at the very moment of eruption. 
The ostrich must have kept its position for a long time, its 
head having already decomposed into a skull. The time it 
takes for the head to decay could have facilitated the bird’s 
flight, even from the far-reaching effects of volcanic fall out. 
But it stayed there. What could have terrified it to the extent 
that it surrendered so entirely, an apparent act of suicide in 
the face of danger? It’s ridiculous. 

Especially as we progress up the long and dramatic 
flight of stairs in Kunstnernes Hus in Oslo, drawing closer 
to the drawing at the top, as if this was the result of some-
thing. The stairs could also be seen as a rendering of (art) 
education as such, as if it was a process of ignoring obvious 
peril while happily going dead in the head. The placement 
of the bird’s skull in the drawing, especially considering 
its dramatic dimensions and large size, is reminiscent of 
Adam’s skull in 16th-century depictions of the crucifix-
ion, where Jesus’s cross is erected in Golgatha, on the site 
of Adam’s grave. It marked Christ overcoming Adam’s sin, 
the symbolic redemption of all Christians, and his “victory 
over death.” What Ida shows us appears to be the opposite: 
the triumph of death, but what’s more, the advent of total 
annihilation. And what brought it about: inaction and the 
loss of faith. Not the loss of faith in a country, ideology or 
religion, but in the strength of the body, and yes, the politi-
cal power to act. 

What I like about Greek dances is they start slow. They 
activate the body and get blood pumping. They involve ev-
eryone. Or so I’d like to believe. So let’s face the music, to 
quote my friend Rasha Salti, and dance. If only to prove to 
ourselves we are still alive. Shall we? 

Tor SR Thidesen installing Analogy, 2013
flagpole, aluminium blinds, dimensions variable; MA Degree Show, Kunstnernes Hus

Photo by Andreas Schlaegel
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The Man Who Stood Still  
on Top of the World

by Guido van der Werve

Nummer Negen, the day I didn’t turn with the world

The North Pole is a strange place. It’s hard to get there. It’s only 
possible in the month of April when the sun is up but the ice is still 
thick enough to land on. There’s a Russian organisation that organ-
ises these trips. They fly over the North Pole, find a good spot for a 
camp (about 100 km south). They drop a bulldozer and a few guys on 
parachutes. They make  a runway on the ice and then the plane lands. 
The plane they use can land on the ice and has its engines on top of its 
wings. They set up the camp and fly people in from Svalbard. From 
the camp to the North Pole they fly with Mi-8 helicopters. 

We had to fly to Svalbard first and wait for about a week. April 
was very warm that year and the runway at the North Pole camp 
kept cracking and had to be fixed. We were getting nervous because 
it was the last camp of the season and it might have not been possible 
to fly there at all. We were on the Island of Spitsbergen in the capital 
Longyearbyen, a tiny town that is quite boring to spend a week in. In 
April there was still a lot of snow and the sun never went down. You 
couldn’t leave the town because polar bears were a serious danger—
supposedly the only animal that hunts and eats humans deliberately. 
My only traveling companion was my cameraman.

Then we got the ok to fly to the North Pole. The plane was a bit 
crappy (Russian style) and we had to sit on fold-down seats in the 
cargo area. The landing was very, very rough and some stuff flew 
through the plane. The camp on the icecap was small. The people 
were mostly scientists, nature filmmakers, rich tourists and journal-
ists. As it happened it was the Dutch year of the North Pole and there 
was a radio crew from Holland. One of the crew had studied with my 
cameraman. Talk about a small world…

The Russians had constructed a canteen tent that included a 
grumpy Russian woman behind the counter who stared angrily at 
you when you tried to get some porridge. I wondered why they didn’t 
fly someone more pleasant over if they had to  spend more than a 
month alone on the ice camp. The first thing I noticed when I entered 
the canteen was a woman with a totally black nose from frostbite. It 
made me quite nervous because I had to spend 24 hours in the cold 
and my nose protrudes quite a bit.

We met with our guide and the director of the camp. I hadn’t 
told him my intentions yet—I thought they might try to cancel the 
operation, because of the risk involved. They were Russians, so they 
thought it was crazy but funny. People there never spend more than 
a maximum of two hours outside. They started placing bets about 
whether I would survive or not. The odds dropped quite a bit when 
they found out I am a vegetarian.

The two big technical problems on the North Pole were the cold 
and the lack of electricity. We did a lot of testing with my camera-
man; he specialises in time-lapse photography of the Aurora Bore-
alis (northern lights) so he had a lot of experience with working in 
these conditions. We decided early on to use time-lapse photography 
with a still camera. Shooting the whole 24 hours with a video camera 
wouldn’t be possible logistically, and personally I wanted the idea of 
not turning with the world for one day to weigh more heavily then the 
endurance aspect of it. By time-lapsing the 24 hours into eight min-
utes the passing of time, and me turning in a circle, would be much 
clearer. We tested it in a big fridge and the Nikon D1 didn’t need any 
protection and worked fine for the whole 24 hours. Due to the cold 
the display screen stops working which is rather frightening. 

When we arrived at the camp there had been a whiteout for sev-
eral days. This involves some type of polar fog. It’s a weird experience 

because everything is white, and because of the landscape you have 
no references to focus on, so often your eyes are not able to focus. It 
would also ruin the movie, as seeing the path of the sun would make 
it much easier to get the idea. The weather forecast predicted one 
good day, the last day of the camp. It was our last chance and when 
we got back to the camp we would have to leave straightaway. We left 
in the morning after a bad night’s sleep—the tents were quite uncom-
fortable and kept warm by kerosene ovens which blew hot air into 
them. They were quite loud and stank.

We flew to the North Pole with our guide. When we left the camp 
the whiteout was still in place, but halfway through the journey the 
weather cleared up. When we got there, the guide put up the tent 
and we set up the camera. He had guns with him in case a polar bear 
showed up. This was unlikely though, because they usually hunt 
where the water turns into ice. He pitched the tent and put snow 
around it to keep it on the ground in case of a storm. Storms are fre-
quent there and vicious, and they come without much warning, so 
he was constantly monitoring his atmospheric pressure device. If it 
dropped we had to leave or shelter immediately. He had a little cooker 
with him to keep the tent warm and to cook tea and soup. He was a bit 
of a grumpy boy-scout kind of guy and from the start he was annoyed 
with our lack of camping skills. He also didn’t understand what we 
wanted to do or why.

We started shooting and the first hour was fine, I stood on the 
spot and it was beautiful and sunny. The sun helped me define my 
turning speed as I could simply follow my shadow. The memory card 
could fill up every 90 minutes. Then my cameraman had to change 
the card, which gave me a minute or so to run out of the frame to get 
hot tea and soup and relieve myself. The clicking of the camera was 
the only sound there and it was comforting to hear that the camera 
was still working. I brought an iPod with me with some Wagner op-
eras and some audio books to pass the time. I have a background in 
music and I’m very impressed by the direct and intuitive way that 
music communicates. It’s something I learned to take for granted 
from early on. A song or piece of music becomes part of your life as 
soon as you hear it. I think visual art is much more sealed off and 
there are many layers that hinder the experience. I don’t think it has 
to be that way though.

It was about -25 c but with the sun out and my very thick down 
suit, it didn’t feel that cold. I spent a lot of time staring into the dis-
tance—the landscape is so weird that you really can’t make out the 
distance or the volume of the ice. The dry air made everything appear 
very sharp and some ice had a very distinct and beautiful blue colour 
that I had never seen before.

After about six hours I started getting quite stiff. I have always 
been in good shape, but standing still for a long time leads to stiff-
ness. I was trying to flex my muscles while standing still to keep my 
blood flowing and avoid hypothermia (which together with frostbite 
was the biggest danger). This is a trick that British soldiers use, as 
they have to stand still in front of official buildings for a long time. I 
was also slightly scared of polar bears. The guide and my cameraman 
spent most of the time inside the tent, so I was just standing there 
unable to look back. 

After twelve hours I started to panic a bit. I noticed that I started 
to touch my nose manically to test if it still had some feeling in it. And 
being half way, I could grasp the amount of time that I still had to 
stand there, which seemed very long. I needed a lot of concentration 

Guido van der Werve
Nummer negen, The day I didn’t turn with the world, 2007

timelapse photography to HD video, duration 8’40”
Geographic Northpole
Image by Ben Geraerts

and willpower to calm myself down. I have been doing some endur-
ance performances and I do endurance sports. For me these things 
are very meditative, they help me to keep a calm head and to focus. 
The whole North Pole experience seemed very dreamlike and I think 
I still haven’t dealt with it in a way. 

The last four hours were very surreal. The whiteout came back 
and I couldn’t focus on anything. I fell asleep a few times and my iPod 
stopped working which made the time seem even longer. After the 
24 hours, we celebrated a bit and were all tired and relieved to be fin-
ished. We had to wait for the helicopter to fly us in, so we spent time 
shooting the guide’s shotgun.

When we got back to camp we had to fly back to Spitsbergen 
straightaway. The next morning we flew straight to Tromso (north-
ern Norway), then Oslo, and then Amsterdam. It was weird to come 
back to Amsterdam. It was Queen’s Day so about one million people 
were in town. After spending two weeks in isolation and one day on 
the North Pole, we just went home and slept.

I have been to a lot of remote places and the strange thing is that 
you always need assistance to get there and once there you are con-
stantly with your film crew. So the experience of these places of soli-
tude is always very social. I think walking around in a city one can 
feel lonelier.

Well, what I try to do with my performances is in a way to offer 
a blank figure: the audience shouldn’t think that they are looking at 
a person doing something but rather put themselves in my place. I 

try to create an experience that has been triggered by a very personal  
feeling of mine. I abstract this feeling and make it as open and univer-
sal as possible. In the best case the work only exists between the viewer  
and the art piece and I’m completely irrelevant. I think humans go 
through a lot of similar things and it’s the artist’s job to archive these 
feelings into something solid so we can try to eternalise them. This 
work is particularly timeless because I try to not turn with the world 
for one day.  I’m politically interested and have strong opinions. So 
they appear in my work from a personal perspective. I think however 
that while art is capable of moving people, it is unable to move people 
in a certain direction. In this sense I think art is not able to be political 
or to be used as a tool to convey a political idea. I think that if you want 
to change the world in that sense you’re much more powerful being a 
journalist, politician or whatever.

I didn’t really think much about the South Pole while being at the 
North Pole. The geography is completely different. The South Pole is 
a vast mountainous landscape, while the North Pole is covered in ice. 
When I pictured not turning with the world for one day, I pictured 
myself standing on top of the world, which I consider to be the North 
Pole. Practically the South Pole is a much harsher environment and 
being out there for 24 hours would be nearly impossible. I like spend-
ing time in nature. Almost all of my choices of location are conceptual 
though. The North Pole being an obvious example. I think the world 
is still a beautiful place (and I have a great cameraman to prove it) and 
I would rather make something look beautiful than ugly.
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From the Other Side
Hablemos del norte… / Let’s talk about the North…

A conversation between Valeria Luiselli and María Inés Rodríguez

The Mexican writer and the Columbian curator talk North and South

María Inés Rodríguez: Hablemos del norte… / Let’s talk about 
the North…

Valeria Luiselli: One of the first instances of discrimination I 
encountered in the United States was about my racial background. 
The first weeks I was in New York I got a call from a newspaper edi-
tor who proposed to give me a regular column. Specifically, I was 
asked to write from the viewpoint of a coloured woman. I decided 
not to accept it. I wouldn’t have minded speaking as a foreigner, but 
it seemed ridiculous to speak from a racist, stereotypical stance as 
if this classification determined, in whole or in part, my views on 
anything. I suppose that “woman of colour” is another way of saying 
“woman from the South”. 

MIR: The various economic or political crises have spawned 
movements within a country or internationally, in all directions, 
which lead to major social change. There are northerners and south-
erners in all places, irrespective of geography. What is the North to 
you? 

VL: In Mexico, “north” means the northern part of the country. 
The notion of north/northerner is  very common in the everyday life 
and language of Mexico: we talk about northern literature, northern 
music, the prosperous norteños versus the poor southerners. Now, 
alas, the South is also associated with the violence of drug traffick-
ing. What I mean to stress is the curious fact that when we talk about 
the North we mean the north of the country, not the United States. In 
Tijuana, for instance, we don’t say “let’s go north” when we mean to 
cross the border: we say “let’s go on the other side”—an expression 
I like a lot.

From a broader Latin-American perspective, of course, “north” 
certainly refers to the US—although I must confess I don’t usually 
think in Latin-American terms. This may be a case of sound urban 
arrogance … but we have cities like Mexico City, Bogotá, Buenos Ai-
res, Sao Paulo, and it would cost me to think of them prosaically as 
“the South”. 

On the other hand, having lived in the US for several years I 
came across descriptions I used to ignore. I am a “woman of colour”, 
“Hispanic” or even a “non-resident alien”. Such divisions are even 
more brutal than a simple north/south dichotomy.

Have you lived in the United States? Have you ever had to fill out 

questionnaires which ask you to specify your ethnic origin—where 
you have to write Hispanic, Caucasian, etc.?

MIR: Yes, I am Hispanic … and in this there is a strong relation 
between nationality and language. In Europe, the economic crisis 
has rekindled the North/South debate. The French artistic duo of 
Claire Fontaine created a work called P.I.G.S, referencing the acro-
nym coined by a British financial medium in the nineties to describe 
the fragile European economies. Their piece represents these coun-
tries on fluorescent maps on the wall, which are set on fire during a 
performance; at the end, all that is left is like a large stain of ashes. 
All this demonstrates that the concept of ‘South’ depends on one’s 
point of view. Greece, Spain and Portugal mirror many things that 
have occurred in Latin America or in Africa: corruption, misman-
agement, etc.

VL: For some years now there has been a clear feeling that the 
relationship between Latin America and Spain is changing. The hub 
of publishing, for instance, was traditionally in Madrid and Barce-
lona, yet the recent rise of independent Latin American publishing 
houses is set to challenge all this: you no longer have to be published 
in Spain to gain broad readership and distribution.

It’s a similar thing with language. Many writers of the previous 
generations employed words and formats acceptable to the Spanish 
market, but now the feeling is that you can write the language you 
speak in your city, your neighbourhood. There are Spanish writers 
from many different places, and using and understanding them all 
demonstrates the wealth of our language.

MIR: Along this line of thought, and in relation to the North 
as a concept in literature… There was a necessity for stories with a 
specific idea about Latin America or on Latin American themes, and 
this was also true in visual art. 

It seems to me that a radical change took place in the nineties, 
when writers started to talk from another starting point.

VL: The course was very clear for writers at the time. Cosmo-
politanism was almost an ideological banner for those who no lon-
ger wished to talk about Macondo. I believe it was an important 
movement which, luckily, also ran its course. I don’t stop to think 
whether my text should be cosmopolitan or reflect “Latin-Amer-
icanism”. I think my generation liberated itself from this debate. 

What is the case with art?
MIR: It’s the same every time. It is important that working net-

works have been created which go beyond geographical proximity 
to demonstrate affinities and correspondences among people from 
all parts of the world.

VL: A visual artist certainly enjoys more freedom than a writer.  
We writers have a critical problem in that our work needs to be 
translated to cross the borders, which is not the case with visual art; 
not in the same way. 

MIR: To this we must add the crisis in publishing all over the 
world. The new technologies are challenging the old monopoly of 
printing and causing upheaval in the market, including that of the 
local bookshop.

VL: There is clearly a problem, and those of us involved in pub-
lishing were caught sleeping when the crisis broke out in November 
2008, but I don’t think that e-books will replace traditional printing. 
The e-book enjoyed a boom in English, but was not as successful in 
other languages. I don’t have the global figures, but I know from my 
German publishers that just 2% of their output goes into e-books, 
simply because the demand is not there. My books in Spanish are 
not available as e-books, and the same is true of their Portuguese and 
Italian translations. I believe that the e-book will be entrenched—it is 
already, in certain places—but I definitely don’t think it will replace 
traditional books.

MIR: To go back to the subject of the North, do you see yourself 
as a southerner?

VL: Well, I don’t think of my identity in such terms, but since you 
put it like that, yes! And I believe there are some interesting things 
taking place in the great cities south of the Rio Bravo border. Mexico 
City, aside from the violence of drugs, is going through a phase of 
great vitality. The same is true of Buenos Aires, especially in publish-
ing: despite the crisis, it is a radiant, lively city. At the end of the day, I 
may feel like a southerner but not as if I represent something. Some-
times I satirise the Anglo-Saxon publishing market’s conception of 
Latin-American writers, but I don’t feel like a southern ambassador. 
How about you?

MIR: I am definitely from the South, but I have lived over half 
of my years in the North, if that is what France is. Of course, it was 

always important for me to be aware of my background so as to have 
a position even in contexts which did not include me. Some time ago 
I was talking with film director Andrés di Tella about his documen-
tary on his Indian mother. He was saying how he had been born and 
raised in Buenos Aires, and always felt to come from those parts. 
It was only when he went to London, in his teens, that he realised 
his true origin, which was not well-received in that context. It was a 
shock that changed his perception of his own identity.

VL: In our line of work we try not to give in to publishers’ pres-
sures to adopt a fixed classification. It is all about the attitude one 
assumes to resist such expectations. I believe this comes from the 
knowledge of coming from a South which is much more rich and 
flexible than it is commonly believed in the North. While you were 
saying how you have lived in France and Geneva, I was trying to 
think of the places I have lived in terms of North/South; except for 
now that I live in New York, I have always lived below the imaginary 
dividing line that distinguishes the South—politically rather than 
geographically. I think I have adopted various kinds of “South”.

MIR: We have often referred to language as something which 
determines various things. When you are able to use another lan-
guage, it becomes a valuable tool which allows you to conquer other 
areas and get to know the other better than he knows you if he does 
not speak your language. I think that this is particularly important 
in literature; being able to write—and be read—in another language 
is like a huge treasure, for all the difficulties it entails.

VL: Yes, and the spectrum of English includes many distin-
guished English as well as Spanish people. I grew up in South Africa, 
for example, and the book I am writing is about that time in my life. 
I am writing in English but in the southern idiom, “contaminated”  
by other languages: it is South African English. I am bound to have 
enormous problems when I send it off to my editors: a Mexican 
woman writing in English, but a “colonial”, southern variety of Eng-
lish. How do you classify this in a world when the only identities you 
have are “Hispanic”, “non-resident alien” and “woman of colour”? 

Fosdinovo, Italy, June 2013
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Crowd (Granta 2012), translated to multiple languages. Luiselli has collaborated on numerous multidisciplinary projects; among 
them, a ballet libretto for choreographer Christopher Wheeldon and the NYC Ballet, and a novella for the Jumex Collection, written 
in installments for workers in a factory. Luiselli’s short fiction and non-fiction has appeared in magazines and newspapers such as The 
New York Times, Granta, Brick, McSweeneys and Dazed and Confused. She lives in New York City.
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History Zero 
was born in Exarcheia 

by Stefanos Tsivopoulos

What is crisis? Where is it generated? Is there a way to resist? Stefanos Tsivopoulos 
reflects on History Zero, made especially for the Greek pavilion at the 55th Venice 

Biennale

History Zero was born as an idea in Exarcheia Square the sum-
mer of 2012. For those unfamiliar with the historical Exarcheia 
Square, it is: a hotbed of political activity, a bulwark against state 
power—and now an entire zone of Athens where police and those of 
the wrong political persuasion just don’t go.1 I was living in the Ex-
archeia neighbourhood at that period working on a large-scale solo 
show in Elefsina Greece, titled The Future Starts Here. That period 
was politically and economically one of the toughest. In mid-May 
2012 the crisis and the impossibility of forming a new coalition gov-
ernment after elections led to strong speculation that Greece would 
have to leave the Eurozone. The potential exit became known as 
Grexit. A second election in mid-June ended with the formation of 
a new parliament that included a neo-Nazi party for the first time.

History Zero started as a poetic and philosophic observation of 
the crisis. The challenge was not to make a work about the crisis 
per se but to question what a crisis is. Where is it generated? And is 
there a way to resist it by questioning the value of things?

Time, culture, science and war are just some of the factors that 
change the value of things. But even on a social scale when a thing 
is passed from the hands of one person to another, value fluctuates. 
Clearly, value is not something of its own existence: we, the people 

involved, create it. I like to define value as a projection of our deepest 
emotions, fears, hopes and aspirations. However, there is no better 
way to explain the relativity of value than the way we value money. 

Aristotle gives a good description of it in his book Nicomachean 
Ethics: “money constitutes in a manner a middle term, for it is a 
measure of all things, and so of their superior or inferior value, that 
is to say, how many shoes are equivalent to a house or to a given 
quantity of food. As therefore a builder is to a shoemaker, so must 
such and such a number of shoes be to a house [or to a given quan-
tity of food]; for without this reciprocal proportion, there can be no 
exchange and no association; […] this is why money is called nomi-
sma, customary currency, because it does not exist by nature but by 
custom (nomos), and can be altered and rendered useless at will.”2

From Exarcheia to Venice
I received the news that I would represent Greece at the 55th 

Venice Biennale on February 3, 2013. I’m writing the date and year 
because most of my colleagues participating in the same biennale 
received the news back in early 2012. That left Syrago Tsiara, the 
curator of the Greek pavilion, and I slightly fewer than four months 
to research, produce and present a brand new show of the highest 

standards. Until that moment History Zero was just an idea and no 
work had been put into it.

The centre of the Greek pavilion is occupied by an archive—
Alternative Currencies. An Archive and A Manifesto—dedicated to 
various models of alternative, non-monetary currencies and ex-
change systems. The archive is presented in 32 wooden panels 
forming a rotunda of six metres in diameter and six metres high. 
Some of the archives’ subjects are:

JAK Medlemsbank/JAK Members Bank — banking with-
out interest is the purpose of this bank, located in Sweden. It be-
gan in 1965 as the Land Labour Capital Association for Economic 
Enlightenment, an organisation concerned with the negative social 
impacts of interest and aiming to promote interest-free financing.3 

Grameen Bank and Microfinance in Bangladesh (gram 
means village in Bangali) has grown to become a widespread tool 
for economic empowerment of the poor. The philosophy behind the 
project is that small loans provide both the means and the initiative 
for individuals in poverty to start small enterprises or agricultural 
initiatives, enabling them to better their financial position in a per-
manent way.4

Rolling Jubilee is a project of Strike Debt, an offshoot of Oc-
cupy Wall Street, which seeks to build a global debt resistance 
movement. Rolling Jubilee’s goal is to buy debt from hospitals and 
other lenders that would otherwise be purchased by debt collectors, 
and then abolish them. The project began last November. Although 
their target was to raise $50,000, they’ve already generated over 
$500,000 for debt abolition.5

Rather than simply documenting these models, Alternative Cur-
rencies. An Archive and A Manifesto stands as a political statement 
proposing a reformation of the economic global establishment to-
wards autonomous communal patterns and forms of survival and 
resistance. “The most graceful and promising approach to em-
powering our communities and ourselves is through voluntary, 
entrepreneurial activities that can liberate the exchange process 
and reclaim the credit commons. Only popular control of credit 
and competition in currencies can transcend the money problem. 
A new economic order is precisely what is needed at this point in 
history.”6

The space around the rotunda is divided into three equally sized 
rooms each screening one of the three episodes of the film. The film 
History Zero depicts the experiences of three distinct individuals in 
the city of Athens: an African immigrant who wanders the streets 
of Athens pushing a supermarket trolley and collecting scrap metal 
to sell, an artist who observes and records street scenes at random 
with his iPad to find inspiration in the confusing landscape of Ath-
ens, and a demented art collector living alone in a museum-like 
house and consumed with creating origami flowers using euro 
banknotes.

History Zero questions the value of money and the role money 
plays in the formation of human relationships, adopting an an-
thropological and associative look through the seemingly realistic 
daily routines of these individuals. I wanted to set a series of ques-
tions about how their stories and collections can be interconnected 
and how their actions contest the notion of value.

For example the demented collector in Episode 3 is not inter-
ested in the financial value of her expensive artworks (at least not 
anymore) but she does find emotional value in them. She doesn’t 
find monetary value in a 500 euro banknote, but uses it as paper 
for her origami flowers. 

In a similar fashion the artist in Episode 2 finds “art-value” in a 
supermarket trolley full of rusty scrap metal, whereas the African 
immigrant of Episode 1 sees a different value in the same trolley 
and its contents.

The three characters of History Zero engage in a continuous 
fluctuation of value, passing it from hand to hand in a circular 
movement, a metaphor for the way value oscillates on a daily ba-

sis around the world. Engaging the power of our daily actions with 
solidarity, cooperation and co-responsibility might be a response to 
the crisis. 

South of South
South of south is Africa. This is where most of the minerals of 

the world are mined amid civil wars and social unrest and from 
there they are shipped to China. China’s cheap labour turns them 
into affordable commodities and sells them back to Europe and the 
United States. 

Wars and famine force thousands of Africans to flee their coun-
tries every day by boat and other means for the shores of Europe, 
in hope for a better future. For several years now we’ve seen them 
selling fake Gucci bags together with African artefacts in the streets 
of Athens. 

Some collect scrap metal from the city’s streets in supermarket 
trolleys. One hundred kilos of scrap metal sells for 15 euro. On a 
good day it takes 16 to 18 hours to collect such a quantity. Most scrap 
metal consists of parts of cheap commodities, made in China with 
minerals that were extracted in Africa. 

I would like to close with a quote from Marcel Mauss’s book The 
Gift:

A wise precept has run right through human evolution, and we would 
be as well to adopt it as a principle of action. We should come out of our-
selves and regard the duty of giving as a liberty, for in it there lays no risk. 
A fine Maori proverb runs:

Ko maru kai atu
Ko maru kai mai,
Ka ngohe ngohe.7

“Give as much as you receive and all is for the best.”

Born in 1973 in Prague, Stefanos Tsivopoulos lives and works in Amsterdam 
and New York. He studied fine arts at the Superior Academy in Athens, the 
Gerrit Rietveld Academie and the Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten in 
Amsterdam. Solo exhibitions include the 55th Biennale di Venezia Greek Pa-
vilion (2013); ISCP, New York (2011); Heidelberg Kunstverrein (2010); Smart 
Project Space, Amsterdam (2010); and Art Forum, Berlin (2009). Group exhi-
bitions include Manifesta 8, Murcia (2010); Witte de With, Rotterdam (2010); 
BFI Southbank, London (2009); ev+a, Limerick (2009); Athens Biennale 
(2007); and Thessaloniki Biennale (2007).

www.historyzero.gr
https://www.facebook.com/HistoryZeroStefanosTsivopoulos?ref=hl
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Solution 262—∞:  
Greece Archipelago

by Ingo Niermann
Northern Europe doesn’t care about Greece’s mainland. It’s all about the sunny beaches.  

Solution 262—∞: Greece Archipelago, the imaginary 10th volume of the Solution Series (edited 
by Ingo Niermann, designed by Zak Group, and published by Sternberg Press) proposes to drasti-

cally increase Greece’s coastline by cutting it into hundreds of autonomous islands that 
are specialised around all sorts of needs and themes. One Greece is simply not enough. 

Let’s multiply the dragon by cutting it into two, four, eight...

The US already has new cities that specialise in retirees or 
adherents of a particular religion. These are small spheres of 
deceleration and undifferentiation. People settle down for good; 
the separation between the spheres of work and residential life is 
abolished. In Greece Archipelago, by contrast, many come to the 
island of their choice for no more than an extended vacation. Oth-
ers design their house or apartment as the museum of or stage for 
an obsession, while having another, inconspicuous life elsewhere. 
Greece Archipelago witnesses the materialisation of ingenuous 
social networks that otherwise takes place on the internet.

Every island decides for itself how open it is to visitors and 
how great the concessions it expects of them are. The island must 
provide for what are otherwise usually functions of the state, such 
as education and healthcare, and levy fees and membership dues 
from its visitors and residents, or sell shares. In order to avoid un-
leashing a price war among themselves, the islands must prove 
their uniqueness in ever new ways.

This uniqueness may also consist in their form of organisation: 
commercial enterprise, foundation, association, or cooperative. 
People can decide whether they prefer to be governed by a grass-
roots democracy, an oligarchy, or a despot. Should the residents 
themselves provide all necessary services, or do they wish to have 
a professional administration? Do they want lots of community 
activities or the greatest possible degree of anonymity? Should the 
island introduce its own currency in order to emphasise, like a ca-
sino, a playful aspect, or should communitarian measures largely 
obviate the need for a monetised economy? Which form of asso-
ciation is the cheapest for its members? Which is best able to safe-
guard their interests? What are the benefits or costs of freedom of 
opinion or censorship? Centralism or self-government? Capital-

ism or communism? And how much are they worth to members?
While democracy leaves its citizens the choice between differ-

ent parties within one form of government, Greece Archipelago 
allows them to choose between different forms of government. 
Some 2,500 years after democracy began taking shape in Athens, 
Greece Archipelago is introducing the next level of freedom, an 
open competition between the systems.

The people of former Greece who decide not to become citizens of 
one of the new islands gather on a remainder of the mainland to live 
off the public revenue raised by general services provided for Greece 
Archipelago. Police and military services are billed either per inhab-
itant or per deployment. To prevent arbitrary changes in prices and 
expenses, such services are paid for through an insurance scheme.

The new communities offered by Greece Archipelago are not 
only reserved for the rich. If the rich isolate themselves from the 
poor, why should the poor not isolate themselves from the rich 
and their real-estate speculation, their department store monopo-
lies, their drugs? Islands for the poor might help them avoid isola-
tion from each other, assist one another, and initiate a new social 
movement. Leftist parties and charitable organisations might sup-
port the foundation of such initiatives.

Spatial separation has lost some of its unconditional power 
due to technical innovation in telecommunication, transporta-
tion, positioning, and military explosives. Yet technologies such 
as greenhouses, regenerative energies and 3-D copiers have also 
made it easier to live in relative self-reliance without loss of com-
fort. The more densely populated the world becomes and the more 
the different regions grow dependent on one another’s supplies of 
raw materials, merchandise and capital, the greater the luxury of 
isolation.

Lazy Island
Fat Island
Vegan Island
Family Island
Children Island
Cat Island
Dog Island
Horse Island
IQ 120+ Island
IQ 130+ Island
IQ 140+ Island
IQ 90- Island
Gothic Island

Steam Punk Island
Versace Island
Prada Island
Adlib Island
Stripe Island
Apple Island
Hacker Island
Mausoleum Island
Great Pyramid Island
Last Year Island
Last Day Island
Brothel Island
Gay Island

Lesbo Island
Heterosexual Island
Asexual Island
Heroine Island
Crystal Meth Island
Ecstasy Island
Cannabis Island
Cigarette Island
Cigar Island
Yoga Island
Pilates Island
Rockabilly Island
Heavy Methal Island

Straight Edge Island 
Antiquity Island
Nudist Island
Love Island
Lovesick Island
Drill Island
Boxing Island
Army Island
Sugar Island
Cuddle Island
Roulette Island
Black Jack Island
Anarchy Island

Monarchy Island
Communism Island
Stone Age Island
Baroque Island
Renaissance Island
Matriarchat Island
Stoa Island
Oyster Island
Gossip Island
Mute Island
. . . 

A list of possible islands that starts somewhere and ends nowhere:

The Greek flag redesigned by Zak Group
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A Summerhouse
Interview with Martí Anson by Juan Canela

Northern designs into a southern cooperative scenario: a conversation  
between artist Martí Anson and curator Juan Canela

Juan Canela: Martí, in your 
last project, Catalan Pavilion – 
Anonymous Architect, which is now 
being shown at Palais de Tokyo, 
you reconstruct a vacation house 
built up by your father during the 
1970s in Catalan Pre-Pyrenees; 
could you tell a little about it?

Martí Anson: The idea is try-
ing to rebuild, during the week-
ends prior to the opening, the 
holiday house that my father put up on a 1/1 scale in the exhibition 
space. Maybe it will be finished, or probably not, due to timing and 
budget issues, but this is part of the project.

The project’s starting point is the house of a person who isn’t an 
architect but built a home by following certain principles of aus-
terity of those times: simple, functional and absolutely practical 
construction; exterior does not matter and interior is just the min-
imum for six people, making the maximum of the available space. 
Without knowing it, my father was re-using French and German 
architects’ rules: a house must be functional, no doors to expedite 
space … but on the other hand, the kitchen and living room take up 
1960s Catalan architecture principles from José Antonio Coderch, 
who unified tradition and modernity. Northern European archi-
tects such as Alvar Aalto also influenced Coderch. This fact was 
quickly translated into political acts of resistance to the Franco dic-
tatorship’s structures, since it proposes a functional architecture 
opposed to the dominant mode of the moment. However there’s a 
very important difference from northern European trends: archi-
tecture is made from tradition without losing its origins, so there’s 
a combination of northern elements (such as large windows) and 
local materials (floor tiling or stone walls), embellishing buildings 

with poor materials. They take 
northern designs without losing 
the traditions of the South, with-
out losing local identity. This is the 
idea that my father had.

JC: Why do you add the term 
“pavilion” to the title?

MA: In order to give an in-
terpretation that exceeds the per-
sonal and takes it to a universal 

level. A pavilion has a political 
aspect related to the architecture of place and time represented. 
By naming it the Catalan Pavilion I am playing with humour and 
the absurd in order to provide this political character. Besides, the 
fact that it is detachable and that it probably won’t be finished at 
all, is inserted into this layer of meaning. On the other hand, the 
uncertainty of how far I will be able to build, the fact that the proj-
ect exceeds myself, is something that interests me more and more 
everyday.

JC: The fact that it is a house located away from the city, built up 
in a recondite part of Catalan Pre-Pyrenees, is connected to some 
of the theories of GATEPAC, a group of pioneer architects who 
worked during the second Spanish Republic…

MA: Exactly. Somehow they promoted going out of the city 
and they saw the holiday house as a place to escape from all urban 
problems. Besides, just as in the one I’m building at Palais de To-
kyo, those GATEPAC holiday houses were detachable, so you could 
build them during summer and dissemble them afterwards. 

We can also draw a parallel with Heidegger’s Black For-
est house: a retreat for thought, without distractions, away from 
visitors, merged with the surroundings and similar to the houses 
around. In my father’s case the house was intended for leisure and 

Martí Anson, Summer House in Paris - Catalan
Pavilion - Anonymous Architect, 2013

Installation view at Palais de Tokyo, Paris
Courtesy of the artist

and Estrany-de la Mota Gallery, Barcelona
Summer house built

by Martí Anson’s father
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rest, but it was also far from the city and it resembled all the other 
houses in the area.

On the other hand, what interests me above all is how some-
one who doesn’t have any architectural studies gets to build a to-
tally functional house for his family. This happens because certain 
dynamics of collaboration existed in Spain at that time, by which 
each person contributed with their knowledge for the greater good: 
lawyers, doctors, architects … each contributed their skills. In this 
environment, my father had a skill to articulate spaces and got into 
this cooperative context.

JC: This takes us to your previous project, Joaquimandson, 
where you reproduce and commercialise furniture made by your 
father during the 1970s. How does this will to work on these par-
ticular aspects of your family history arise?

MA: The interest starts from the intuition that through 
these little personal and collective facts society and identity are 
constructed, and perhaps it’s time to notice them.

The origin of Palais de Tokyo pavilion is actually the end of 
making this furniture. Without furniture, the pavilion wouldn’t 
have existed. The starting point for the furniture is my father’s 
skill in designing spaces and his collaboration with the architects 
of the cooperative. Manuel Brullet, another architect from that 
time, talked about “architecture of use” and “architecture of capi-
tal”, and here we are talking of course of the architecture of use, 
created exclusively to live properly, not to make profit. Anyhow, 
the architecture of capital is the one that finally ended up suc-
ceeding after the fall of the dictatorship and the Spanish real es-
tate boom. My father created furniture for use: he discussed with 
families their needs and budget and then adapted the furniture, 
without business intentions.

It happens that all these cooperative dynamics initiated by need 
quickly gain political dimensions, as a breach with established regi-
mens and as a search for a new world to live in. The furniture comes 
from this context—if it had not been part of this scenario, it would 
have stayed at my father’s house. But instead, many families from 
Barcelona and nearby enjoyed the functional aspect of the furni-
ture. During the 1970s, when he tried to set up a business with a 
partner, he did not feel right and quit. Without personal bonding, 
the project did not work.

JC: In fact, you introduce something that really gets my atten-
tion and that I consider one of the most powerful aspects of these 
projects: Reflecting on the actions of your father, you talk about the 
dynamics related to the idea of the cooperative that resulted from 
altruism without any commercial interests during those years in 
Spain. Some places, such as Cataluña, have been pioneers in this 
sense. The years of the second Spanish Republic was the climax of 
these structures, along with laws replicated all over America and 
Europe. During the dictatorship all this disappeared and the little 
gestures left accomplished great things, as you say, but ended up 
vanishing when democracy and capitalism arrived.

MA: Yes, dictatorship became a common front for many people 
of different ideologies but they started to manifest their discrepan-
cies with democracy’s arrival.

JC: And perhaps with Spain’s opening up in the 1970s and capi-
talism reaching the country, all these initiatives end up becoming a 
business or are institutionalised and lose their essence.

MA: Yes, it’s just as when my father set up that store with his 
partner and they eventually did not agree with each other. They had 
started to mass produce furniture and this was against the initial  
idiosyncrasies. Once business is the objective, personal matter, 
which was one of my father’s project bases, is lost—so he quit.

JC: We cannot help noticing that all these cooperative move-
ments and initiatives are emerging again.

MA: Yes, but it is more difficult now, for a simple reason: at 
that time, the preceding years were worse. Now it’s the opposite—
we come from a better period of economic splendour and we find 
a crisis scenario. A different scheme makes behaviour more com-
plicated…

JC: True, the contexts are not alike, but in both cases it is the 
result of a need, and that need forces people to organise themselves 
for the common good.

MA: There’s another aspect to understand differences between 
these two periods and that is the excessive regularisation of our 
time. Laws exist for everything. Even to make furniture you must 
go through several checks; today my father could have not done 
the house as he did, without an architect signing off the work. This 
impairs autonomous and cooperative dynamics, but doesn’t mean 
that they aren’t rising each day.

JC: The 1960s and 1970s were still years when Franco tried to 
prevent the country from reaching modernity and culture, so archi-
tecture or design trends were reached through alternative channels 
to be then adapted to local ways…

MA: In fact, the act of adapting and customising whatever came 
from abroad becomes political even if it is unconscious. During that 
period, any small gesture that broke the established rules stood up 
for local identity and meant dictatorship disapproval. In this sense, 
making furniture by re-adapting northern design and personally 
selling it though family cooperatives was a political action.

Starting from there, many citizens’ groups agree on several mat-
ters and create autonomous ways of functioning and living. For ex-
ample, in Mataró (my hometown) those who didn’t want their chil-
dren attending religious schools related to the Franco dictatorship 
created their own, which again becomes a tremendously political 
act, even though they surely didn’t notice that, but were simply 
looking for a way to educate their children in their own ways.

It can be fun to compare what it is happening today with, for 
example, Ikea: when I was little and I went to my friends’ houses 
(whom I met at the school my parent had created) we all had the 
same furniture—used in different ways and adapted, but basi-
cally the same style. It was a small area, let’s say 180 apartments in 
Mataró, 80 in Barcelona and a few in Tarragona, but even though it 
is referred to as “Anson Furniture”, like a brand, it was not meant 
like that then.

JC: Nevertheless, the conception was totally the opposite to Ikea’s 
objective of mass-producing identical furniture and distributing it 
around the world…

MA: Yes, but I think Ikea started around the same years as my 
father… Meaning that if he had continued his business maybe today 
there would be an Ikea originated at Mataró. But in the beginning 
it was different, it was “do it yourself” in functional and economical 
ways. If a family had 10,000 pesetas, furnishing was made in a way 
that prioritised its function.

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:

Martí Anson, Joaquimandson, 2012
re-edition of furniture

Old chair from Martí Anson’s father

Escola Anxaneta, Free School in Mataró

Original furniture from Martí Anson’s father Martí Anson is an artist working and living in Mataró (Barcelona), Spain.
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Ideas lose their sting 
by the time they come to us 

Interview with Tayeb Salih by Hans Ulrich Obrist

The hypnotic, episodic Season of Migration to the North is one of the finest Arabic 
novels of the 20th century. After years of study in England, the nameless young nar-
rator returns to his village on the Nile, eager to contribute to Sudan’s nascent postco-

lonial era. Hans Ulrich Obrist discussed with the late, great novelist Tayeb Salih

Hans Ulrich Obrist: I read about the 
Meryoud.1 I didn’t read the first volume, the 
Dau al-Beit, which is 1971; I read the ’76 volume. 
What is interesting is that it has been said a lot 
in the literature on your work that the whole 
cycle of Bandarshah had actually followed the 
Six Day War of 1967 and it was maybe a less op-
timistic spirit than in the earlier of your books, 
so I wanted to ask you about politics. It has  
often been suggested that your move from liter-
ature to journalism over the last decades has had 
to do the urgency of the political situation. You worked on a more 
direct form of journalism rather than on literature. I wanted to ask 
you to talk a little bit about this and about the way to be political with 
literature and the way to be political as a journalist. 

Tayeb Salih: You know, for a long time I resisted the tempta-
tion to write for newspapers and magazines and so on and to get 
directly involved in political argument. But over the years I was 
persuaded to contribute to certain magazines mainly, not news-
papers, magazines, and I also probably needed the extra income. 

HUO: In a Bertolt Brecht kind of way one can also see litera-
ture to be political as much as journalism. How do you see your 
literature to be political? 

TS: I think it is interesting you mention Brecht because he is 
a playwright I admire very much and in a general sort of way lit-
erature, as many people have said, is political in the wider sense of 
politics. It is engaged in the lives of human beings, a sort of com-
prehensive activity of a community and not just parties and elec-
tions and coups and so on; so in that sense, yes, I think literature is 
political. But I would not claim that I directly wanted to make my 
work political. In Bandarshah, in particular, I became interested 
in writing about the Sudan as a kind of literary historian because 
I refer to history a great deal, trying to make sense, you know, of 
this community, this environment, which is very old and it has un-
dergone many changes. So the idea of what is happening. 

HUO: That also leads to the question of memory. Some weeks 
ago I interviewed the eminent historian Eric Hobsbawm and he 
told me he feels we live in an environment of increasing amnesia 
and that we should somehow protest against forgetting. 

TS: Yes. 
HUO: So I was wondering if you could talk a little bit about 

memory. 
TS: That’s a very, very important point, of course. Yes, I also 

claim that I am trying to do that because in the things which hap-
pen to a country like the Sudan and the changes and the coups and 
God knows what and the various ideologies, often people think 
they are doing something new but they are not. If only they could 
go back 100 years, 200 years, 500 years, they would realise that they 

are not doing anything new, they are merely  
repeating in a slightly different way. A great 
deal of time is wasted because people imagine 
they are innovating, they are pioneers, they are 
doing something new. They are not. So awaken-
ing memory is very, very important, yes. 

HUO: If we talk about memory it is maybe 
also interesting to talk about the future. I was 
wondering how you see the future. 

TS: That is, of course, a difficult question 
to address to a novelist. I don’t think even an 

historian could answer you that. But, some people claim that un-
derstanding the past and having a good idea of the present points 
to the future. Some people say it doesn’t; the past is the past, the 
present is the present. If there is any enlightenment of the future 
in what I write, I would not claim to be a kind of a seer or to have 
any power of prophecy. 

HUO: We have the obsession for the future and the necessity 
for memory. We spoke a lot with Edward Glissant about this and 
sometimes in this obsession for the future and the past, the pres-
ent gets forgotten. I thought it would be interesting to talk about 
the current moment in 2006. When you started to work in the fif-
ties and sixties the Pan-Arabic idea was like a utopia. I was won-
dering to what extent you see the current moment. 

TS: Pan-Arab ideas as voiced by people like President [Gamal 
Abdel] Nasser in the sixties and the Baath party in Syria and Iraq 
of course had an influence, but we in the Sudan have a geographi-
cal gap between us; there is a desert between the Sudan and Egypt. 

HUO: A big desert? 
TS: It is true that ideas filter through but they always come 

to us, throughout history—and I think this is very important in 
thinking about the Sudan— ideas lose their sting by the time they 
come to us; they become mild. 

HUO: I never thought of that. That is fascinating. The desert 
as a filter. So it is a symbiosis between what comes from outside 
and what is within. 

TS: Absolutely. Always. I tell you something: the Sudanese 
did something remarkable to the whole ideology of colonisation. 
Sudan was colonised by Britain in the late 19th century and over 
the years the colonisers, that is, the British, forgot about Britain, 
forgot that they were representing an external power. They started 
thinking and behaving as though the Sudan was an independent 
country ruled, it so happened, by a governor general and a civil sec-
retary who were British. It is crazy but it is marvellous; it is what 
happened and a marvellous idea. I suppose if these people had just 
stayed on we could have had a new kind of synthesis. 

HUO: Do you think that we can learn from that for the cur-
rent moment? Because it seems to me that right now we have a 

very strange moment. On the one hand there is a relentless glo-
balisation, which obviously entails also homogenising forces and 
dangers of homogenisation and westernisation, but at the same 
time we also have a lot of resistance to that globalisation. But the 
resistance is often like returning to the purely local and refusing 
a more global dialogue. One of the things I am very interested in 
is a negotiation between the global and the local where one would 
not lose that incredible potential of a global dialogue, but yet not 
annihilate difference. 

TS: I think what’s happening now is a violent reaction to a vio-
lent impetus. What I described to you in the Sudan, how British 
colonisers just accepted that they belonged to a different environ-
ment and forgot about the colonial power they represented was 
probably a fluke. I don’t know. Now the reaction is violent because 
you’ve got a power like the United States, who is very far away 
from everything. I don’t think the United States, with all due re-
spect, understands the complexities of the third world. They don’t 
even understand the complexities of their next-door neighbours 
in Latin America, so when they come with a big idea like wanting 
to make the Middle East democratic, I don’t know whether they 
realise that this implies an insult to start with. It implies an insult 
because it assumes the people of this area, all belong to very old 
civilisations, like Iraq and Syria and Egypt and the Sudan and Ye-
men—very old civilisations—and there is a residue of human ideas 
and feeling. The United States is barely two hundred years old, or 
something like that, and they come and say we are going to make 
you democratic and free.

People naturally react against that, even if the idea contains 
something good—maybe. But the people reject it outright because 
it is such a bombastic claim. 

I think what happened in the Sudan under the British—I don’t 
know, it may have happened somewhere else, but I doubt that—
can be useful if the whole climate is different, you know. First of 
all the tension has to go, the wish to dominate; the United States 
want to dominate in the guise of democracy and God knows what. 
If there is a genuine human give and take I think it can be useful to 
understand an experience like that. 

HUO: That secret of also revealing residues is something I 
think your writing has done and does so marvellously. In Ban-
darshah, you said before, it is almost like layers. You have also, in 
previous interviews, compared that methodology of writing to an 
archaeologist activity. 

TS: Yes. 
HUO: I am very interested in this idea of you as an archaeolo-

gist finding these layers of sedimentation, these residues, as you 
call them. 

TS: [Laughs] Yes. Well the idea has become common now 
of the novelist as an archaeologist; probably when I said it in-
tuitively I was one of the earliest. But I felt like that. An archae-
ologist would go to a digging site; of course he or she would have 
a general idea what was there and then start digging. They find 
layer upon layer of things which tell them about the communities 
who lived on that site. I thought I was doing the same thing; the 
deeper I dug, the more I discovered. 

HUO: Is it a slow process? We are living in a very acceler-
ated environment. I think that idea of an archaeological couche 
in French, a layering, in writing seems also to be rather slow. Is 
slowness a form of resistance? 

TS: I don’t mind the slowness. I am not in a hurry because I 
am not trying like a capitalist to make so many millions in so many 
years or build up a company. If I can do it in my lifetime, well and 
good; if not, somebody else, probably, will come and continue the 
work. So I am not particularly worried about the pace, about the time. 

HUO: One other thing I wanted to ask you, because we talked 
about memory and we talked about archaeology, is about heritage 
and also about preservation. 

TS: I think I had a marvellous childhood. I lived in an envi-
ronment in northern Sudan which was almost ideal. Everybody 
is everybody’s relative and if not a relative, a friend. Everybody 
knows everybody and although economically there wasn’t much 
to go round, the people felt rich. They felt rich because there was 
a degree of harmony and similarity; the houses were the same, a 
little bigger, a little smaller, but the same material, the same de-
sign, everything. The food was the same, anywhere you went. In 
fact the whole of northern Sudan was like that. You could go into a 
house with your eyes shut at a certain time and you know exactly 
what was happening, if it was dinner or lunch. And there was also 
a great richness in the fact that there was peace and no tension.

HUO: So it was a happy time. 
TS: It was very happy. And, of course, it was destined not to 

last. Immediately we got independence and the question of rising 
expectations and politicians giving people hopes of a better life, 
the whole thing was disrupted. 

HUO: It was like the loss of a paradise? 
TS: It was, but again your question is valid. I read quite a bit 

about the Aborigines of Australia and Tasmania and the abolition 
of their way of life. It was a paradise; it was a very happy life. To 
the materialists from the outside it looked very poor. An Ameri-
can coming from Chicago and looking at the Aborigines would 
think that these people were totally impoverished although they 
were very rich and completely in harmony with the environment, 
even with the earth itself. So, as you said, to what extent does one 
want to preserve that kind of life, which is by modern standards 
primitive? Or to preserve it because in its essentials it was very 
valuable. Our life in the Sudan was not as primitive as that in Aus-
tralia but it was not materialistic to the extent of destroying all the 
spiritual elements which a human being needs. Of course this is 
our dilemma now, isn’t it? It is always the dilemma. 

HUO: That is where we stand. That is the current dilemma. Is 
this something which also enters your journalism? I was curious 
as you have this column in Al Majalla, which is a magazine, and 
you started to write in it mainly when you protested against the 
new situation in Sudan. 

TS: [Laughs] 
HUO: That triggered it some time in the late eighties. But then 

you wrote about many other things, like the Aborigines. I was 
wondering where your journalism stands now and what you have 
been writing on in the last couple of months. 

TS: Actually I mainly write in Al Majalla. I have come back to 
it now after I stopped twice. I started, not by attacking the govern-
ment; they wanted me to write for them. I said to them, “Look, I will 
write the way I like. I am not a journalist.” So they let me. I could write 
about a poet I liked, I wrote a lot about Switzerland, incidentally. 

HUO: So what is the most recent text you have written? Is it 
journalism or is it literature? 

TS: I like to call it literary journalism. I wrote three articles. 
Of course, like every person from our area, I was completely in-
censed by the war against Gaza and Lebanon. The philosophy of 
the war was unbelievable. 

HUO: So there is hope in those texts? 
TS: There is always hope as far as I am concerned. There is 

always hope. I know that humanity is foolish, including myself, 
but there is hope, yes. Sometimes a kind of awakening suddenly 
happens and things change. 

HUO: A lot of architects right now, from Zaha Hadid—I don’t 
know if you know Zaha Hadid. 

TS: Yes, yes. I admire her work. 
HUO: She is starting to work on amazing projects in the Gulf 

region and there are a lot of architecture and art activities in the 
Emirates. You wrote a short story in ’93, which is your first text 
set mainly in that region, so I was wondering if you could tell me a 
little bit about this short story and how you see this region. 
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TS: Oh yes! “A blessed day on the coast of Monbab.” As it hap-
pened, you know, I don’t claim when I wrote it I had that in mind, 
but afterwards people pointed out to me that I was probably criti-
cising the Americanisation of this area; you know, the camels. Did 
you read the story? 

HUO: I found extracts translated in Wael S. Hassan’s book, 
Tayeb Salih: Ideology and the Craft of Fiction. It’s a very useful book 
for me, it’s very detailed and he translated some extracts from this 
short story. 

TS: Ah ha!
HUO: The camels. 
TS: The camels actually came and that was true. The story was 

a mixture of facts and fiction. They entered the sea and they came 
and sat as though they were saying their prayers. And then, in the 
same place, these women came later on, stopped and entered the 
sea and did their ablutions and said their prayers. There was this 
devilish thing; a young man was riding a kind of mechanical camel 
you could say. 

HUO: Like a robot? 
TS: Yes, it was something like that making a dreadful noise 

and he would sing sometimes and so. So it became a kind of alle-
gory but when I wrote it I didn’t plan to do that. On the whole you 
could say, maybe, in my writing I hanker after something impos-
sible: to keep the world I knew and loved the same. And of course 
I know very well that is impossible but there is no harm in trying. 
Of course, architects, many architects, are now trying to do the 
same, and poets and painters and so on. 

HUO: So that is where there is a link. 
TS: Yes, there is a link. We have got a city in the Sudan, a very 

old port called Suakin; you may have heard of it. This lovely city 
was left to rot. It had the most beautiful architecture. There is a 
Sudanese architect, he is an academician, very involved in trying 
to reconstruct this city but now it is becoming difficult because it 
will cost a great deal of money to do it. 

HUO: It is interesting because in the translated extract from 
your short story of “Blessed day” there is also mention of Medina 
as a city. So the city plays a role. That is another link to you and 
urbanism, somehow, isn’t it? 

TS: The word ‘medina’ is ‘city’ and ‘medinea’, ‘civilisation’, ac-
tually comes from city. But there is a difference between the me-
dina, the city which grows indigenously over so many thousands 
of years and it acquires what you could call poetically “the dust of 
passing years”, and the completely artificial cities which are just 
named and destroy it, like American cities. 

HUO: That is fascinating, because some time ago I inter-
viewed Orhan Pamuk, the Turkish writer, in his house and we 
spoke about his lovely book, Istanbul. He told me a lot about a criti-
cal relation to Gerard de Nervol and this whole idea that cities are 
often imaginary cities invented by poets. You have invented that 
village which keeps popping up in your early stories again and 
again, called Waad Hamid. So can you talk about your imaginary 
village? 

TS: [Laughs] Again, it’s a mixture of fiction and reality. It’s 
not an entirely fictitious place. The constitution of this village, 
its history, the relationship of people to each other and to nature, 
that’s very important. People know every little ridge, every tree, 
every bend of the road is completely in harmony with the place, 
like the Australian Aborigines who had this marvellous genesis, 
[creation myth of] the way the world was created. It’s unbeliev-
able. The earth, which is the mother, split and then all men came 
out of this quagmire and they started to walk and then they would 
pronounce the name: they would say, “Tree” and the tree would 
appear, “Bird,” the bird appears. I find that beautiful really, lovely. 

HUO: So what is the architecture in your fictional village, 
Waad Hamid? 

TS: I describe, I think, at some length, the house of a grand-

father, which is true, actually. That is almost a copy of reality. It 
is functional, it is from the same material, the earth around, the 
wood, the roof is from the leaves of palm trees; it is cool in summer 
and warm in winter and comfortable. 

HUO: Beautiful. It adapts to the climate. 
TS: Yes, yes. 
HUO: This is obviously also related to a traditional layering of 

memory but what has then, for you, become the project of Arabic 
modernity? How do you see, in the 21st century, a notion of Arabic 
modernity that played such a big role in the 1960s? 

TS: I think that is too ambitious. I will not claim that I am 
concerned directly with Arabic modernity but like other people, 
many people are looking at this from different angles. What I am 
saying in what I write is always a reference to the Sudan, and to 
this village, even: to grow organically and not in an artificial way 
but not to stop growing. And for the human being to be happy in 
the environment and to give vent to his or her talents, interacting 
with other human beings, and then you see what happens. 

HUO: That is a beautiful description and leads me to one of 
my last questions. I have always seen in your work about this fic-
tive village and talking about something extremely local, which 
is close to where you grew up and to your grandfather’s house, 
that idea that one can only understand the world when one starts 
with something very local. From that notion of a place and having 
a place, from there the line then goes to migration, because your 
other book which has an influence on many architects and artists 
is Season of Migration to the North. The book has been mentioned 
to me by many different artists and architects. I was wondering if 
you could talk a little bit about this transition from place to out of 
place and the Migration to the North. 

TS: When you read Season of Migration to the North with refer-
ence to an earlier novel called The Wedding of Zein, where the com-
munity I grew up in is more or less intact, then you see the trauma 
which befell the community. It’s mainly the community, really, in 
the end. It so happened there is a stranger coming from the out-
side, as indeed in Dau al-Beit and Meryoud, the stranger. Then the 
place undergoes a very extreme trauma because there is a double 
murder in the village and things the like of which never happened 
before. It’s almost a Shakespearean idea or even a Greek idea. 
Shakespeare, I think, in Macbeth says the time is out of joint. The 
time has come out of joint in Season of Migration. I don’t think I can 
sum it up. There have been quite a few discussions of this novel. 

HUO: One of the things I wanted to ask you about Season of 
Migration to the North was about Dostojevski’s notion of polyph-
ony. Wael Hassan refers to Bakhtin and he talks a lot about you 
and Bakhtin and the notion of polyphony. 

But I was rather more thinking of Dostoyevsky and the notion of 
polyphony. Do you think that notion of polyphony, of many voices 
co-existing, is important in Season and in your work in general? 

TS: I try, yes. I try to create many voices because in re-awak-
ening the past this is inevitable. One doesn’t hear just one voice 
and also if I am writing as an historian or even an archaeologist 
it’s inevitable that so-called reality would appear in various guises 
from different angles. Yes. 

HUO: So you would agree with that polyphony in relation to 
memory also. 

TS: I do, yes.

1. In the original Arabic, Tayeb Salih’s novel Bandar Shah appeared in two parts: 

the first, Dau al-Beit, was published in 1971, the second, Meryoud, in 1976. In 

1996 they were published together in English with the title Bandarshah.

This is an excerpt from Susan Hefuna, Pars Pro Toto, ed. Hans 
Ulrich Obrist, Kehrer Verlag, Heidelberg, 2008, pp. 89–105.

ABOVE:
Nile Delta, Egypt, 1999

c-print photography, 100 cm x 140 cm
Courtesy and copyright of Susan Hefuna

PREVIOUS SPREAD:
Tayeb Salih, London 1969
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Ibrahim El-Salahi
Illustration for Tayeb Salih’s Meryoud #A

serialised in Doha magazine, 1977
pen and ink on watercolour paper

24,5 x 24,5 cm

Ibrahim El-Salahi
Illustration for Tayeb Salih’s Meryoud #Q

serialised in Doha magazine, 1977
pen, ink and wash on bristol board

13 x 13 cm

Ibrahim El-Salahi
Illustration for Tayeb Salih’s Meryoud #N

serialised in Doha magazine, 1977
pen, ink and wash on bristol board

20 x 10 cm

Drawing by Etel Adnan, 2013
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Beyond Entropy
by Paula Nascimento and Stefano Rabolli Pansera

Beyond Entropy is a cultural agency operating on a North-South tie-up, stretching 
from London to Luanda through a multiplicity of cultural interventions on conflicting 

territoriality, architectural research and dissipation of energy

Beyond Entropy uses the concept of energy as a privileged tool 
to analyse territorial conditions and to develop proposals in the 
form of architectural interventions, curatorial projects and cultural 
analysis. This choice derives from the urgency with which energy 
has been raised in recent years in political, economical and scientific 
debates, but not so much in cultural ones. Indeed energy has often 
been considered either an exclusively technical issue (to be solved 
by engineers or highly specialised technicians) or as something 
relating to the rhetoric of sustainability and therefore to be treated 
from a social, ecological and ultimately technical point of view. Cur-
rently Beyond Entropy is working in three territories: Europe, the 
Mediterranean and Africa. The agency, based in London, stretches 
on a imaginary North-South axis from Northern Europe to Sub-
Saharan Africa, passing through the basin of the Mediterranean. 
In every region Beyond Entropy develops a territorial model that 
answers to specific spatial conditions. 

Beyond Entropy Europe develops workshops and territorial 
analysis in order to understand and dwell in contemporary Euro-
pean territory. Its aim is to envision a new form of occupation for 

the contemporary landscape by focusing on the urban sprawl as an 
entropic landscape.

As Aldo Rossi described at the beginning of A Scientific Autobi-
ography: “Max Planck was thrilled by the fact that work is not dissi-
pated but it remains stored for many years, never diminished, latent, 
in a block of stone until when, a day, it may happen that this same 
block falls upon a passer-by and kills him. Indeed, in every artist or 
scientist, the principle of continuation of energy is interlinked with 
the research of happiness and of death. Even in Architecture this 
research is related to the Material and to Energy, without this ob-
servation it is not possible to understand any construction neither 
from the static point of view nor from the formal point of view.”1

Beyond Entropy Mediterranean focuses on Sardinia as a ter-
ritory of conflicts defined by a bipolar use of space, where irrec-
oncilable conditions coexist: sea and land, natural reserve and 
touristic exploitation, large infrastructures and deserted islands, 
overcrowded coastlines during summer and depopulated villages 
during winter. These conditions reverberate along the entire Med-
iterranean coast, from Spain to Lebanon. How can we imagine a 

Mangiabarche Gallery, Fondazione MACC
Courtesy of BeyondEntropy Ltd

future for the Mediterranean beyond the dialectic opposition of 
exploitation and protection?

The project of the Mediterranean Kunsthalle is centred on the 
open-air gallery of Mangiabarche as a possible epicentre for the en-
tire Mediterranean coastline. It lies near Calasetta, a small village 
in southern Sardinia that was founded by Genovese tradesmen in 
the 17th century as a hub on the route to Tunisia. The gallery’s de-
teriorating building constitutes a model for development that does 
not rely on new construction but on the transformation of what is 
already there. No volume has been added to the barracks, no wall 
has been built. The simple removal of the roof transforms the entire 
building into a white ruin gleaming under the sun. The walls now 
form the backdrop for artistic interventions that are exposed to the 
atmospheric conditions and decay with time.

Beyond Entropy Africa focuses on Luanda as the paradigm of 
the urban condition of the African sub-Saharan region, a type of 
city defined by a lack of basic infrastructures and a high-density 
population. The proposal introduces a new common ground, which 
performs simultaneously as public space and infrastructure. 

Beyond Entropy curated the Republic of Angola’s national 
representation at the 55th Venice Biennale in 2013. Central to the 
pavilion is a reflection on the ways in which images are used to 
give form to the way the city is experienced. How can knowledge 
of a city be organised through the taxonomy of its spaces? Edson 
Chagas’s Found Not Taken series concentrates on the systematic 
cataloguing of abandoned objects that are repositioned within 
an urban context to create new relationships between object and 
context, form and its codification. What relationships are created 
between spaces and their images? What roles are imagination and 
creativity allowed to play in this urban taxonomy? In the ambiguity  
of a vision which uncovers and nonetheless reconstructs, what 
is delineated is an urban cartography mixing documentary-like 
precision and poetic reconstruction: a new way of observing the 
encyclopaedic wealth of spaces around us and, perhaps, a new 
way of inhabiting these spaces.

1. Aldo Rossi, A Scientific Autobiography, 1981, available online at: http://mediacen-

tre.kallaway.co.uk/pdf/100809-Beyond-Entropy-Guide-Inner-Preview.pdf.
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Trevor Paglenand Protocinema  
in Istanbul

by Mari Spirito

Out of an extraordinary month of brutality and resistance, an exhibition emerges to 
playfully tackle militarisation and surveillance

I started visiting Istanbul from New York in 2007. At that time I 
was following my intuition towards what would eventually lead to 
the formation of Protocinema, making transnational,  nomadic art 
exhibitions since 2011, in Istanbul and New York. I wanted my work 
to be nimble, responsive and in sync with my life—instead of my life 
being in sync with my work. As we know, communication technol-
ogy has developed in a way that supports a mobile life in many fields 
and the art field is certainly an area that has been responding to these 
shifts—in how art is created, exhibited, acquired and understood. I 
wanted the name of my organisation to have motion embedded in it. 
The name Protocinema refers to Cave of Forgotten Dreams (2010), a 3D 
documentary film by Werner Herzog. As Brent Lambert writes, “In 
an interview with the Guardian, Herzog talks about the enormous 
leap in cultural growth that these paintings of animals represent. In 
several cases, the artist appears to be capturing a sense of movement, 
an almost “proto-cinema” style of   representation where a beast is 
drawn with 8 legs instead of four—not unlike the futurist paintings 
of the early 20th century whereby a figure was captured moving 
through space and time.”

Over the past month in Istanbul, most of June 2013, we have 
witnessed and participated in peaceful protests at Gezi Park/Tak-
sim Square that started in defence of a public park, and was then 
met with extreme police brutality as it rapidly grew to be a mass 
demand for basic freedoms: freedom of speech, freedom of press, 
freedom to gather, freedom to participate in the governing process. 
I saw so many different kinds of people at Gezi Park who want 
their voices to be heard—students, teachers, mothers, football fans, 
women, Muslims against capitalism, plumbers, Alevis, activists, 
communists, young, old, an all-encompassing demographic. These 
people were joined by citizens in over 237 cities in Turkey who have 
something to say, who for many years have felt that their voices have 
not been heard.

What does it mean for me to be an American participating in 
what has now become a global expression of sovereignty in a coun-
try that is not my own? What are my responsibilities? What are the 
responsibilities of art and art organisations in these circumstances? 
How does one adapt to the shifting situation here and elsewhere?

Prime Minister Tayyip Erdoğan has expressed concern about 
what he understands to be the influence of foreign interventions in 
Turkey’s uprisings. He is concerned that the slogans, images and 
flags in Brazil and elsewhere are the same as those in his country, 
confirming for him that there must be a single foreign influence 
in control. What Erdoğan is unable to grasp is that now, with the 
extensive, widespread use of communication technology, individu-
als across the globe in many nations are speaking to each other and 
sharing experiences, knowledge and empathy, and are organically 
mobilising out of their own inspiration. It is no longer possible to 
manipulate the masses with antiquated methods, it is no longer 
possible for the voices of individuals to be pushed down by media 
blackouts and capitalist corporate coercions, which have so bla-
tantly exposed themselves in Turkey this past month.

Longstanding personal concerns with issues related to  behav-
iour modification, perception and belief systems have led me to work 

with artists whose work also investigates these areas. In September, 
Protocinema will present new work by Trevor Paglen. We have been 
speaking quite a bit during these events, updates on what has been 
going on, and we plan to exhibit two new works. The first is Prototype 
for a Nonfunctional Satellite (Design 4; Build 3), 2013, which is a sculp-
ture of a satellite. In Trevor’s words, “These are spacecraft that have 
no commercial or military ‘function’—they are meant to be purely 
aesthetic objects. The idea behind them is to do something akin to ‘art 
for art’s sake’ but instead of it being ‘art for art’s sake’, it’s ‘aerospace 
engineering for aerospace engineering’s sake’. This idea, applied to 
aerospace engineering, is quite strange. It’s the exact opposite of what 
the field is all about. The project asks: ‘What would aerospace engi-
neering look like if it were decoupled from the corporate and military 
interests that underlie every aspect of the field?’ Paglen’s ‘nonfunc-
tional spacecraft’ are objects as propositions—they ask whether we 
might imagine (and take tentative steps towards realising) a world in 
which aesthetics or science or engineering might be de-linked from 
the corporate or military interests.”

The second work in our exhibition is a single-channel video, 
Drone Vision (2010). It consists of edited footage intercepted from a 
communication satellite. “The source material for this video was in-
tercepted by an amateur ‘satellite hacker’ from an open channel on a 
commercial communication satellite over the western hemisphere. 
A large number of American  surveillance aircraft and drones 
around the world are remotely piloted via communications satel-
lites by ground-based operators in the United States. The control 
and video links between aircraft and pilot are often left unencrypted 
to reduce the latency inherent in the system. The vast majority of 
the source video is of a drone scanning roads below, surveying the 
ground from above. This video has been edited to preserve the very 
few moments where the drone is looping “up” or looking around at 
the sky surrounding it, or looking at a wider view of the landscape. 
As such, the drone is doing the opposite of what it’s supposed to do. 
Instead of looking down, it’s looking sideways or looking up. It’s as 
if the drone was lost.” Both of these works address how information 
is or is not dispersed, the means by which it is or is not dissemi-
nated, as well as the function of art, and how art communicates, if at 
all. Our intention is to make a Trevor Paglen exhibition in a context 
that emphasises his concerns and voice, expanding on his existing 
work, which is responsive and sensitive to Istanbul, while opening 
up dialogue to the possibility of universal meanings.

For almost the entire month of June time escaped us. For the 
people in Istanbul time evaporated. We were preoccupied with each 
other’s safety, with where to gather when, where to move to when it 
became unsafe, with what the prime minister was saying or not say-
ing, with “where is the media?”, with getting the word out, with sup-
porting each other. We lost a month and gained a voice. Clearly this 
dissatisfaction has been coming for some time and will take a long 
time to resolve. Out of horrible police brutality in Turkey came vast 
amounts of expression, camaraderie and empowerment. I am eager 
to see where this motion takes us.

www.protocinema.org

ABOVE: Trevor Paglen, Prototype for a Nonfunctional Satellite (Design 4; Build 3), 2013
installation view, Courtesy of Protocinema, Istanbul; Metro Pictures, New York; Altman 

Siegel Gallery, San Francisco; Galerie Thomas Zander, Cologne

BELOW: Stills from Trevor Paglen, Drone Vision, 2010, single-channel video
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We that Defecate. We that 
Fornicate. We.

by Nastio Mosquito

Desperation is the easiest way to bring about change

There was a time I was targeting coherence ...  then I found 
out that it’s about integrity. There was a time I said, “fuck infor-
mation, consider only—without denying context—knowledge!” 
Then I found out that it’s about understanding by revelation; who 
knows—enlightenment in favour of daily focus.

There was a time I nurtured legitimacy ... Yeap! I ended up 
finding that it’s about the cultivation of the power that is love, as 
one’s motivation.

There ... well, I found 1 Corinthians 13, 1-13, and just fucking 
stopped concluding shit...

It came out of my mouth: “It’s funny to see Europeans in trou-
ble for a change!” Nothing as idiotic had departed from my mouth 
in a long time... Not because it’s not funny, but because even in 
troubled times there are no guarantees of learning a lesson at the 
end...

“There must be an openness of the West to understand that 
we, the third world, have tools of creative survival that can pro-
vide a new fresh perspective. With a new point of view of our chal-
lenges, there are no limits to the possible outcomes.” It was on my 
brain and it did indeed come out of my mouth ... then I recognised 
that as much skill as one must have when under pressure, perhaps 
even more skill, and tools, one must apply to a circumstance when 
lack of time is not the crucial element to consider ... just ask Abra-
ham Lincoln; maybe.

We have an opportunity here ... not Europeans or the third 
world, nor westerners or southerners but we, we that defecate 
and fornicate using the word pleasure to express the sensation of 
executing both adequately. We...

To change is extremely demanding. There’s no easy way of doing  
it ... and no easiest way than desperation to bring change into the 

forefront of our circumstances ... true but not sustainable.
These are times of change. These are times where our pre-con-

cepts are being challenged. This is a time where to survive, wheth-
er we are babies or not, we’ve got to move onto solid foods. These 
are times, for us that believe we possess a vision of what is really 
happening, to understand, once and for all, that we are not the 
ones who will achieve the change. If we have any chance of really 
taking this window of opportunity and turning it into a celebra-
tion, we must understand that we are the transition team. We will 
not witness the rise of a new system in the production of art and all 
its players. We will not witness the contemporary separation of art 
doers from artists. We will not ... well, if there’s any chance of us 
taking a peak at it, we’ve got to serve. Service ... what of?

Galleries’ commercial relevance is dead.
Art with no eloquence to its practice functionality is dead.

Art that does not care about communicating to its audience is 
dead.

Like a cockroach without its head; dead. Moving but dead. 
Sensing but dead. Heart-pumping but ... yes, dead.

The battle is between preservation of identity, credibility of 
legitimacy, and blindness... that is not new, this in a global con-
text, right? In all systems, all arenas, in all contexts, in all bodies...  
What is art by the way? Functionally speaking? Yes, bloody  
utility…

So what that fuck?!? 
I would need more time with you, for us ... because I do not 

give a fuck about where you are from nor where you are going. I 
want to know what you believe in and what you do. I might need 
you to remind me that I can do what I do, I might need you to tell 
me that I am 100% of who and what it is that I can, may and will do.

LEFT: Nastio Mosquito, F.A., 2007
acrylic on canvas, 150 cm x 150 cm

MIDDLE: Nastio Mosquito, U.Now, 2007
acrylic on canvas, 150 cm x 150 cm

RIGHT: Nastio Mosquito, Us, 2007
acrylic on canvas, 150 cm x 150 cm
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South Belt 
Nikos Karouzos, Roberto Bolaño and Thomas Pynchon 

clinking their glasses 
and wandering in the labyrinths 

of the South 

[ Words/Thoughts/Sobs: George-Icaros Babassakis, Images/Engravings /Moods: Eleanna Martinou ]

I spent myself at the thickets / Yorgos Makris 
Two of the writers who uplift you come to join at an old wooden  

table the poet who uplifts me. They drink raki and nibble at cool 
figs and dates. They smoke unfiltered cigarettes. You can hear ci-
cadas. You can hear a crier. You can hear a bell. You live amid an-
niversaries, but you also live at each present moment. Another one 
had said, we are fans of oblivion.

The South is an urgent breath amid the industrial delirium 
that chokes yet still fascinates you. On the one hand the Einstuer-
zende Neubauten and the critique of alienation in Antonioni’s Red 
Desert, on the other the covert idleness, the secret languor as you 
shun the relentless rolling away of seconds. 

You are looking for traces. You scavenge the corpus of Pyn-
chon, the fragments of Bolaño. You find the passages into the 
South Belt. You place them at the same table with Karouzos.

Already in the first pages of Gravity’s Rainbow, the Commander  
gnashes his teeth: 

Free French plotting revenge on Vichy traitors, Lublin Communists 
drawing beads on Varsovian shadow-ministers, ELAS Greeks stalking 
royalists, unrepatriable dreamers of all languages… 

We wanted the North. We joined André Breton in saying that 
there is too much North in us for us to become people of full-time 
sponging. The North is subjected to systematic revenge for the 
Great Feast of ’68. The South has also began to suffer systematic 
revenge. There is one belt, one strip, one islet left for breathing—
the South Belt that hosts Pynchon and Bolaño drinking raki from 
the jug of Karouzos. Here in the South Belt we listen to rembetika 
songs and the blues.

Get away, you stupid world, I’ll never bother to plan 
things / Nikos Karouzos

In Inherent Vice, that jukebox/coffer of the Mad Song of the Six-
ties, amid the various pieces/manifestos/encomia for LR (Love 
Revolution as a counterpoint to the IV [Inherent Vice] of the title), 
this amazing figure of a Southern Greek, Titos, listens obsessively 
to Rosa Eskenazy. We listen with him. 

Titos was playing a Rosa Eskenazy tape on the car stereo. “Listen 
to her, I adore this woman, she was the Bessie Smith of her time; she 
sang with the soul.” He sang a few bars with her. “What incredible pas-
sion—who hasn’t felt this, mate? A need so desperate, so degrading that 
nothing you can say can do it justice.”1

In the South, the South Belt, we listen to the blues, we listen to 
rembetika, we enjoy our cold vanilla/“submarine” sweets and we 
like Jackson Pollock, that wild Sam Peckinpah of painting. Here 
you read the books of staunch modernists and discover their pen-
chant for beautiful things and innocent pleasures, which tends to 
oust forever an existing social order that likes neither beautiful 
things nor innocent pleasures. 

In the South, the South Belt, you listen to songs; songs that tell 
stories, stories about loves which fade away at daybreak, about 
losses of wealth, wrinkles of youth, blood of myrrh; songs about 
the chivalry of pain, songs about “the nobility of our comedy”, as 
Karouzos wrote. 

When Cyprian and Danilo reached Salonica, they found the city re-
verberating like a gong struck by the events […] “Enjoy the sky while you 
can,” said Danilo, almost tearful, “the idea of a city without a mosque 
has almost come true, dull, modern, rectangular, entirely devoid of the 
mystery of God. You Northerners will feel at home.”2

In a city devoid of the mystery of God, you cannot but machi-
nate. Or fall in love with yourself again and again, fruitlessly/
pointlessly/in vain—which means not to fall in love at all. You can 
conspire—but you have no reason to do so. It is time to reinvent 
the mystery of God, or at least pretend to. But in any case you must 
play, join the Adventure. 

In the South, the South Belt, vertigo does not come from the 
speed of machinery, is not external; it comes from the speed of 
emotions, it is internal; an inner vertigo, a whole philosophical uni-
verse condensed in the stanzas of a song at a seedy joint; the entire 
Hegel in a line of Heraclitus sung, almost mumbled, as converted 
into six hundred pages by Roberto Bolaño and as it had been sung 
earlier by a femme fatale. In the South Belt, right-in-here, “the father 
is the craziest slaughterhouse” (Yorgos Kakoulidis), and we tell the 
history of the world through rembetika and the blues.

He lived for a while on Icaria. Then he lived on Amorgos. Then 
on Santorini. Then on Sifnos, Syros and Mykonos. Then he lived on 
a tiny island, which he called Hecatombe or Superego, near the island 
of Naxos, but he never lived on Naxos. Then he left the islands and re-
turned to the Continent.3

Karouzos, Pynchon and Bolaño know how to live just fine, for 
all the drawbacks, in the labyrinths of the South Belt. Table and 
bed. Bread and water. Unfiltered fags and raki. Thoughts when-
ever they come. Words, the same, Silence, likewise. And hanging 
from a nail on the wall, a Rothko. No contradiction. To sum up: 
“Leukoplast for small and large discrepancies” (Karouzos).

He ate very hard black bread that had to be softened with wine. He 
ate fish and tomatoes. Figs. Water. The water came from a well. […] He 
was a strong swimmer. Sometimes he dove. Other times he sat alone on 
the slopes of the hills covered in scrub, until dusk fell or dawn came, 
thinking, or so he claimed, but really he wasn’t thinking anything at 
all.4

Karouzos plays chess. Bolaño plays billiards. Pynchon plays 
poker. 

They drink raki. Eat figs. Iced water. They’ve crossed so many 
minefields to get here. They’ve experienced dictatorships, wars, 
treason. They know the weight of every word. Their words are 
hoarse. Their words have wrinkles. They laugh because they 
know what crying means. 

[...] then he got up shaking and went for a walk around Missolonghi, 
which was full of memorials to Byron, as if Byron had done nothing in 
Missolonghi but stroll about, from inn to tavern, from backstreet to little 
square, when it was common knowledge that he had been too ill to move 

and it was Thanatos who walked and looked and took note, Thanatos 
who visited not just in search of Byron but also as a tourist, because 
Thanatos is the biggest tourist on Earth.5

Drinking raki, smoking unfiltered cigarettes, talking, remain-
ing silent, ruminating, cursing, daydreaming, Karouzos, Bolaño 
and Pynchon are chanting a liberating Trampling over death by 
death, they save Art anew after its death at the turn of that 20th 
century, reinstate the Great Feast, wink meaningfully at us, re-
store the mutuality of tears in the game, call upon you to be sad-
dled with painting and prose again, now that you know you can 
still practise them even though they were killed. Karouzos, Bolaño 
and Pynchon are your alibi: you can write, you can paint; all is not 
lost. There is rembetika, there is the blues, there are millions more 
seconds yet; pick up the pen, put up the canvas, switch on the tape 
recorder, write/paint/talk.

“Aman,” howled Vesna, “amaaaan, yanıyorum ben, seviyorum 
sen…” She sang about a yearning so deep that humiliation, pain and 
danger no longer mattered.6

They clink their glasses in the Labyrinths of the South, 
Karouzos, Bolaño, Pynchon, and what has long abandoned itself, 
what has long been a burden but passed off as joy, what stayed 
around out of charity, what retains no essence or meaning, goes 
away and is forever lost. Leave us to our songs, to the words and 
the works that tell our stories. The Great Wager in art, as in life, 
is to be able to sit at the same table and eat and drink with those 
who taught you how to eat and drink. 

Back in that time, of which so many songs speak – that day… what 
happened?7

1. Thomas Pynchon, Inherent Vice, Greek trans. Yorgos Kyriazis, Kastaniotis, p. 294.

2. Thomas Pynchon, Against the Day, Greek trans. Yorgos Kyriazis, Kastaniotis, p. 956.

3. Roberto Bolaño, 2666, Greek trans. Kriton Iliopoulos, Agra, p. 1101.

4. Roberto Bolaño, 2666, Greek trans. Kriton Iliopoulos, Agra, p. 1102.

5. Roberto Bolaño, 2666, Greek trans. Kriton Iliopoulos, Agra, p. 1103.

6. Thomas Pynchon, Against the Day, Greek trans. Yorgos Kyriazis, Kastaniotis, p. 958.

7. Thomas Pynchon, Against the Day, Greek trans. Yorgos Kyriazis, Kastaniotis, p. 958.
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Eleanna Martinou, Karouzos / Portrait-Space I
2013, mixed media, 21 cm x 30 cm

Courtesy of the artist and Batagianni Gallery

Eleanna Martinou, Pynchon / Portrait-Space III
2013, mixed media, 21 cm x 30 cm

Courtesy of the artist and Batagianni Gallery

Eleanna Martinou, Bolaño / Portrait-Space II
2013, mixed media, 21 cm x 30 cm

Courtesy of the artist and Batagianni Gallery
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All I Wanna Do
by Mårten Spångberg

Stop performativity hysteria now, cancel all art that includes participation, abolish all 
socially engaged practices, any art that is efficient, productive, that builds bridges...

Listen up, I say this only once. Performativity is not a good 
thing! Mediocre art will not get better because of some added per-
formativity. Your work is genuinely second-rate artistic rubbish 
with or without performativity. Pas de tout, it’s garbage what you 
do and only despicable curators worth contempt will pick up your 
filth.

What about this—nowadays curators don’t have meetings 
anymore. Sure they do studio visits and meetings, but they found 
something new, they gather and prepare the upcoming exhibition 
or whatever it is, in a workshop. Isn’t it laughable? I start giggling 
just thinking about thinking about it. Wow. First time in years cu-
rators are funny. “Yep, you know we’ll have a workshop.” What 
the fuck’s that supposed to mean, is the workshop their contribu-
tion to creativity? Just a new name for brainstorming (which is ob-
viously as approximately as uncool as Myspace or Perez Hilton)? 
Aha, is it an adjustment toward contemporary knowledge produc-
tion? Oh my god. Perhaps it is, a kind curatorial research (a very 
healthy addition to artistic ditto. Holy jezuz.)? Or, eheee, I think I 
understand … the workshop is the curatorial turn toward the P-
word, performativity. Nowadays curating is not a matter of goods 
(objects), service (relational aesthetics) or experience economy 
(socially engaged art). No no no, it all comes down to performativ-
ity, and it’s very good. No, it’s not what is good with performativity. 
This is a disaster.

In fact to even consider performativity as some kind of qual-
ity or condition of a work of art is like dissing a piece of music 
for being sonic. But Christ, we have all agreed on 4.33. Anybody, 
including a bowling alley, that addresses performativity as some-
thing, as a quality or a condition, is a person that must think that 
Marcel Duchamp is a DIY shop owned by the same company that 
runs Duane Reade. Everything in the world, even really small 
things, middle-sized dogs, chairs, factories and jealousy, are af-
fected, charged, motored, etc. through some sort of performativ-
ity. For something to be able to participate in the world, in reality, 
in anything at all, it must exist in relation to performativity. Stuff 
that doesn’t have a relationship with some form of performativ-
ity is—you know just puff—evacuated from reality. It doesn’t ex-
ist. Performativity implies that an object (however unstable, like 
a memory or a bit of smoke), subject (even just a kid of a guy from 
Florence) or movement (a dance movement as much as a politi-
cal movement) has established relations with reality—with, say, 
the symbolic order. Performativity, in other words, signifies the 
capacity of naming or being named.

Look, when you add the performative to your art practice what 
you do is justify it. No, you are not bringing it out of anything, a 
performance is still a goddamn object, your horrid fuckin’ dress 
code parade with queer bling elements is still an object, after all 
you got paid for it, you brought along some idiot to document the 
act, event or whatever you call it in a nice crispy way with a camera 
that makes click sounds. Your socially engaged practice is still an 
object, it was after all part of biennale such-and-such and its cata-

logue. It is not more or less an object than a painting, installation, 
piece of music, text or whatever. It is just differently an object. No, 
what that added label really does is justify your schtuff as perfectly 
inscribed, formatted, housetrained, well-meaning, politically and 
socially healthy exactly because you state or emphasise its abil-
ity to establish relations or be inscribed in nets of relationality. 
Performative art is art, but it’s messy, trashy, sticky body fluids, 
dressed down and made up, it has given up all aspirations and is 
instead endlessly complacent with our current economic, social, 
etc. models of governance. It licks its ass and with pleasure.

What is rather crucial now and in the future is inventing meth-
ods, tactics, models, auto-terrorisms, heresies that cancel out, ex-
orcise, dismiss, destruct, fuck up and, yes, completely goddamn 
annihilate something’s performativity, like all the way. That dis-
engages itself from relations whatsoever. And this is ha-ha-hard 
work, seriously h-h-h-hard, because indeed everything, even stuff 
from Japan, has or is inscribed in nets of performative capability. 
Performativity is inherent in whatever it is we have around us, 
even memories, faith, the smell of sex, lipstick and the weather 
forecast. What we need to do is to get out a motherfuckin’ axe and 
cut those relations. It is at this moment when art frees itself from 
performativity (but just for an instant) and yes, also from its po-
tential for performance, dance and music, even, although it feels 
disgusting to have to admit it, to live art and performance collec-
tives active in Berlin (nah, maybe not them), that something else, 
something radically different can kick in, and this radically dif-
ferent is obviously not sympathetic, but seriously violent. It is not 
furry and chilled, it is directly hostile, a goddamn war machine.

Okey-doke, where are we? Even though performativity took 
off with J. L. Austin’s How To Do Things With Words (a series of 
lectures delivered 1955, published 1962) and touched down ten 
years later with Jacques Derrida, it was only with Judith Butler 
that shit hit the fan and performativity gained a celebrity factor. 
If we stoop for a moment to psychoanalytic lingua (spit on Woody 
Allen) we could consider Austin’s and Derrida’s texts as symptoms 
of a truth to come, as dark precursors of a future that has gone su-
per-size-me. Is it a coincidence that Austin’s book was published 
the same year the Judson Church brought dance out of the closet? 
Is it chance that Derrida delivered his lecture “Signature, Event, 
Context” in August 1971, the very same month Nixon abolished the 
gold standard and floated the world markets? What those guys did 
was unknowingly predict a neoliberalism based on performativity. 
Since Butler made us aware off our coreless subjects and iteration, 
performativity has transformed from being something marginal 
to become the centre of our economical and social reality. Perfor-
mativity is the stuff that our society is made of.

I’ve said it before—it’s elementary. The world we live in today—
even and especially if we live in remote parts far from hubs of finance 
and power—is in its entirety performative. A quick sketch tells us 
something like this: Over the last fifty years the world has experi-
enced a fourfold transformation—okay, hold on—from industrial 
production, distribution and circulation of goods, localness and a Mårten Spångberg, Epic, MDT, Stockholm, 2012
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society that acknowledges history (and with that asymmetries of 
knowledge), to a reality organised around immaterial production, 
performance (including economies of knowledge, experience and 
subjectivity ), globality (and I include internet porn, World of War-
craft, financialisation, Richard Branson, FB and derivatives) and 
acknowledges only the contemporary, i.e. a ubiquitous simultane-
ity where each moment is every moment all the time. In that world, 
ladies and gentlemen, the whole she-fuckin’-bang has turned per-
formative—todo, tous, rubbet. So like how damn subversive is your 
performativity now, what is it productive of now, baby? Essactly, it’s 
totally over, you just became more of the same. And if you think you 
should state the performative nature of the subject, the body or any-
thing else, it’s all too late, because you know what, business already 
did that for us, and we just need to get the picture that the more cu-
rious forms of performativity we invent, the more corporate interest 
licks its lips. It loves to incorporate it in next year’s collection. Phab.

Performative architecture, like fuckin’ help me! What’s that 
supposed to mean, buildings that looks like sheds, inflatable tents 
that can be offered as temporary shelter after natural disasters, why 
not a t-shirt with the Mies van der Rohe pavilion printed on the 
chest (less if more…)? Or why not just a t-shirt? It is after all a kind of 
building, construction and formation of space. All goddamn archi-
tecture is performative, it does something if it wants to or not. Same 
with performative art. Painting performs for us, it shows itself to 
tourists in Bermuda shorts, to art students, to couples that make 
out—those poor paintings perform for us. Close the museum now, 
give the paintings a vacation. We have to acknowledge that perfor-
mative is not when something becomes socially measurable, when 
an artistic practice, work or whatever becomes inscribed in some 
form of efficiency or contributes with something, especially some-
thing unexpected. Unexpectedness seriously has little to do with 
the performative. What is unexpectedness in the first place? It’s in 
the imaginary. Unexpected is not enough. It’s unexpected, but with-
in that which can be expected. Unexpected is still possible, what we 
are looking for—and only an art that annihilates its performative 
capacity can get close to this scission—is an art that is not possible, 
but instead enters the domain of potentiality, a domain that we can’t 
even imagine imagining. Only an art that renounces its performa-
tivity, only an art that rejects any form of relation, can circumvent 
efficiency, policy, strategy, meaning production, prescription, mar-
kets, and become the carrier of spiritual truth (which is obviously 
not spiritualist or anything to do with yoga).

Art that is implemented as an example must be abandoned. Art 
is about creating the real as the real, not proposing alternatives, re-
sponding to asymmetries, being critical, smart or glamorous.

In the meantime however, the artist must consider not whether 
or not the artwork is performative, but how, in respect of what cir-
cumstances, vis-á-vis politics, ethics, etc., its performativity is op-
erating. But even so, stop performativity hysteria now, cancel all art 
that includes participation, abolish all socially engaged practices, 
stop any art that is efficient, productive, that builds bridges, pities 
human beings, is excited about ecology, and make art that is totally 
useless, that is, that shuns for a moment any kind of performativity, 
and so forces the viewer, spectator, implicated, reader or listener—
not into some tacky partage du sensible—but into a problem, a serious 
problem—namely to invent, by necessity, entirely new kinds of per-
formativity, modes that might just change the world itself entirely.

My intellect (if I have one), consciousness, feelings and even 
fluffy emotions all tell me to give up and comply to the general order. 

I should follow the tendencies of correct behaviour and resign,  
invest properly and agree to be part of markets, strategies of sur-
vival, measurement and compatibility. But I can’t give up. I can’t 
and I write out of despair. I’m maker of dance and choreography 
and I’m in tears.

I will not and cannot support consciousness but must fight it to 
bitterest of bitter ends. “Give up and swallow the little suffering that 
it implies.” But no I cannot, I would rather live with the increased 
pain of whatever getting out of consciousness will cost me. To be 
alive is not alright, I must fight the desire to consider life okay. Con-
sciousness and life, a good and okay life, that is what I need to fight. 
I fight, wave my arms wildly to become existence and non-life.

Certainly, I exist in markets, I perform strategies and negotiate 
diplomatically. But do I necessarily need to subordinate myself to 
them? Even if I will come out vanquished my job is to refuse. Not as 
a protest against anything, but to refuse myself and the petty desires 
I can already have and enjoy.

I’m not in favour emancipation, because emancipation is al-
ready from something. My refusal is worse because I must eman-
cipate myself from emancipation as a form of struggle, an aimless 
struggle towards an annihilation of myself as myself. Emancipation 
is connected with gratification. The struggle I need to engage in 
must not offer any from of gratification, affordance or opportunities 
for investment. Anything that I can conclude works is not enough, 
only that which doesn’t work is acceptable and worth further inves-
tigation. Whatever works is always already inscribed and possible 
(spit on Woody Allen). It is not enough to set up problems for myself 
or the world. To problems I can have there are already more or less 
relevant solutions. What I must do is to force myself to invent prob-
lems to which there are no solutions. I must not solve problems, I 
must resolve myself in favour of new problems. I already have the 
answers, I know what is wrong, but to identify what is wrong or 
accept my answers is insufficient. I must keep watch, keep awake. I 
must take all threats seriously, but not give in, be seduced by them, 
identify with their surprising yet conventional monstrosity. I must 
not resign in front of the false sense of guilt and justice they invite. I 
must refute my desires to protest, my hopes for revolt, as they con-
firm my idealist, light Leftist subjectivity and respond to an already 
producible future, some kind of prescriptive capacity, to forms of 
emancipation. Fuck that, it is only the simple formation of a pro-
jectable future. I must stop myself, cut my own limbs that bring me 
towards hope. I must annihilate my petty belief in the future and 
with a complete lack of expectation engage in future as absolute 
non-differentiated becoming, future not as the actualisation of ten-
dencies already in existence but as avenir, a break with any form 
of perspective. The future is engaged in perspective, in formation, 
whereas avenir is future understood as horizon, future as indivis-
ible and continuous alien. I don’t care if such an aimless struggle or 
watch-keeping implies an argument vis-à-vis a great outdoors, im-
manence or plain of consistency. This is not a matter of analysis in 
favour of a philosophically consistent subject. No, we are and must 
be against such a subject, both the philosophical and the consis-
tency part. Avenir is rather and also precisely their contingent de-
struction or putrefaction.

It might appear childish and idealistic but there is no artistic 
practice we can respect that does not understand avenir as its in-one 
identity of the last instance. Liberty’s rigour is way more difficult 
than liberty itself. I will not give up, ever. It is my promise, my only 
promise. I will never, never give up.Mårten Spångberg, Epic Redux: The Nature, MDT, Stockholm, 2013



3 137 artist run space
www.3137.gr info@3137.gr
I Wanna Be a Materialist But I Just KANT  
– Group exhibition
(September 20 – October 6, 2013)
Sluice art fair @ London Frieze week
(October 19 – 20, 2013) 
OstPolitik [+] in collaboration with Create an 
Accident
(November 2013)

A.D. Alpha Delta Gallery
www.adgallery.gr
T: +30 2103228785 ad@otenet.gr
Nikos Papadopoulos 
(September 20 – November 2, 2012)
Anastasis Stratakis
(November 6 – December 14, 2013)
Black on Black - Group show  
(Drawings VS YouTube clips)
(December 12, 2013 – February 8, 2014)

Andreas Melas  
& Helena Papadopoulos
melaspapadopoulos.com, 
T: +30 2103251881  
gallery@melaspapadopoulos.com
Caitlin Keogh (offsite / ReMap 4)
(September 8 – 30, 2013)
Rallou Panagiotou
(November 7, 2013 – January 11, 2014)

Artower Agora
www.artower.gr
T: +30 2103246100 artower@otenet.gr
Group exhibition 
(September – October 2013)
Spyros Armeniakos
November 7 – 29, 3013
Group exhibition 
(January – February 2013)

Art Zone 42
www.artzone42.gr
T: +30 2107259549 info@artzone42.gr
Giannis Schinas Playing with Dolls
(September 17 – October 5, 2013)

ATOPOS Contemporary Visual Culture
www.atopos.gr
T: +30 2108838151, +30 2105242004  
info@atopos.gr
ARRRGH! Monsters in de Mode 
in Centraal Museum, Utrecht 
(October 19, 2013 – January 19, 2014)

Bernier / Eliades
www.bernier-eliades.gr
T: +30 2103413936, +30 2103413937  
bernier@bernier-eliades.gr
Marisa Merz
(October 10 – November 14, 2013)
Annette Messager
(November 21, 2013 – January 9, 2014)

CAMP
www.campoint.gr
T: +30 2103247679 info@campoint.gr
If Sport is the Brother of Labour,  
Then Art is the Cousin of Unemployment  
- Group exhibition
(September 12 – October 11, 2013)
Voices - Group exhibition
(October 1 – October 30, 2013)
Save - Group exhibition
(October 15 – October 29, 2013)
Cheapart
(December 13 – 23, 2013)

Ekfrasi – Yianna Grammatopoulou
www.ekfrasi-art.gr
T: +30 2103607598 info@ekfrasi-art.gr
(please contact Ekfrasi – Yianna 
Grammatopoulou for more information)

Eleni Koroneou Gallery
www.koroneougallery.com
T: +30 2103411748 info@koroneougallery.gr
(please contact Eleni Koroneou Gallery for more 
information)

Elika Gallery
www.elikagallery.com
T: +30 2103618045 welcome@elikagallery.com
(please contact Elika Gallery for more 
information)

Ersi Gallery
ersi.gr T: +30 2107220231 info@ersi.gr
Avatars - Idols - Deities Group exhibition
(October 3 – 22, 2013)
Theodoros Manolidis
(October 24 – November 12, 2013)
Maria Pop
(November 14 – December 2, 2013)
Georgios Derpapas
(December 5 – 18, 2013)
Group exhibition
(December 19, 2013) 

Frown Tails
www.frowntails.com
T: +30 2103253668 info@frowntails.com
(please contact Frown Tails for more 
information)

Gagosian Gallery
www.gagosian.com
T: +30 2103640215 athens@gagosian.com
(please contact Gagosian Gallery for more 
information)

Gallery Genesis
www.gallerygenesisathens.com 
T.: +30 2117100566 g.tzaneris@gmail.com
Eva Caridi, Terra Nullius
(September 27 – October 26, 2013)
Giorgos Saltaferos, La Mer Est Ton Miroir
(October 31 – November 23, 2013)
George Sampsonidis
(November 28 – December 21, 2013)

Ikastikos Kiklos
www.ikastikos-kiklos.gr
T: +30 2103300136, +30 2107291642  
info@ikastikos-kiklos.gr
(please contact Ikastikos Kiklos for more 
information)

Kalfayan Galleries
www.kalfayangalleries.com
T: +30 2107217679 info@kalfayangalleries.com
Hrair Sarkissian
(end September – mid-November, 2013)
Nina Papaconstantinou
(end November, 2013 – mid-January, 2014)

Medusa Art Gallery
www.medusaartgallery.com
T: +30 2107244552 medusa9@otenet.gr
Summing Up – Group exhibition
(September 1 – October 31, 2013)

metamatic:taf
www.metamatictaf.gr
T: +30 2103238757 info@metamatictaf.gr
Booooooomerang – Group exhibition
(September 26 – October 27, 2013)
A (New) Athens State of Mind – Group exhibition
(September 26 – October 27, 2013)
Romantic Apprehensions – Group exhibition
(November 7 – 29, 2013)
Seven Sagas – Group exhibition
(November 7 – 29, 2013)
àrtεις; festival by ikariamag 
(December 5 – 8, 2013)
Studios 2013 – Group exhibition
(December 12, 2013 – January 5, 2014)

Open C.A.S.E. 303 -  
CENTER FOR ARTS,  
SCIENCE AND EDUCATION
www.opencase303.com
T: +30 2114064986 info@opencase303.com
Exercises on Democracy - White House Biennial
(September 7 – October 12, 2013)
Future Recalls – Kelly Koumarianou, Vasileios 
Papageorgiou, Marina Sarmatzi
(October 24 – December 3, 2013)

ΟpenShowstudio
www.openshowstudio.gr
T: +30 6977977126 os@openshowstudio.gr
Days of Glory – Group exhibition 
(please contact ΟpenShowstudio for more 
information)

Potnia Thiron – Bank of Attention
www.potniathiron.eu
T: +30 2103307380 info@potniathiron.eu
art.emis (events/seminars)
LIBERTY: Open Club for the Letters and the Arts
(October 2013)

Qbox gallery
www.qbox.gr 
T: +30 2111199991 info@qbox.gr
(please contact Qbox gallery for more 
information)

Rebecca Camhi
www.rebeccacamhi.com
T: +30 2105233049 gallery@rebeccacamhi.com
Paul Desborough Misheard Lyrics
(September 26 – November 30, 2013)

Skoufa Gallery
www.skoufagallery.gr
T: + 30 2103643025 info@skoufagallery.gr
(please contact Skoufa Gallery for more 
information)

Technohoros Art Gallery
www.technohoros.org
T: +30 2111823818 info@technohoros.org
Nikolas Antoniou 
(September 25 – October 19, 2013)
Gagik Altunyan 
(October 23 – November 16, 2013)
Yannis Kollios 
(November 20 – December 14, 2013)
Dina Kotsiou 
(December 18, 2013 – January 18, 2014)
Dimitra Hanioti 
(January 22 – February 15, 2014)
Miltiadis Petalas 
(February 19 – March 15, 2014)

The Breeder
www.thebreedersystem.com
T: +30 2103317527 gallery@thebreedersystem.com
Blind Adam
(September 8 – October 26, 2013)

Zoumboulakis Galleries
www.zoumboulakis.gr
T: +30 2103608278 galleries@zoumboulakis.gr
Between the Lines Sophia Papacosta - Solo show
(September 19 – October 5, 2013)
Chamber Flights Christos Kechagioglou - Solo 
show
(October 10 – November 2, 2013)
Nikos Lagos - Solo show
(November 14, 2013)
Nightscapes - Group show
(December 19, 2013)

ATHENS GALLERIES AND INSTITUTIONS
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Jimmie Durham was one of the feature artists of Hou 
Hanru’s 2009 Lyon Biennale. Jimmie had made two pieces. 
Inside the exhibition space there were a series of platforms 
with surveillance cameras on protruding scaffolding. 
Meanwhile, just before the entrance of the main venue, 
perched on a long black steel pole, there was an aluminium 
vulture. 

The free guide for Jimmie Durham’s Look/Regarde, and 
Thinking of You (2009) describes the vulture as a “bird of 
prey”. Further on, the function of the vulture is described 
as “playing the guardian of the established order more 
surely than all the cameras in the world.” Well, let me tell 
you a story...

Over a thousand years ago, at one of those dinners after 
an advisory board meeting for the journal Third Text, we 
were going around the table describing our least favourite 
animal. When it came to my turn I confessed to feeling re-
pulsion at the sight of vultures in India. I had seen them 
hunched over the carcass of a dead cow, probably killed in a 
collision with a passing truck.  

“There was this vulture, long beak, scruffy feathers, 
protruding pink neck, picking away, and when the carcass 
of the cow was light enough the vulture would lift it up and 
finish it all clean on top of a tree. YUCK,” I said.

Jimmie was sitting quietly and attentively next to me. 
“No, no, Nikos. Vultures are the most wonderful birds. 

First they don’t kill anything. And second they are so much 
fun.” 

To which I replied: “Ok, I accept they are not birds of 
prey, but how do you have fun with a vulture?” 

“Well, when I was a little boy my grandfather would 
take me up the mountain, and we would lay on the ground 
really still. When the vultures came down, he would whis-
per, now lay dead still. And just as they got to the tips of our 
toes, we would jump up, pull funny faces and laugh loudly.” 

I now suspect that the surveillance camera and the vul-
ture are there in everything Jimmie makes as an artist. In 
1988 he made a ceremonial Celtic pole, complete with two 
large rear-view mirrors and a “savage” video camera fitted 
out with coke bottle lens. For the 2005 Venice Biennale, he 
constructed an energy system composed of found objects 
such as an old car tyre, beaten up electronic boards, fake 
busts, empty oil drums, mirrors and interconnecting pipes 
to suggest how the past was coming up fast but without 
leaving any trace. In Northern Ireland, Jimmie’s pole could 
be read as a direct challenge to the British army’s mecha-
nisms of surveillance and repression, whereas the installa-
tion in the Venetian arsenal, while retracing the persistent 
resistance and rage against occupation and colonisation, 
also evokes the underside of the culture of consumer arro-
gance. The spirit of this culture that combines indomitable 
military conquest, unbound engineering confidence and a 

traditiontradition

Vulture and its …
by Nikos Papastergiadis

Born in 1940, Jimmie Durham is an artist, writer and poet 
of Cherokee descent. During his long career he has lived in 
the United States, Mexico and Europe, where he currently 
resides. As an artist and a political activist in the American-
Indian Movement he always questions his identity without 
denying its complexity as part of the artistic community, as 
a member of an ethnic minority, and as a human animal. A 
perfect case for South as a State of Mind magazine, as he 
has never betrayed the legacy of his origins; no matter how 
many biennials he has participated in, he always approaches 
his work with the patience necessary to observe reality and 
with the innocent curiosity of a child.

The four texts presented here form a unique insight into 
his cultural and artistic sensitivity through an intense 
intellectual exchange with Nikos Papastergiadis. The first 
is a brief portrait of the artist, framing his spiritual and 
artistic sensitivity through the convergence of his thought 
and practice. The following two texts are excerpts of 
conversations between Papastergiadis, Durham and Maria-
Theresa Alves published in 1998 and 2004. The texts 
mirror each other, evidence of a continuous long-term 
dialogue on issues relating to cultural and geographical 
identity, interwoven with personal memories and artistic 
considerations. The last contribution is a short exchange 
that occurred between Papastergiadis and Durham during 
the preparation for this column, addressing the unravelling 
crisis in Europe and its global consequences.

Jimmie Durham, 2011. Photo by Maria-Theresa Alves
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necrophilic hunger for exotica, proceeds without the slight-
est ruffle over its own posterity. This desire, which pre-
sumes an uninterrupted right to continuity, a life without 
entropy, is cast as the superego of an empire that is posed 
to hit the wall. Within this triumphal march towards prog-
ress, there is another tune which, as Jimmie’s title suggests, 
assumes the form of a “fugue or elegy”.

The mirror is the companion of the vulture. As repres-
sion and control tighten the ability to see what is catching 
up from the past, the need to see what is coming to you is 
a kind of attention that Jimmie claims is deep in his con-
sciousness: “Coyote, who invented death and singing, was 
the spirit who gave me my name. As is often the case, he also 
gave me a gift. This is what he gave me as a name gift: that 
I would always see whatever was dead if it were within my 
field of vision. For more that 30 years I have been seeing ev-
ery dead bird and animal everyday wherever I am. So it be-
came necessary to see if that was a usable gift or just a dirty 
trick that would drive me crazy.”

This attunement towards the presence of all things dead 
is a perspective that runs throughout Jimmie’s oeuvre. It is 
in the pulse of his most vivid polemics, such as the essay in 
which he exposed the recurring elimination of the indige-
nous people in the defining narratives of the Americas. This 
attempt to find meaning, to pose metaphysical questions on 
the form of existence, to resist the code that renders the self 
into a kind of “solid vacuum” also remains in his most poetic 
ventures into the European landscape. 

In an optimistic start to his essay on Jimmie’s participa-
tion in the 2004 Sydney Biennale, Mick Taussig recalls the 
claim that if you cut across perfection you release something 
holy. By the leaping powers of analogy he then proposed that 
by rearranging reality art does some of that too. Indeed there 
is no art without some form of violence, and the meaning 
that lurks in banal objects can be equal to any abstraction. 
This tension was certainly evident in Jimmie’s placement of 
a large rock on the roof of a red car by the forecourt of the  
Sydney Opera House. Upon this rock Jimmie painted a kind of  
happy-sad face. “I wanted the expression to be placid and … 
not show any concern with whether or not it had crushed a 
car. I felt quite sorry for the car. Especially when I sat down in 
it for a moment. I felt quite sorry for it.”

“So you sat in the car before and then you said I’m sorry 
this is about to befall you.”

“Yeah.”
“Did it say, ‘It’s okay, Jimmie, I’m ready.’?”
“I felt so, yeah.”
When the rock came down it was lowered with a deli-

cate precision. The car was not simply smashed. The slow 
release of the weight of the rock on its roof allowed it to 
sigh and creak. Windows and tyres popped before the 
metal buckled into total submission. “I knew always that I 
wouldn’t drop it. But somehow the idea got communicated 
that I would drop it. But my reason for not thinking to drop 
it is that I had a very exact way that I wanted the stone to be 
there. And when you drop something you don’t get preci-
sion you get a haphazard effect. That in itself can be quite 
nice […] but I needed this stone to sit in an exact place in the 
car. So I knew I couldn’t drop it.”

Vultures, mirrors and rocks tell us a great deal about 
the complex ecology and radial historical consciousness 
that pervades Jimmie’s aesthetic practice. Energy and 
meaning are found in both the reuse of objects that hang 
on the edges of disappearance and the violent act of de-
facing. Maybe this is Jimmie’s way of wrestling with the 
gift given to him by Coyote. He not only sees all the dead 
things that are in his field of vision, but he symbolically, 
if not literally, picks them up, and waits until he find their 
rendezvous with history. He is a storyteller who, as John 
Berger noted, accepts his duty as death’s secretary. I once 
arranged a lunch in Geneva so that John and Jimmie could 
meet each other. After the meal, John told me that he could 
feel that he was in the presence of a legend. I take this to 
mean that his authority as a man comes from his living 
connection to history. My Mexican friend Cuautemoc Me-
dina said the same thing when we pondered the paucity of 
wisdom in the art world. Jimmie would of course turn the 
mirror the other way:

Back home we have old people who have the most amazing 
power—it shines and vibrates, and I think it comes from their 
goodness and generosity of spirit. They are smart, miss nothing, 
and they are strong. But what one sees is just goodness. I’d like to 
achieve that. When it comes time to die. I’d like to say to shit, ‘ha, 
ha shit, I won!’

traditiontradition

This text is an excerpt from “Vulture and its…”  by Nikos Papastergiadis, published in: Performance Paradigm 6, Special 
Issue,  Interruptions: Letters To Jimmie Durham, Performance Paradigm Publications, Sydney, Australia, June 2010, pp. 30–35.

Jimmie Durham and Maria-Theresa Alves, Mexico

Jimmie Durham in New Mexico, 1979

Jimmie Durham, London
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On Becoming Authentic
A conversation between Nikos Papastergiadis and Jimmie Durham

tradition

Nikos Papastergiadis: The stereotypes projected by oth-
ers are often internalised within your own history. Has this af-
fected the way you connect with other artists or activists?

Jimmie Durham: Maybe this answer will be a little mysti-
cal sounding. I met a Cherokee artist, Kay Walkingstick, she 
came to my house because I wanted her in the show that Jean 
Fisher and I curated. I had just met her at that time. She doesn’t 
know how seriously our families are on different sides of the 
political fence. It’s like an Irish situation. Her family is really 
on the enemy side of my family. We liked each other so much 
it was as though we needed each other, we just felt completely 
relaxed and completely at home from the very beginning. It 
seems to always happen, we might be politically against some-
one but when you’re out in the world, you would gladly be with 
that Indian, even if it’s a Sioux or Iroquois. I don’t think this is 
easily articulated and I haven’t seen anyone articulate it before, 
but I see it among Indians constantly.

I had a dream once, but it has stayed with me a long, long 
time. I’m from an area of Arkansas, next to Oklahoma. I know 
an American white guy, Jay Johnson, who now lives in Califor-
nia. He lived in Mexico and he would come by my house and 
we would talk and he would always ask me where I was from, 
my land and so on. Partly to check out my authenticity, Ameri-
cans always do that, so I dreamed that I had taken him back 
home, and suddenly noticed, when I got there, that everyone 
was dead and all the land was burned and black and there was 
nothing left alive at all. I went down to the creek and there were 
three little black birds only about an inch or so, hiding under 
a log, and they said, “Don’t tell him we’re here!” That dream 
stays with me and Jay Johnson never said, “I want to go back 
with you,” he just started questioning me about home, and 
suddenly something in my brain said, “Don’t tell him where.”

NP: Can you talk a little about the relationship between the 
political and the necessary in art?

JD: Yes, even though I have no idea what might be neces-
sary. I wish I knew what necessary meant! Maria Theresa had 
this friend, Juan Sanchez, who was a political painter from 
Puerto Rico. She invited him over because he was doing a show 
called Beyond Aesthetics, she said, “You should see my friend 
JD’s work, he doesn’t have any aesthetics!” He came over, liked 
the work, and said I’m going to put these three in the show that 
I’m doing. That was my first show in New York, in 1980-81. The 
New York art world liked them. People who saw the work said 
that it was great work and I hadn’t expected that response. I 
was still in the movement, the response I expected was, “That’s 
happening now on the Rosebud? Let’s see what we can do!” 
That’s the response I expected. Talk about naïve. Then when 
the work was appreciated, but when people still didn’t orga-
nise against controlled data corporation, I said there’s some-
thing about art that I don’t like. I’m going to do something else. 
But soon I’m in the art world again because I’m popular and 
Juan Sanchez did another show immediately afterwards and 

I was in that too. I changed the idea in the second show, but 
not very much, I just added some irony. I kind of accused them 
of not doing anything. They liked that too, they thought that 
was also great. So, then I said, I have to find a way to challenge 
what they think is not there to be challenged, I have to chal-
lenge something that is unknown as challengeable, because 
they already know everything that I’m doing.

NP: Can we return to the question of stereotypes and the 
techniques of “passing”?

JD: It gets very predictable. I’m having to try strategically 
to formulate responses that are fresh and spontaneous, that 
say, “I’m still as authentic as I used to be but I’m trying to speak 
to you about here, I’m trying to be here. Would you please al-
low me to be here at this moment and forget wherever we both 
might have been yesterday?” But it has to be articulated strate-
gically and I haven’t found a way to do it. A very famous dealer/
collector said, “You seem so nice and last time I saw you, you 
were very mean and belligerent.” I hadn’t even remembered 
having met her. But I do remember having been mean and 
belligerent too many times in my life so I agreed with her and 
said, “It’s just because I’m trying to be civilised now. I’m liv-
ing in Europe, I want to be part of civilisation. I like European 
civilisation as an idea and I want to participate in the project.” 
She liked that answer very much, she was pleased because I 
had struck a note between authenticity as a savage and enough 
intellectuality to talk about my savagery. I comforted her with 
that line. We were best buddies from that moment on. It’s the 
point where I allayed all of her fears, I answered her accusa-
tions and I behaved in a way that made me trustworthy and 
not mean and belligerent anymore even though she remem-
bered having liked me because I was mean and belligerent—
that’s why I stood out in her memory!

[…]
NP: Hybrid becomes most poignant to you, it seems, when 

it can be emancipatory, which is a reminder that, if hybrid is 
simply the result of any form of exchange, then there also can 
be negative hybrids.

JD: Take Mexico for example. You know my line on the 
difference between the English and the Spanish? The Span-
ish saved Indian lives because all they wanted was to rape, rob 
and enslave and the English wanted to kill everyone and they 
almost did kill everyone. The Spanish saved lives by raping 
and enslaving and they even created more lives because they 
created little bastards all over Mexico. But the little bastards 
weren’t necessarily their fathers’ children, they were poten-
tially free little bastards and could at this very moment be free 
any time they choose individually. So, you can say perfectly 
well humans are horribly bad animals and that humans are 
very hopeful and miraculous things. The hope and the mi-
raculous only come from when we resist the other side. Any 
spirit that might come from the hybrid state comes from the 
resistance to this enslaver, the raper.

This text is an excerpt from “On Becoming Authentic: A conversation between Nikos Papastergiadis and Jimmie Durham” in: Nikos 
Papastergiadis, Dialogues in the Diasporas: Essays and Conversations on Cultural Identity, Rivers Oram Press, 1998, pp. 195–213.

A Thousand Beautiful Things
A conversation between Nikos Papastergiadis, Jimmie Durham and Maria-Theresa Alves

tradition

NP: It’s a pleasure to see you here on this lovely day in 
Sydney. Can you tell me about one of the thousand beautiful 
things that you’ve seen?

JD: The rainbow lorikeets. The first day we were here, 
we were walking in the Botanical Garden and this magnifi-
cent bird was just sitting there, not afraid of us, simply chat-
tering away.

MA: And also the cockatoos. But just as beautiful is the 
fact that the kids are not chasing the cockatoos and not try-
ing to kill them and not throwing stones.

NP: That’s unusual for you to see in a big city? 
JD: Yeah. Children and young people usually like to be 

bad to animals. 
MA: Especially in the Americas.
NP: The other day, you said that you feel the presence of 

the Aboriginal history and presence of the land.
JD: I really feel it very strongly. I did last year, too. I 

think it comes, maybe, from looking at the plants and birds 
so closely. But it may be something else. Recently, I went 
to the far north of Siberia. It was a seven-hour plane ride 
from Moscow to the city of Yakuts and on the plane was a 
Yakutsian guy dressed in his traditional gear. He had such a 
strong beautiful face that I hadn’t seen before, I hadn’t seen 
these people before. And I made him very nervous because 
I couldn’t stop looking at him. If I see one Aboriginal in Syd-
ney, even if it’s a homeless guy sleeping under the bridge, it 
calls forth something, something very strong for me.

NP: Does it call forth both a very local sense of attach-
ment and also a reminder of all the other people who are 
indigenous and are displaced all over the world? Do these 
images ricochet into each other?

JD: I think it also does that. I hadn’t thought of that but 
it also does that. When I first started going to Copenhagen, 
I went from Malmo. In those days you took the ferry. There 
is no more ferry. But you landed in a kind of a poor part of 
Copenhagen. There was always a bunch of drunk Inuits 
from Greenland hanging around there. And it was always 
pleasant to see them. It was like being in Oklahoma City or 
something. It was like seeing a bunch of Indian guys hang-
ing out, drunk and being stupid and self-destructive. It was 
very comforting to me.

NP: I recall asking Cheryl about how she approached 
you guys at Wounded Knee, she said something like: “Um, 
well, um, I did what you always do when you come to some-
one else’s land, you ask them in a polite way what’s your 
protocols and then you sit back and watch and join in.” But 
even that assumes a certain degree of solidarity. So you feel 
a solidarity with people like that?

JD: I certainly do. I think it just ... it just is there. For 
instance, I also felt a great solidarity with Sioux Indians. 
And to you as an outsider, American Indians are American 
Indians, but to us it’s not true, it never was true. It’s a great 
big country, we have a lot of things in common but we have 
so many things not in common. At one stage I was the only 
Cherokeen working in the American Indian Movement, my 

mother said, “Why do you want to work with those Sioux?” 
And I felt a solidarity with them.

NP: It’s like me working with the Turks and my mother 
saying “What’s the story?” When I was travelling in Turkey 
I remember saying to myself as I looked at all these men, 
“they all look like my uncle.” Is your connection consoli-
dated by the way that you work with the landscape and 
materials from the land?

JD: I do and I disapprove of it now. Cos my work has 
changed so drastically in Europe. I’ve been in Europe ten 
years now and I do practically everything with stone or 
PVC plastic. I almost never use natural materials anymore. 
And in the Americas I used every kind of material and 
that turned out to be mostly natural material. But here on 
this trip, I’m backsliding against my wishes to be a more 
removed and abstract artist. And I’m bringing back home 
bones and seedpods and some paper bark and even a couple 
of golf clubs.

NP: At the Museum of Contemporary Art you have in-
stalled a container under the stairs that is dramatically lit 
from above and is also deliberately occupying a space that 
people normally walk over to get somewhere else. It is an 
interesting provocation of archiving of art for it recalls the 
domestic practice by which most people try to claim that 
space under their house as well, and put all their old belong-
ings, like an attic or pantry kind of space, where sometimes 
our secret histories are held. What was the model that was 
guiding that?

JD: There was the museum itself. I was imagining my 
box was like a museum that was being punished for not be-
ing good enough and would just sit under the stairs. The 
museum in a museum. A museum where the muses could 
come and go democratically, not ticket check the muses.

NP: You also had various representations of food, like 
chilli and pepper and garlic. 

JD: Cos I found them. And Coastal Pies. 
NP: That’s right. Yes. A whole pallet. 
JD: Of Coastal Pies. What a nice idea, Coastal Pies.
NP: In this paradoxical collection and recreation of 

a museum there is a sort of recurring theme of the monu-
ment. And a lot of your work is about, it seems to me, de-
mocratising the idea of the monument. So anyone can create 
their own little monuments. Was this a theme you felt that 
was continued in the work you made here in Sydney?

JD: Yeah, very much so. There’s another part to these 
personalised monuments. I would also like to see these 
sculptures as being part of intellectual discussion, like the 
one we are having now. This would be in contrast to the as-
sociations that we have with the great big monuments. The 
world believes in them, it has no choice. I don’t believe in big 
monuments. I always say “No, it’s a piece of steel or a piece of 
marble, it’s made out of the same molecules and don’t worry 
and don’t believe it.” Cos once you believe it, then there are 
no more questions, everything is resolved, and everything 
is agreed. But if you say I’m not going to deal with people 
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believing in my work, then 
conceivably you can get an in-
tellectual something going on. 
And that is the communication 
of art I think, that is, on the in-
tellectual level. Not that I have 
anything against emotion, I am 
with emotion.

NP: Is that how you felt 
that you’re contributing to this 
theme of reason and emotion?

JD: Several people asked 
me how I was dealing with 
that and I couldn’t answer. But 
only just now talking, I see that 
that’s the answer.

NP: It seems to me that 
what you’re also saying about 
the process of investigation,  
gathering, walking, and talking 
with people, finding guides, is 
also an interesting comment on 
both the general goal of com-
munication and the specific pro-
cess by which your own practice 
evolves as it responds and then 
moves from one place to the 
next.

JD: Most likely, I think. 
I think it’s like art is like any 
other thing that humans do. 
You know it about music. 
Quite a few people don’t think 
about how important music is 
to them. It’s completely impor-
tant to them and it’s so impor-
tant they don’t notice it, they 
don’t think about it, they’re not 
conscious of it. So then they are 
manipulable.

This is an excerpt from Blair 
French, Adam Geczy & Nicholas 
Tsoutas (eds.), Criticism 
+ Engagement + Thought: 
2004 Biennale of Sydney, 
Artspace Visual Arts Centre, 
Woolloomooloo, Australia, 
2004, pp. 43–52.

Jimmie Durham, One Thousand Beautiful Things, 2004
sculpture, mixed media

(installation view, Sydney Museum of Contemporary Art, 2004)
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LEFT:
Jimmie Durham

Four Scenes for the
British Army, 1988

performance
Orchard Gallery, Derry

Northern Ireland

RIGHT:

Jimmie Durham
Something (Perhaps a Fugue 

or an Elegy), 2005
sculpture, mixed media
100 x 600 x 400 cm
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LEFT:

Jimmie Durham
Something (Perhaps a Fugue 

or an Elegy), 2005
sculpture, mixed media
100 x 600 x 400 cm

RIGHT:

Jimmie Durham, Still Life 
with Stone and Car, 2004

sculpture, stone
car, acrylic paint
(Produced for the 

Sydney Biennial 2004,
now on permanent 
display in Sydney)

Jimmie Durham
The Center of the World

at Chalma, 1997
Exhibition view 
Porin Taidemuseo
Pori (Finland)
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Is the north really 
going south?

Or, to put it in other 
words: What the hell is 

going on in Europe?

Here is the response to your question:
This is a typical Euro-centric, or white people’s, perspective. 
There was a show that closed here in Berlin, as you know, 
called Former West. A nice idea that western Europe no 
longer exists if eastern Europe no longer exists but the 
reality about that kind of thinking is that Europe and its 
expansionist colonies, i.e. the Americas and Australia etc., 
are no longer the centre that they taught us all they were.
Once again, due to Western economic practices which 
have resulted in the current crisis, numerous immigrants 
from Europe are leaving to the former colonies, i.e. Australia 
and Brazil, putting pressure on the employment markets 
there, where native peoples, and in the case of Brazil also 
Blacks, have high unemployment. Profound and necessary 
changes will once again be postponed by England, by Italy, 
by Portugal, by Spain, by Greece etc., as Europe’s problems 
are welcomed in these former colonies because they are of 
European origin and white. Permission has not been asked 
of the native peoples of Australia nor Brazil for the further 
loss of resources and land that this will result in.

traditiontradition

Jimmie Durham, Thinking of you, 2008
sculpture, painted steel and aluminium, black

300 cm x 100cm (diameter)
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Euro(s) Go South 
by Georgios Papadopoulos

The North encouraged the prodigal euro to leave. Now it seems confused

shout  / politics

Money circulates and through its circulation it creates 
value. There is even an equation about it. MV + M¹V¹ = ΣpQ = 
PT to re-territorialise the random walk of money. The prin-
ciple is simple: Money is attracted by prices and they tend 
to grow together. The so-called quantity theory of money  
argues that the more the money the higher the prices, heating 
up the economy and pumping up monetary wealth. Wealth 
is growing and deflating at an ever more erratic pace, follow-
ing money, which is also kind of blind, traveling around at 
high velocities, from country to country, in cyberspace, in the 
black market, changing hands, wallets, pockets. There seems 
to be only one rule—money is attracted by money (opposites 
in the case of economics do not attract, so the poor stay poor 
and the rich stay rich). 

The ritualistic character of money is manifest in its re-
petitive and unreflective everyday use. We relate to money 
on a practical level; theoretical understanding of the meaning 

and functions of money comes only later, if at all. We may be 
agnostic about the role of money, the mysteries of economic 
value or the constitution of the system of prices, but the use 
of money is a continuous ritual of investment in the ideology. 
Money develops from a mere carrier of its social function, as 
a standard of value and a means of payment, to the dominant 
organising force of our social interaction. Social relations 
are reconfigured through the intermediation of money. The 
signifying omnipotence of the master signifier is combined 
with the omnipresence of everyday use, effectively quilting 
the signifying chain of the system of prices both at the level of 
meaning and at the level of practice. Social illusion is not on 
the side of knowledge, it is already on the side of reality itself, 
of what people are doing.

The EURO! Our great illusion of community that is re-
alised to bring the Europeans together is not like other mon-
ey. It does not simply circulate and is defying the mandates of 

the quantity theory of money; it has an opinion and a sense 
of direction. The EURO likes to go SOUTH and it is not at-
tracted by other money—it is a bit snobby in that sense. So 
billions of EUROs in many denominations are leaving the 
cold of Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, and Finland and 
travel everyday to the SOUTH. In the bars of Portugal, the 
beaches of Cyprus, the clubs of Spain, the ports of Southern 
France, the islands of Greece. (Ireland is exception—some 
EUROs travel there, maybe because of the good pubs.) The 
EURO likes good weather and to lay in the sun. When it  
arrives in the SOUTH it does not really circulate—this of 
course explains why the countries of the SOUTH remain 
poor, their markets stagnant, their youth unemployed, their 
households poor, despite all the EUROs that come from the 
north but remain idle, hoarded, immobile. But the EURO 
does not care about all that. It is not like other currencies. 

The countries of the NORTH, unable to stop the mass 
exodus of the EUROs, decided to accept it. But as is usually 
the case with cheated lovers or betrayed parents, they try to 
pretend that they are the ones who allowed, or even encour-
aged, the prodigal EURO to leave. The SOUTH needs our 
help, argues the NORTH in the language of many officials, 
so we would like to send our beloved currency, the source 
of all wealth and prosperity. Let the EURO circulate in the 
SOUTH, let us share our wealth with our brothers and sis-
ters, the same way we share our history, our identity and our 
culture. Secretly they plot to bring the EURO back. But how? 
The NORTH seems confused. Why is the EURO not circulat-
ing in the SOUTH? How did it even get there? 

The EURO looks like the NORTH and is created in its 
image.  

The iconography of the EURO attempts to reassemble the 
NORTH’s constructed memories of Europe’s past and present 
through a series of abstracted architectural references. Win-
dows and gateways used as icons of this architectural style are 
meant to symbolise “the spirit of openness and co-operation in 
Europe”, while the bridges are “a metaphor for communica-
tion among the people of Europe and between Europe and the 
rest of the world.” The NORTH likes irony: Europe is “open” 
like a fortress; it “cooperates” like NORTH and SOUTH. What 
is obvious in the dress of the EURO is not just bad style. A lack 
of imagination about a common European identity that can 
arouse feelings of belonging and community is prominent. 
The abstracted architectural imagery is yet another reverbera-
tion of the arid, brutal and de-territorialised space of capital, 
the organising utopia that the NORTH likes to impose on the 
SOUTH. A utopia where the EURO circulates and does not 
loiter, where the EURO is attracted by other money.  

In the EURO’s constitutive ideology the SOUTH occu-
pies a contradictory position, as the cultural foundation of 
the European imaginary as well as the Other to its excluding 
normativities. “Greece” is the EURO’s first formal reference: 
the glyph €, published in 1996, is explained by the European 
Commission on Economic and Financial Affairs as “inspired 
by the Greek Epsilon pointing back to the cradle of European 
civilisation and the first letter of Europe, crossed by two par-
allel lines to indicate the stability of the Euro.” The Greek and 
the Roman alphabet—spell EURO // ΕΥΡΩ, pointing back to 
the first EUROpean variety of civilisation. The SOUTH must 
be accounted for and alluded to; it is inscribed everywhere 
and provides the semiotic material for the EURO’s significa-
tion. Maybe that is why it goes SOUTH. It looks for its past 
and its true ancestors. 

The difficult relationship between the NORTH and the 
SOUTH has manifested itself in money. The exodus of the 
EURO is not an accident; it is the symptom of a divide. The 
EURO is a promise of enjoyment that mediates the relation-
ships of a European community. If money is the screen upon 
which we project our desire for a prosperous future based on 
a community of equals, the master signifier that inserts our 
conception of EUROpe into the capitalist systems of produc-
tion and circulation, then the locus of the economic crisis can-
not be anything but the EURO itself and the institutions that 
support it. The lack of confidence in the EUROpean financial 
architecture, and in the market in general, is nothing more 
than the reversal of the mechanisms that regulate the consti-
tution of EUROpe as an economic and monetary union. 

And the EURO stays SOUTH. Maybe forever. The 
NORTH is getting impatient. It does not work, it does not cir-
culate, it is trouble and crisis: Identity Crisis, Existential Cri-
sis, EUROpean crisis. The EURO is really going SOUTH and 
with it so does EUROpe in the image of which it is created. 
From the Crown Jewel of the European Project the EURO has 
transformed to a Nemesis that will bring down not only our 
illusions of a shared identity but also the material conditions 
that supported its establishment.

shout  / politics

Image by Jack Henrie Fisher, 2012
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Arming themselves with an acute sense of indetermi-
nacy, the modern science of revolution, and the materialist 
appropriation of mystical practices, the collective Slavs and 
Tatars is one of the principal factions in a struggle for a truly 
materialist, revolutionary art. In the company of minds like 
philosopher Reza Negarestani or artist Alexander Singh 
and his project The Mark of the Third Stripe,1 Slavs and Tatars 
has landed on the surface of a planet whose name we still do 
not know. What we do know, however, is that the key to the 
future of radical, emancipatory politics—as well as knowl-
edge—depends on its successful colonisation.

At first glance, Slavs and Tatars can be slid easily into a 
category defined by Claire Bishop as “the social turn in con-
temporary art.” For starters, the group exchanges individual 
authorship for that of the collective; as we know, the collab-
orative nature of the work is one of the defining features of 
participatory art. The genre supplants the individual acts of 
the artist-virtuoso—who creates objects for an often sterile 
and anonymous gallery space—with collaborative actions 
intervening directly into the surrounding world, effecting 
change within it. This kind of process-over-product recurs 
throughout Slavs and Tatars’ work; their projects often con-
sist of hanging posters, or conducting collaborative tours, 
lectures, group readings and discussions of texts. Also akin 
to participatory art, the central objective of their practice is 
the “creation of a new type of sociality,” forging their own 
minority nation—the yet-to-be-defined community of those 
who inhabit the space “between the Berlin Wall and the 
Great Wall of China.”

However, a closer look at these ostensibly similar goals 
reveals a deeper—if not as easily perceptible or formu-
lated—difference. Perhaps we could see Slavs and Tatars 
themselves as a kind of “minor art” within participatory 
art, a subversive element, shaking it up from the inside and 
altering its trajectory. They are not about, as Bishop might 
have it, a “new sociality” aiming to institutionalise practitio-
ners and advocates of participatory art. This kind of social-
ity turns out to be old news: the type of moral code that the 
“social turn” holds up as aesthetic echoes the liberal-bour-
geois morality of democratic materialism as the modern 
world’s dominant ideology.2 These ethics of human rights—
based on the precept that “nothing exists except bodies and 
languages”—characterise the human being as a mortal ani-
mal, striving to avoid suffering through all available means, 
and asserts that all cultures are different families within a 
common species. It is not by accident, for example, that par-
ticipatory art manifestoes and government-sponsored cul-
tural proposals both use the potential for rehabilitating so-
cially weak sections of the population as a main criterion for 
evaluating and measuring efficacy. If indeed participatory 
art could change its bourgeois mentality into a revolution-
ary one,3 then it would follow that such an art could better 

prime the political situation for radical politics than what 
we’ve seen the last two decades. But the problem is deeper 
than that.

The rallying calls that urge us to take up art as a weapon 
for transforming reality are founded on the assumption that 
art can be effective only to the extent that it affects people. 
Let’s pause for a moment and meditate on the opposition be-
tween the world of nature—objective and unchanging laws 
and facts—and the world of man, consisting of wars of in-
terest and power. According to Bruno Latour, the constant 
production of hybrid objects belonging to both these worlds 
leads us to deduce that modernity has never, in fact, existed. 
If this is the case, then certainly there could never have been 
modern art. Art has perpetually skirted the lines of the 
ethical and aesthetic, resulting in hybrids: sublime, awe-
inspiring objects with guilty consciences; objects claiming 
to be purely plastic embodiments of the formal properties of 
the linguistic, audio or visual—and yet full of secret dreams 
of affecting the viewer and transforming the world around 
him; or actions aimed at education or enlightenment.

The shift in art over the last decade from an actionist 
practice to what, borrowing from Jacques Ranciere, Bishop 
has called “the return of the aesthetic,” can be seen as just 
one swing in the “extravagant existence” of the manic- 
depressive.4 But even if we accept this, it is possible that, in 
the case of Slavs and Tatars, we are dealing not with mod-
ern, or as we now might call it, contemporary art, but with 
the art of the future—where contemporary art factors in 
only indirectly, through its constant misfires in one direc-
tion or another. Such an art of the future would provide im-
mediate access to a field of revolutionary politics—which 
indeed is the most pressing task of the present. This field is 
one not limited to the sphere of man, but one where animis-
tic mountain ranges, consonants, fruits, demons, historical 
figures, architectural ensembles, Latin and Cyrillic alpha-
bets, and mirrors might take up arms as members of differ-
ent factions, rising up against their own reactionary shad-
ows, only to be forced into labour-camp-like installations…

The three distinct cycles of Slavs and Tatars’ research 
and practice can serve as signposts, or perhaps guiding 
lights, in the study of techniques necessary for achieving 
this art of the future. First, there was the commitment 
to indeterminacy: the group’s earliest cycle—Kidnapping 
Mountains or “a celebration of the Caucasus as a case study 
of complexity”—was connected with “the active choice of 
choosing not to choose,” whether the choice was between 
Western alienation and Eastern submission, between the 
affective and the intellectual, or between the modern and 
the anti-modern. The “Slav” and “Tatar” themselves were 
weighted as principal oppositions, explored through the 
specific analysis of specific circumstances, a series of con-
flicts embedded within the fields of culture, history, geogra-

trickster

Slavs and Tatars
The Children of Marx and Kumis*

Philosopher Yoel Regev and artist Masha Shtutman on Slavs and Tatars

* Kumis is a fermented dairy product traditionally made from mare’s milk similar to kefir. The drink is common among the 
Huno-Bulgar, Turkic and Mongol peoples of the former Soviet Central Asian steppes.

trickster

Slavs and Tatars, Tongue Twist Her, 2013
silicon, polystyrene, MDF, carpet, metal pole, 300 x 245 x 245 cm

Long Legged Linguistics, Art Space Pythagorion, Samos, 2013, Photo by Orestis Argiropoulos
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phy and ethnography. Aesthetic objects became the means 
through which basic oppositions could be detected, materi-
alised, and rendered transparent. 

At the same time, it is still not enough just to identify the 
true nature of a given confrontation. It is not just about re-
sistance to joining one of the camps while retaining a critical 
distance to them—even if this distance reveals what the con-
flict actually entails. Nonpartisanship and disengagement 
may be the best position to take within an imperialist war, 
but any war can—and should—be transformed into a civil 
one, where there can be no question of passive observation. 
It is this transformation and the subsequent taking up of an 
active position that is the true goal of analysis. Potential fault 
lines between revolutionary and reactionary elements must 
be articulated on each side, as in the second cycle of Slavs 
and Tatars’s practice, Friendship of Nations: Polish Shi’ite 
Showbiz.5 Here, the act of binding together both the “Slav” 
and the “Tatar,” and the commitment to indeterminacy  
between them—arguably an act of negation—was sup-
planted by a positive effort to pinpoint the isomorphic 
revolutionary origins of each side. 

The question of revolution in its most immediate or lit-
eral form became the crux of the second cycle of the group’s 
work and research: a long look at Poland and Iran’s respec-
tive turbulent quests for self-determination. The initial proj-
ect 79.89.09 used a sort of calendar rhyme to isolate common 
features within two critical moments of recent history: the 
Iranian Revolution in 1979, and the overthrow of Pro-Soviet 
regimes in Eastern European countries in 1989. The domi-
nant, formal shorthand for the group’s work within this 
cycle became the monobrow, reappearing as a space for de-
lineating polarities (“not… hot…”), or a mountain range that 
could hold together cities and their alphabets, though still 
at a distance—provided a type of closure. It was this type of 
closing-the-gap between the Socialist Realism of the Prole-
tariat, and the magical realism of contemporary Iran (from 
Disneyland-like public sculptures to cosmic commemora-
tions of Muharram), that was made possible by Похищение 
Гор (Pokhishinie Gor, “Kidnapping Mountains”) and return-
ing them to Горы от Ума (Gory ot Uma, “Mountains of Wit”).6

At this stage, Slavs and Tatars employed tape players 
and paper money as other instruments for suturing the 
dividing ridges between the ideological, the ethnic, the 
psychological, and the evaluative among revolutionary ele-
ments. This is what made a genuine “Friendship of Nations” 
possible; after all, it was this new internationale which was 
the true victim of the kidnappings carried out by Slavs and 
Tatars—a deterritorialisation of the Soviet “Third Rome”,7 
or the deterritorialisation of a new type of revolution, as dis-
tinct from the fundamentalism of “Eastern submission” as 
from the anti-Communist ideology of “Western alienation.”

Indeed, if Slavs and Tatars’ first phase was one of 
specific analysis of specific circumstances—dealing with 

facts and figures—then in the second cycle, the conversa-
tion moved on to identifying the contours by which such 
elemental facts and figures could be transformed, though 
here, too, we are still dealing with research and analysis. 
This analysis is necessary for any subsequent impact on re-
ality, such as the turning of an imperialist war into a civil 
one, mentioned above. But analysis itself cannot not stand 
in for this change—for such a transformation to occur, “Woe 
from Wit” would not be enough. Instead, there would have 
to be some kind of insight into the area “beyond sense,” an 
area existing outside meaning, which therefore can act upon 
it. This latter aspect means that we may have also found a 
weapon capable of shattering the monoliths of opposing 
forces.

The explosive power of the phoneme Khhhhhhhh takes 
centre stage in Slavs and Tatars’ third cycle, a phase which 
explains that the substance of this new type of revolution is 
the “Faculty of Substitution”, or the ability to transform and 
alter a given set of boundaries. This latest phase not only 
explains the substance of a new understanding of revolu-
tion but also raises the question as to what extent a work of 
art can be used as a wedge driven in between the layers of 
reality, splitting the inner core of circumstance from within, 
sending fragments of mountain rock, splashes of fountains, 
the static of TV screens, alphabets and numbers all flying in 
different directions at once.

Without a doubt, the Faculty of Substitution offers an en-
trance into the realms of the mystic, the numinous, and the 
magical, although this kind of invasion is always fraught 
with a two-fold danger of either turning into a romantic, 
non-committal game of “mysticism,” or collapsing into the 
yawning seriousness of the “beyond.” Similar to the prose 
of China Miéville and Pavel Pepperstein, the songs of Tsoy 
Korolenko, or the projects of Alexander Singh, Slavs and 
Tatars’ work in this third cycle is marked by a kind of bal-
ancing act on the borders between the serious and the not-
serious. Not to mention a distinct humour that allows the 
group to advance into a space where ritual diagrams from 
Jewish, Arabic, and Persian mystical treatises can co-exist 
alongside black and white illustrations from a Soviet Agit-
prop brochure.8

Through this humour, the materialist conquest of the 
magical eventually results in the third cycle of their work 
collapsing into the first. We once more find ourselves con-
fronted with the commitment to indeterminacy, with a re-
fusal to state a preference for either of the sides in the war 
between seriousness and, for lack of a better word, non-
seriousness. A similar kind of collapse suggests that the 
whole project of contemporary art is doomed to fail, as it 
succeeds only in its own breakdown—made clear on mul-
tiple occasions throughout the group’s various declarations. 
Indeterminacy transforms from one of the means into the 
goal itself, a kind of causa sui. But by taking it up, the revo-

lutionary class transforms into what it has marginalised: a 
group of dreamers, plunging into a catatonic dream come 
true.

Catatonia in humour and humour in catatonia—is this 
an inescapable loop? It is precisely the resolution of this 
issue on which the fate of the art of the future hangs. At 
the very least, Slavs and Tatars’ humour provides a plat-
form where this kind of question can be meaningfully 
formulated. Already in the group’s most recent projects, 
the dialectic methods of encounter, of rupture and suture, 
coming in and out of focus from a field “beyond sense”—all 
of these point to a potential resolution.

Translated from the Russian by Kate Sutton, edited by 
Mara Goldwyn. The article was originally published in Russian 
on Colta.ru.

1. Translator’s Note: The name derives from word play that can either 

be translated as “The Mark of the Third Stripe,” or “The Label of the 

Third Stripe”, as it alludes to an advertising sign such as the Adidas 

logo.

2. As described by Alain Badiou in his book, The Logic of Worlds: Being 

and Event II.

3. As artists Arseny Zhilyaev and Roman Osminkin propose.

4. … a condition that Thomas Mann’s devil considered to be absolutely 

indispensible for the artist of modern times.

5. Editor’s note: Begun in 2009, Friendship of Nations: Polish Shi’ite Show-

biz examines points of convergence between the respective economic, 

cultural and political histories of Poland.

6. Translator’s Note: a play on the word горы (gory, “mountains”) and 

Alexander Griboyedov’s Горы от Ума (Gory ot Uma, “Woe from Wit”).

7. The slogan “When in Third Rome, Do as the Third Romans Do” is 

something of a mantra for the group’s practice as a whole.

8. Mayakovsky’s agitprop that stated, “no sorcerer, no god, no priest can 

help us.” To borrow a term from Pepperstein, we could call this kind 

of humour—that is, a humour that paves the way for the materialist 

conquest of the occult—a “New Bulgarian humour,” which is delight-

fully in keeping with the Slavic theme. 

TOP: Love Letters, 2013 
wool, yarn, 247 x 247 cm
MIDDLE: Kitab Kebab, 2012

books, glue, metal skewer, 50 x 50 x 50 cm
BOTTOM: Madame MMMorphologie, 2013

book, artificial eye, blinking mechanism,
movement sensor, 100 x 60 x 60 cm
Long Legged Linguistics, Art Space 

Pythagorion, Samos, 2013.  
Photo by Orestis Argiropoulos
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Slavs and Tatars is an art collective whose installations, 
performance lectures, publications and artist’s multiples contem-
plate intercultural relations and perceived differences between 
East and West. Pursuing an unconventional research-based 
practice, the group identifies the “area east of the former Berlin 
Wall and west of the Great Wall of China known as Eurasia” as 
the focus of their speculations and propositions. 

Their projects address the transmission and hybridisation 
of traditions, politics and language within the region while ne-
gotiating expansive topics such as the fall of Communism, the 
Iranian Revolution, migrations within the Caucasus and mys-
tical traditions in Islam. Associating incompatible and con-
tradictory themes and forms, they proceed with an irreverent 
approach�deploying wit and wordplay to gain entry into other-
wise complex and often incendiary topics. To communicate the 
many threads of their inquiry, the collective creates inviting envi-
ronments where visitors can linger and experience the art objects, 
which themselves draw upon a wide range of sources, including 
regional craft traditions and pop-art.

“We’re a sucker for unlikely 
genealogies”

Interview by Michelangelo Corsaro

Slavs and Tatars talk about their work, between ideological displacement,  
plurality of identities, and methodological syncretism  

trickster

We began as a reading group—Oprah meets Attila the Hun, 
if you will. From our very first works (cf. Wrong and Strong, Slavs, 
Nations), the rewritings, revisions and re-visitations we conduct 
on language have served as much as a strategy as the very sub-
ject of exploration and research. No matter how ambitious, var-
ied, playful or arcane, our performative approach to language, 
until recently, operated exclusively in one register: that of pro-
fane or secular language. Not the wash-your-mouth-with-soap 
kind, but rather the lay language that merges the academy and 
the street. From our recent Not Moscow Not Mecca at Vienna’s Se-
cession, a celebration of spiritual and ideological syncretism, to 
Reverse Joy, a lecture-performance on the role of mystical pro-
test and the sacred in social revolutions, we have embarked on 
an attempt to understand that which is often dismissed in our 
universities, spurned in symposia, and notably absent from the 
weight of books that toned our biceps in younger days: a non-
positivist, numinous understanding of phenomena.

MC: Your work is a complex composition of different nar-
ratives. How do geographical, political and cultural issues 
overlap in your vision?

S&T: Today, we not only need intellectual acrobatics 
but  metaphysical ones: substitution requires us to cultivate 
the agility, coordination and balance necessary to tell one 
tale through another, to adopt the innermost thoughts, experi-
ences, beliefs and sensations of others  as  our own, in an ef-
fort to challenge the very notion of distance as the  shortest 
length between two points. In terms of our practice: to under-
stand contemporary Iran, we look at Poland and Solidarność 
(Friendship of Nations: Polish Shi’ite Showbiz); to grasp the nature 
of political agency in the 21st  century, we study Muharram 
and the 1,300-year-old Shiite ritual of perpetual protest (Re-
verse Joy); to demystify Islam, we turned to Communism (for 
Not Moscow Not Mecca at Vienna’s Secession); and it is through 
mysticism that we told an alternative version of modernity at 
the MoMA with  Beyonsense.

MC: What role does humour play in the notion of crossing 
linguistic, geographic and ideological borders?

S&T: Humour is an effective, because disarming, means 
of critique. Which is one reason Molla Nasreddin has become 
a retroactive mascot of sorts. A Eurasian equivalent of, say, La 

Michelangelo Corsaro: Some questions to introduce 
your work: How did you meet? Why did you decide to work 
together? How did you start to work as visual artists? What 
kind of research are you carrying on at the moment?

Slavs and Tatars: We founded Slavs and Tatars in 2006 
for equally intellectual and intimate reasons. Of course, we 
are interested in researching an area of the world—Eurasia—
we consider relevant, politically, culturally, spiritually. But it 
is also the result of the end of a “Western promise” to some 
degree in our respective lives: after having lived in the major 
metropolises of the West (London, New York, Paris), studied 
in some of the finest institutions, worked with leading com-
panies, etc., we feel there is something missing. We take issue 
with various ideas: the positivism that seems to be so rampant 
in the West; the pragmatic nature of knowledge versus the in-
tuitive, experiential nature of wisdom; the idolisation of youth 
coupled with the dismissal of age; an excessive emphasis on 
the rational at the expense of the mystical; the segregation of 
children from adults at social functions; splitting dinner bills; 
disproportionate attention to the individual over the collective. 

trickster

[1]

[2] [3] [5] [6]

[8]

[9]

[7]

[10]

[11]

[4]

[1] Beyonsense, MoMA, NY, 2012 [2] Friendship of Nations Polish Shi’ite Showbiz, Book Works/Sharjah Art Foundation, 
London, 2013 [3], [6], [8] Molla Nasreddin: the magazine that would’ve, could’ve, should’ve, Christoph Keller/JRP
Ringier, Zürich, 2011 [4] Mother Tongues and Father Throats (installation view), wool, yarn, 300 x 500 cm, Moravian 

Gallery, Brno, 2012 [5] Not Moscow, Not Mecca, Revolver Verlag/Secession, Berlin/Wien, 2012 

[7] Reverse Joy (installation view), Scenarios for Europe (III), GfZK, Leipzig, 2012 [9] A Thirteenth Month
Against Time, offset hand-pasted color stickers, stitched binding, in black case with white foiled print,
21 x 28 cm, 2008 [10] Reverse Joy, public fountain, Wall Center Plaza, Vancouver, 2013 [11] Reverse Joy,

public fountain, Under the Mountain, Jerusalem, 2012
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Fontaine or the Brothers Grimm, Nasreddin tells anecdotes or 
jokes as a point of departure into more abstract allegories or 
complex ethical questions. Not to mention that he’s a trans-
national figure par excellence: A version of Nasreddin can be 
found from Croatia all the way to China. 

MC: How do you practically apply the notion of syncre-
tism in the research process you undertake?

S&T: We’re a sucker for unlikely genealogies. Bringing 
things together that don’t seem at first glance to fit, forcing 
them to sit on one page, think in one voice, sing in one regis-
ter, has become somewhat of a modus operandi for Slavs and 
Tatars. High and low, hot and cold, good and bad: nowadays 
it is our heads and hearts—and not just our legs—that are 
forced to do the splits. To connect the increasingly disparate 
dots around us. Linguistics call it “amphiboly,” Latinists “co-
incidentia oppositorum,” and social psychologists “cognitive 
dissonance,” but it’s simply music to our Eurasian ears. We 
prefer to call it the metaphysical splits, in so far as it forces our 
minds and hearts to embrace that which is thought to be mutu-
ally exclusive.

An elaboration of these stretched, if not strained thoughts, 
syncretism is to the mind what open-source is to code: it al-
lows for the integration of ‘alien’ or ‘other’ forms of thought, 
behaviour, practice into one’s own. It also operates a collapse 
of time, not just of space, allowing for the incorporation of 
those beliefs which precede one’s own. We should highlight 
the numinous or “wholly other,” to quote Rudolf Otto, con-
text in which syncretism is often used: by reconciling differ-
ence and emphasising coexistence, syncretism is a compelling 
argument in favour of compromise too often disparaged as a 
source of weakness. Our current cycle of work, The Faculty of 
Substitution, investigates this circumlocution that is anathema 
to purists or the orthodox of any stripe. Syncretism is often 
understood as a betrayal of pure truths. Replacing one thing 
with another, telling one tale through another—often referred 
to as mystical substitution or sacred hospitality—can be found 
in a disparate array of authors including Joris-Karl Huysmans, 
Louis Massignon, Norman Brown or Mansur al-Hallaj. At the 
heart of this research is an attempt to rethink the very notion 
of self-discovery via the slow burn of syncretism, be it linguis-
tic, religious or ideological.

MC: Language seems to play an essential function in 
your approach. How does the concept of translation apply to 
cultural conflict and interpretation of social contexts as well 
as to the collaboration between you?

S&T: Translation is an attempt to find “a point of com-
merce, if not resolution” between two irreconcilable view 
points, as Paul Ricoeur says, which brings us back to the 
metaphysical splits, putting together that which is consid-
ered mutually exclusive. We are interested in the plurality of 
languages as we are in the plurality of identities and to what 
extent this polyphony allows for a reconsideration of hospi-
tality, asking us to expropriate ourselves and appropriate the 
other as we attempt to put on the clothes of the foreign and 
ask the foreign to step into our language. 

MC: In 2010, Angela Merkel stated that the political vision 
of a multicultural society in Germany has “utterly failed.” In 
the current socio-political situation, is there a possibility to 
carry on a theoretical and visual discourse about multicul-
turalism in Europe? What is your experience of working 
both inside and outside its borders?

S&T: Our approach to identity is to adopt several at 
once—hence our name—not to mention our interest in 
transnational ideas, behaviours, thought processes. It’s a 
pity that allegiances in general are conceived as singular, 
exclusive affairs. As the end-game of loyalty only gains in 
severity the higher up the scale one climbs, the more we 
must struggle to keep blurred the boundaries of where one 
nation’s, one people’s or one ideology’s history begins and 
another one’s ends. Woe to the hapless immigrant who 
finds themselves caught between devotion to home and 
host country, mother tongue and second language, former 
and future passport. The proliferation of allegiances—to 
languages, histories, beliefs—keeps us on our toes, con-
stantly negotiating the pitfalls at the heart of monogamous 
polemics and brittle identity politics. If we are steadfast 
believers in sticking to the singular in our love lives, then 
surely our affections for places, peoples, histories, lan-
guages and countries could and should escape the girdle of 
the singular and unique and spill, joyously, into the plural 
and polyphonic.

As Hamid Dabashi says, “Every home has its abroad.”

trickster trickster

Other Peoples’ Prepositions, 2013, glass, steel, 112 x 45 x 45 cm
Long Legged Linguistics, Art Space Pythagorion, Samos, 2013

Molla Nasreddin:
The Antimodern

(installation view) 
fibreglass, weather-

resistant paint, steel 
157 x 165 x 88 cm

Roundtable, 
9th Gwangju Biennale, 2012
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Marios: It’s Friday today, and a full moon, and we are 
‘reading’ the coffee cup. So, listen to the pleasant things. 

Birds, lots of birds with legs on their backs, human legs, 
and arms on their bellies, carrying cherries! Strange, weird 
things. Cherries bring you unexpected pain. From a disaster, 
an earthquake in mid-August, a bad quake 
amid the heat. It’s pleasant things I’m telling 
you. Wait, don’t talk—I’m having a brainwave. 
Just listen to the symbols, and I’ll explain.

So, cherries cause pain, earthquake.
And two lions, beautiful female lions 

(don’t ask me how I can tell they are female). 
They are sitting in a clearing, at the entrance 
to the Parthenon or some other temple, an-
cient Greek.

So, the situation is good and things will 
go very well.

Lions are a good sign, they protect de-
mocracy in the country and more generally.

Plans are changing in Europe solely out 
of random contingencies, and the develop-
ments, political and economic, are very good. It’s all down 
to unexpected events that change the course of history. A 
disaster, an accident, some crazy person can change every-
thing. A good sign; there’ll be a mishap in September and 
everything will take a turn for the better. 

Europe: Do you see any money, anywhere? 
Marios: For you? No, generally, you mean…. A strange 

cup. Money changes hands. Dirty money and a book, in 
two, two-and-a-half years, will change the world. Strange 
numbers—68 and 14, and two little yellow snakes. 

Very good prospects. 
There’ll be work, and money, don’t you 

go thinking I am insane: I see great joy and 
human achievements. 

Human history evolves through civilisa-
tion, and everything comes out of happen-
stance, not revolution. 

Again and again.
Governments become weak and change 

course in four years.
Aah! A white horse on the coffee 

grounds. A good sign; it comes from Arabia.
You see? I only told you the good stuff. 
Europe: So there were bad things, too?
Marios: Yes, but nothing too important. 

Dear readers, today you learned quite a bit about devel-
opments in Europe. For more information please contact 
the magazine’s editorial department and I will keep you in-
formed about geopolitical developments.

mysticism mysticism

Image by Marios Marios Tériade Eleftheriadis
from sans agent conservateur, 1994

Ecole Nationale des Beaux-Arts de Bourges

coffee reading for europe
by Marios Tériade Eleftheriadis
Introduction by Evita Tsokanta

It’s a steamy, hot July day in downtown Athens. The weight of the sun has transformed the city into a crippling, golden 
haze. I’m rushing, from the area of Petralona to Monastiraki, as the asphalt is burning the bottoms of my sandal-clad feet. 
I need to see the oracle. As I raise my arm to wipe the sweat off my brow, my gaze falls on the Parthenon marbles amid 
the heat shimmer, smog and myriad of disused TV antennas. It must be a mirage. No time to waste on hallucinations, I 
must get the message and pass it on. Europe’s future is at stake. I run by the mosque without missing a beat and turn onto 
the cobbled alley in Monastiraki. Hundreds of miniscule Parthenons dangle around my head. Somewhere behind 1960s 
Greek royal family memorabilia, evil eye charms and pseudo-Byzantine religious icons, a grey door is hidden. I climb the 
stairs breathlessly. Marios opens the door. The artist’s studio is overflowing with feathers, mirrors, shiny stones and po-
tions in crystal bottles. A mystic smell drags me in. “Come in quick,” he says. “Have a seat. I just put the briki on the fire.”
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Palm Reading for europe
Interview with Balakrishnan Mariappan by Fotis Vallatos

mysticism

Fotis Vallatos: If you could read the hand of Europe 
what would you tell about her future?

Balakrishnan Mariappan: [Laughs] If I could read the 
hand of Europe, I’d say, sure a good future is waiting. Every-
where hard-working people gain success in their lives. And 
these unions are working for success in the future, really 
they do wonderful. They’re very strict and strong and they 

will succeed. It’s no problem for them.
FV: How do you think we can recover?
MB: OK. Crisis is something you think of a country ... 

but you know there’s crisis in a family. Even brothers and 
sisters got crisis, even mother and son got crisis. Later they 
will be clean and friendly and nice. We are global, we are 
brothers and sisters.

FV: What do you see in the future?
MB: Every available future. There’s no future and no 

end. The world is improving more and more. […] And in 
older times, human beings didn’t have a nice dress to wear. 
Now they are wearing a modelling dress, and modelling 
shoes, and makeup, and everything they got. All ladies in 
older times looked old, now the old ladies, in this young 
time, look young. Old Europe is an old lady, new Europe is 
a young lady. 

FV: Yes. What do you think about Greece in the future? 
What about the economy, and the crisis and all that stuff? 
Are we going to recover from it?

MB: Yes.
FV: How? And when? 
MB: Look. Everything that’s recovering has started now. 

They’re already doing the hard work to clean everywhere. 
They are sweeping the dust and making it better. Sure they 
will succeed as soon as possible. And they are coming very 
fast and there will be beauty in their lives and country, 100 
percent. I hope they will be very successful country. It’s a 
very, very historical era, and it’s going to be a very famous 
story and lots of tourists will come to Greece, and the econ-
omy will grow very high. Don’t worry, this time it’s a small 
tsunami only. Later it should be very nice and good. 

FV: Ok, do you see any bad things about Greece or Eu-
rope? Something we will have to be careful about...

MB: Careful means strict arrangements, strict adminis-
tration, and strong ministers succeeding to be strong. Ideal-
ism and thinking in ways that reflect that idealism, how to 
deal, and teamwork. Everyday we need teamwork: a good 
team, good success.

FV: But which is the good team?
MB: [Laughs] I wouldn’t know. 
FV: But you’re a fortune-teller, you have to tell us.
MB: I am a fortune-teller, but I don’t know so much 

about teams and that sort of thing. Good teams and good 
chains will be strong and there will be success and they will 
win. But sure, there’s a good team coming, and strong, and 
later, because I see people are very kind and lovely, more 
educated people are coming here. So sure, the education...

FV: Do you know anything about Greek politics? Like 
Samaras...

MB: No. I don’t know the prime minister or anything. 
Because I just came, I’m new and you’re interviewing me 
and I’m so surprised and I don’t know anything about the 
history of Greece. If I knew, sure I’d tell, but I don’t.

FV: Do you know anything about the history of ancient 
Greece?

MB: Yeah.
FV: And what fascinates you? 
MB: Julius Cesar … and people say that Julius Cesar 

is the great man in Greece, and Alexander the saint of the 
country. 

FV: Yes, but Julius was Roman. 
MB: Yes, Roman...
FV: Alexander the Great was Greek.

MB: Yes... Alexander, when I studied him I was 10 years 
old, he was on the horse and he was Alexander. I love the 
name, and the way he looks, he’s a great man. All this my 
mind says I love Greece, I have to go to Greece. Greece is 
a beautiful island and a beautiful country and also, I think 
many, many famous people are from Greece. And the first 
language, I heard that comes from Greece. 

FV: OK. So, what do you think about the countries of 
the South? The South of Europe? As I asked you before: like 
Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal. Because they say that we are 
the problem. Partying, not working hard, wanting to go to 
bars, flirting, swimming... Germans are like robots working 
all the time and they are jealous of us!

MB: When children make mistakes, parents will cor-
rect them. All children make mistakes and teachers correct 
them. Same as other countries, and the European Union—
part of South might be doing something wrong so they cor-
rect them and they are changing that. But then, I also think 
they are strong, the Eurozone started recently, so they have 
the time to train and everything to bring out one global com-
munity. It’s not the easiest way. They can … people can do so 
many things. But then they have to go to every house and 
knock on the door. And you must knock on the door and 
open it and go in … then you know the problem. You don’t 
know what’s the problem until you go inside. So you have 
to find out.

FV: That’s true.
MB: Yeah. But then, look. Because this is the culture of 

Europe. Drinking, swimming and so on, in the wintertime it 
is not their culture. They have the opportunity so they have 
to go. And human beings want freedom and independence. 
We don’t have the right to control anybody and comment 
that this is bad or that is bad. So I hope that you feel that the 
meaning of this is they want teamwork. Everybody to try 
new things. There’s the main reason. So there might be one 
year to be hardworking, and, ok, join and do teamwork and 
see what’s gonna happen...

FV: Ok. Now, a few words about you. So you are from 
Malaysia, and a fortune-teller...

MB: Yes. I am a doctor. I am a psychiatrist. And I’m a 
fortune-teller since I was 10 years old, that’s a bonus, a gift. 
And people told me I’ve got a gift, and I never believed it, 
and I went to India, and polished myself, and now I’m doing 
good and now I feel that I’m good and I got offered part-time 
work at Malaysian five-star hotels.

FV: So is that a traditional cloth from Malaysia?
MB: No. It’s a traditional cloth ... from my life, we are 

royal family from India, and then my grandfather...
FV: Do you find any similarities between Greece and 

India or Malaysia? 
MB: Greece and India are very similar ... the language. 

The culture is more like Hinduism. Very similar the way of 
talking to people, the way of culture, the way of some food 
they are cooking, and the way to respect people, the way to 
always say welcome to people, I say more things are similar 
to Hinduism. Indian style. 

mysticism 

Every evening, Balakrishnan Mariappan puts on a different traditional Malaysian costume and goes to his post at 
Matoyanni, Mykonos, next to Alpha Bank, to read fortunes in the palms of interested passers-by. He set off from his 
country years ago, and God knows how he ended up in Mykonos and became the island’s official palm reader. I met 
him one very windy night in June and asked him to read the invisible palm of Europe and confide in South As a State 
of Mind about her future and the way out of the crisis. Our fortune is now in his hands. 

Balakrishnan Mariappan, Photo by Fotis Vallatos
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The Tectonic of Curating 
The Ethnographic Imaginary of the Vernacular  

in the Architecture of Aris Konstantinidis

by Yorgos Tzirtzilakis

Aris Konstantinidis* is one of the most debated Greek 
architects. Let us see how: his domestic reception is roughly 
divided between those who admire him and naively claim to 
be his followers and those who dispute him, charging him 
with a prolonged entrapment into “Greekness”. Yet both 
these stances have been equally obstructive when it comes 
to pursuing new fields of research, each in its own way 
shrinking the overall picture of his work.

On the other hand, his international reception in the 
context of post-war modernism was considerable, but it also 
focused on confirming the “local identity” as inaugurated by 
Kenneth Frampton in the 1960s; this evolved into “critical 
regionalism” in the 1980s, culminating in David Leatherbar-
row’s Uncommon Ground (MIT Press, 2000). The collective 
monograph published subsequently by Electa has more of 
a documentary nature, adding some useful unpublished 
material (ed. Paola Cofano in collaboration with Dimitris 
Konstantinidis, 2010).

The cutting edge of his work is not just the relationship 
he cultivated with topography or local tradition, but the fact 
that he turned architecture into an anthropological condition 
and thus into a life form. His entire oeuvre is permeated by a 
long tension between Western modernity and Greek folk tradi-
tion, both of which lay claim to the same semantic root. It is 
this unresolved tension that makes him fascinating but also 
unclassifiable. To Konstantinidis the pre-modern forms of 
rural folk tradition are the privileged spot from which one 
can observe what western modernity fails to grasp. Yet his 
view seems like a paradox: the only place where tradition 
can live is the present—i.e. modernity. This is one of the rid-
dles that preserve the enigmatic character of his work.

The starting point of this attitude is his relation with 
the ethnocentric romanticism that dominated Greek cul-
ture in the inter-war years and his friendship with Andreas  
Embirikos, which has been undervalued by traditional his-
toriography. The view of rural folk tradition that Konstan-
tinidis formed lies at the core of romanticism. We must not 
forget his frequent reference to poets and writers like Dion-
yssios Solomos, Periklis Yannopoulos and Ion Dragoumis. 
It is through this prism that we can interpret the anestheti-
sation of the popular, the search for a “true architecture”, as 
he called it, and which equates with the quest for a paradi-
siacal state of architecture, or his interest in the sanctity of 
the landscape and the structures he described as God-built. 
Overexposure to the clichés of “cultural studies” might 
lead one to dispute or ridicule this almost ontotheological 
attitude. We should not forget, however, that religious and 
pre-modern references play a prominent role in romantic 
modernity until well into its late phase.

Konstantinidis insisted like no other on the cultural dif-
ferences between North and South. He believed unreserv-

edly in the geopolitical particularity of the Greek landscape, 
in its warmth, its serenity, its “luminous beauty” that differ-
entiates it from the “cold and gloomy landscapes” inhabited 
by “more northern, more reticent people”. Nevertheless, 
this did not prevent him from incorporating in his work 
some prominent forms of Western rationalism and that 
“gloomy” northern culture—and this is why his most in-
teresting aspect lies at the frontiers, the threshold between 
northern modernism and southern tradition; between “rea-
son” and “dream”, as he used to say, alluding to Solomos.

Yet this architect whose fame soon went beyond the bor-
ders of Greece gave an abrupt and dramatic end to his life, 
jumping from the roof of his apartment block on Vassilissis 
Sophias Avenue in 1993.

After our first collaboration (I mean his participation 
in the architecture section of the exhibition Metamorpho-
ses of the Modern, National Gallery, 1992) I had the oppor-
tunity to attempt some new readings and reappraisals of 
his work. What I intend to discuss here is a paradoxical 
yet unexpectedly contemporary aspect: architecture as a 
coherent curatorial practice, which can also be expressed 
inversely as the elevation of curating into a privileged  
medium of architecture. 

The paradox lies in that this shift towards the subse-
quent curatorial approach, which he prepared and an-
nounced, contains all the fundamental principles of his 
views. What I mean is that the ethnocentric fantasy of the 
vernacular fits in without contradictions with architecture’s 
curatorial shift. Only thus can we get to understand one of 
his provocative assertions, to the effect that the true con-
temporary architecture in 20th-century Greece is the huts 
and sheds of refugees. And this is one more factor that turns 
his work into a historical documentation of the crisis in the 
traditional representational function of architecture and a 
change of paradigm.

Building with words
In the epilogue to his book Projects and Buildings (Agra, 

1981) Konstantinidis writes something which has yet to be 
noted sufficiently, although we could say it lies at the very 
core of his work: “Admittedly, my job is to build and not to 
write. Nevertheless, I have been writing ever since I started 
building […] Consequently, I feel like saying that I write be-
cause I build; as if I were not able to say something in words, 
written or spoken, unless I had uttered it previously in a 
construction. So, first I construct what I intend to say and 
afterwards I rebuild it in words. For this reason, then, what 
I have written has always been in accordance with what I 
have built: one and the same world.”

In the “Autobiographical note” that follows, Konstantin-
idis adds: “Towards the end of the year [1980], suddenly and 

architecture / landscape architecture / landscape

quite unexpectedly, a publisher [Stavros Petsopoulos] came 
to me and offered to publish this book on my work. It was 
another honor I felt, especially since this publisher was go-
ing to let me organise this book all by myself, designing and 
constructing it just as I would my own house. The composi-
tion of the book—its photographs, drawings and text—was 
for me to determine. Moreover, it was up to me to decide on 
the layout and cover of the book. I was also going to oversee 
the printing and binding, just as in a construction. […] I con-
sider this book to be another architectural work, marked by 
my signature. […] To conclude, I will mention some of my 
other “constructions”: the exhibitions I have put together, 
the lectures I have delivered, the books and other publica-
tions I have circulated and several articles of mine that have 
been published in newspapers, magazines and books.”

An architect with this focus on building (Bauen in Ger-
man), Konstantinidis was the first in our country to realise 
in his contracted and almost delirious way the importance 
of producing architecture on a physical level other than 
that of conventional construction. The division he attempts 
makes use of all the media available at the time. He under-
stands that the dynamic of architecture acquires a multiplic-
ity and a strong communicational dimension that makes it 
into a kind of mass medium, although he does not dispute the 
non-reducible nature of buildings. And this is his most inter-
esting aspect. He is, in a sense, a post-medium architect —to 
use the term of Rosalind Krauss—with all the consequences 
and contradictions this entails as it fits the different media 
within a unity (“one and the same world”).

The cohesive element is the tectonic idea of construct-
ing, to which I shall return later. Writing is building (“with 
words”); to produce a book is to construct (“just as I would 
my own house”); the choice of photographs, drawings, texts 
or the graphic design, printing and binding ... all these make 
up a project (“another architectural work”). Let us add that 
he was a systematic archivist of his own work, using ar-
chiving as a tool of architectural practice.

I must explain here that Konstantinidis does not re-
fer to the usual professional practice of an architect con-
structing a building which he then photographs in order 
to publish it together with a standard explanatory text or 
exhibit it. Instead, all these are venues where architecture 
is produced.

What is the major change of paradigm that emerges 
here? The representation processes of architecture are not 
separated from its production processes. On the contrary, the 
former constitute an integral part of the latter: the processes 
of representation become processes for the production of archi-
tecture. We must remember that Konstantinidis wrote these 
texts and designed the collective edition of his work in 1981, 
at a time when the forms of “intertextuality” expand and the 
means of representation begin to be seen as of equal impor-
tance to the means of production.

This is a case where one does not need to resort to the 
analyses of Beatriz Colomina to realise that the building it-
self is a “mechanism of representation”, a “structure” which 
comes to exist not only by being built but also through the 
blueprints, models, photos, publications, exhibitions or 
even various forms of moving-image documentation. Since 
the early 20th century, architecture has not been produced 
exclusively at the “building site” but also at an ever-increas-
ing range of “immaterial venues”.

It is in this interpretative framework that we must see 
also Konstantinidis’ rich photographic work, the relevant 
publications but also the lesser-known exhibitions he pre-
sented or participated in (1951, Zappion Hall; 1957, ocean 
liner Olympia; 1957, Chicago; 1966, Hellenic-American 
Union; 1967, New York; 1976, Desmos Art Gallery, Athens; 
etc.). Konstantinidis sees photography like drawing (“the 
lens draws with light, shade and colour”) and in an almost 
synaesthetic way: “The third eye (the lens) […] ultimately 
draws ‘with a feeling eye, with a seeing hand’ (in the words 
of another great poet, Goethe).”

What is additionally interesting here? It is that the 
emergence of this curatorial paradigm has been prepared 
by the architect’s extensive photographic research, which 
is mostly in the form of travel notes, confirming the links 
between anthropology and architecture and, what is more, 
a clear ethnographic slant: in-situ research, emphasis on 
space, documentation, taxonomy, tagging, archiving.

I think it is time to link some of the prerequisites for this 
shift with the ethnocentric fantasy of the vernacular or, if 
you will, the fantasy of the ‘Greek’, which is in effect part of 
a broader phenomenon observed in modernism right down 
to its later forms: the search for the Other. 

With these photographic records Konstantinidis at-
tempts a visual reading of the landscape with a documen-
tary language which, in current terms, could be described 
as “democratic”, i.e. free of pronounced rhetoric elements. 
Above all, however, this obsessive and potentially endless 
research highlights new relations between social structures 
and buildings and, more importantly, performative models 
of outdoor or semi-outdoor habitation.

The Fine Art of the Skeleton Frame
This attitude is condensed in the architect’s retrospec-

tive at the National Gallery in 1989, at the entrance to which 
he placed an installation of a wooden construction meant to 
show the idea of architecture as both structure and exhibit. 
Indeed, today we could compare, somewhat arbitrarily, 
this construction with the “specific objects” of artists like 
Donald Judd and Sol Lewitt, or the installations of younger 
practitioners who move in the field of post-conceptualism 
(Liam Gillick et al).

The brochure that accompanied the exhibition explained 
things as follows, in the third person: “The wooden structure  
is meant to demonstrate that in the architecture of Aris  
Konstantinidis the key morphological element is often a  
visible SKELETON (of perpendicular props and horizontal 
beams) […] And since the props of the SKELETON are always  
equidistant and in an orthogonal layout, the architectural 
project derived from this approach gains in functionality 
and morphology (if not also in musicality) and appears truly 
self-explanatory in the landscape where it is ‘planted’ (like 
a tree)”.

What exactly is going on here? To Konstantinidis this 
structure (the “SKELETON”) is an organising principle, a 
tectonic condensation which seems to have the traits of a 
philosophical concept of building. The “SKELETON” at the 
entrance to the National Gallery is not meant to be inhabited 
but to “demonstrate”, to “translate” in a three-dimensional 
way the orthonormality, the clarity, the musicality, the struc-
tural articulation and the “planting” of the architectural proj-
ect. What is displayed is not a model or photograph of a spe-
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cific building but the very idea of architecture; so it is not a 
sculpture but an installation, in the literal sense of the word, 
which converses with the visitor who moves around and 
observes—and this is surely an almost conceptual practice. 
One could think in comparison of the oversized architec-
tural models of the Renaissance (like Sangallo’s spectacular 
wooden model of St Peter’s in Rome), but these were strictly 
of a representational purpose.

To conceptual artists the idea of a work is the most im-
portant element, and its implementation is merely a follow-
up. In short, the idea is the work. First we form a model, a 
form, and then we implement it. First comes the idea, the 
intellect which conceives the optimum, and then comes the 
will to turn the ideal into reality. This is the platonic origin 
of Western conceptual culture. In this sense the “orthogo-
nal layout” of the “SKELETON’s” geometry can serve as the 
perfect model. As Plato writes with reference to war, “it will 
make all the difference whether a general is or is not a geo-
metrician”.

It is worth noting at this point the perception about 
the “nature of the idea” as it was shaped in our recent cul-
ture. For all the discernible roots of the matter in Plato and 
the ancient texts, the “1930s generation” pursued a meta-
physical reading of the Greek natural landscape and light 
which formed a specific cultural stance: “An idea becomes 
an object with surprising ease. It seems to become all but 
physically incarnated in the web of the sun. On the other 
hand, at times you cannot discern whether the mountain 
opposite is a stone or a gesture.” (George Seferis, Essays, 
trans. Th. Frangopoulos and R. Warner). And this advice 
by Solomos seems to have paved the way: “Study well the 
nature of the Idea so that its supernatural and procreative 
depth may push out [=project] the natural part […] It was 
thus that Metaphysics became Physics” (The Free Besieged; 
The poet’s reflections, edited by Iakovos Polylas).

This possible link aside, the key special element in the 
approach of Konstantinidis lies in its reversibility: given that 
he emphasises the “textual” structure of the building (which 

tends to become placeless and acquire its own intrinsic val-
ue), he is interested in the material properties of language, 
the physical and syntactic traits of writing, exhibiting and 
publishing.

What I mean is that Konstantinidis’ almost metaphysi-
cal obsession with the rectangular grid and the “stan-
dardised structure” he published repeatedly as model and 
ideal form of architecture can be interpreted also as a kind 
of primordial web, an orthonormal grid, a catalogue text 
or an information code that links us to all relevant deriva-
tives (texture, weaving, plot, etc.). Like a building, the Greek 
word for text [keimeno > vb. keimai] means that which lies 
there in a tangible way.

To such a subject with distinct traces from ancient myths 
derived from the very gesture of building and the carving 
of writing, Konstantinidis adds his own differentiation: by 
stating unequivocally that he writes “because he builds”, he 
gives priority to doing over dwelling and thus changes the 
order in Heidegger’s “building, dwelling, thinking”; in Kon-
stantinidis, doing (“building”) and “thinking” come before 
“dwelling”.

This tectonic priority to construction and the elevation 
of architecture into a constructional gesture are the ele-
ments which combine the materiality of the text with the 
textuality of the building. Let us see how, after attempting 
to make some clarifications in advance. By ‘tectonic’ we 
mean not any mystical fantasy but the constructional syn-
tax of a building, the architectural organisation of the ele-
ments of a structure, like, for example, the “SKELETON” 
described by Konstantinidis. The tectonic priority in  
architecture does not pay attention to the symbolic or spatial  
elements of a building, in the same way that students of 
the syntax of a literary text are not particularly interested 
in the metaphorical meaning or, indeed, the content of the 
text they examine. The difference between text and building 
is that in the former the syntactic analysis is of preparatory 
character—or else it descends into self-referential formal-
ism—while in the latter we would say it is final. The tec-

tonic structure of a three-dimensional architectural object, 
a building, refers to nothing else beyond its own content: 
the specific morphology of the architectural organisation. 
In short, it has its own significance irrespective of its con-
tent. The autonomous syntactic significance of architec-
ture is what turns an apparently commonplace structure 
into a poetic one, as in the case of an ancient temple. And 
this certainly helps us to understand the grammar in the 
architecture of Konstantinidis and the syntactic structure 
of its morphology.

The Building Site of Curating
Above all, however, this singular double move attempted  

by Konstantinidis—the opening towards other media and 
the tectonic contraction towards the non-reducible, the build-
ing—invests his architectural practice with a special curato-
rial character. Architecture expands into the other media, 
which are given its constructional essence (in the form of 
borrowing or reborrowing). On the other hand, curating 
becomes a format, the context in which the architectural ob-
ject is produced. This kind of approach surely constitutes 
an alternative method and a direct challenge to the current 
diffusion of curating and exhibitions.

Konstantinidis was thus the first Greek architect who 
made us suspect that the curatorial activity and writing are 
neither separable from nor independent of the architectural 
practice, but are integrated in its constructional core; and 
this could serve as a first-class introduction to what we call 
architecture in our time.

What is the major shift brought about by such a change? 
It alters the way in which we perceive architecture and the 
forms of the sensible. Our perception of the architectural 
object is now as important as the architectural object itself. 
The imaginary emerges as critical. In such a field, the first to 
activate the desire is the winner.

Against this risky fusion of architectural production 
with desire, language and the imaginary, Konstantinidis as 
well as Dimitris Pikionis—although the latter moved in an 

anti-tectonic direction—do not adopt an attitude of “resis-
tance” nor are they trapped in a symbolic paucity. The vis-
its they pay for decades to the Rodakis House in Aegina is 
nothing but a kind of constant architectural exhibition.

We can see more fully the consequences of this choice 
today because of the decline of all the old distinctions be-
tween the tangible and intangible (cerebral) production of 
architecture and culture. The changes in labour are now 
going into the core of architecture for good. In the con-
text of post-Fordism, what we used to see as “labour” and 
“non-labour” develop the same productivity, which is fed 
by language, narrative skills, the forms of subjectivity and 
aesthetic action.

In “bio-political” terms, this is an extensive reorganisa-
tion of social and cultural behaviours through a series of 
new institutions which optimise the performance of archi-
tecture within the context of post-industrial capitalist pro-
duction; only thus can the new forms of curating fit back 
into the social framework of production.

So this is the truly “new architectural work” of which 
Konstantinidis speaks and which Walter Benjamin linked, 
several years later, with the expansion of the “exhibition 
value” (Ausstellungswert) which invested artworks with 
“wholly new functions”. A paradox though it may seem, 
in this way the architectural or curatorial project “appears 
truly self-explanatory in the landscape where it is ‘planted’ 
(like a tree)”.

Aris Konstantinidis was born in Athens in 1913 
and studied architecture at the Technische Hoch-
schule in Munich (1931-1936). He became known 
for certain residential homes, workers’ apartment 
blocks, his stormy views and his numerous books, 
but above all for his work with the Greek National 
Tourist Organisation; as head of the NTO’s design 
department he produced a rich body of public  
architecture which was to mark the 1960s. 

All images
Paola Cofano and Dimitri Konstantinidis (eds.)

Aris Konstantinidis 1913-1993, Electa Milano, 2010
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Le Corbusier on Venice
The texts selected in this section of the publication function like a domino game and 
invite us to follow the paths of main actors in the cultural history of the southern part 
of Europe, and beyond. Altogether, they form a possible portrait of the South as well 

as a cartography of artistic, political or philosophical initiatives that shaped it
by Florence Derieux

Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris, better known as Le 
Corbusier, was born in 1887 in La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
Switzerland. He moved to France in 1917 and became a 
French citizen in 1930. The following is a transcription 
of the lecture given by Le Corbusier during an interna-
tional symposium organised by the Italian Committee on 
Intellectual Cooperation and held between July 25-28, 
1934 at the Doge’s Palace in Venice, Italy. This text was 
originally published in Entretiens. L’art et la réalité. L’art 
et l’état, ed. Société des Nations, Institut International 
de Coopération Culturelle, Paris, 1935, p. 76-86. It was 
recently republished in Philippe Duboÿ, Le Corbusier: 
Croquis de voyages et études, La quinzaine littéraire – 
Louis Vuitton, Paris, 2009, p. 233-242.

Venice Talks 
[…] To properly explain myself, I will talk to you about 
Venice, which I place as a pure, compact unity between the 
views I express here and the distress described by the previ-
ous speakers. Venice is a totality. It is a unique phenomenon 
in its present state of conservation, totally harmonious, 
of an integral purity and unity of civilisation. It has been 
passed on to us intact for the simple reason that Venice was 
built on water. Just as the sea has not changed, Venice has 
not either! She has remained entire. For those who attempt 
to determine to what heights of perfection a healthy system 
can elevate man, Venice stands as an outstanding example. 

What ingenious spirit had at some point come up with 
the idea to transform a probable village into a city with the 
potential to expand? It was indeed a masterful conception 
of urbanism, a startling premonition. Creation of the neces-
sary implements was immediately necessary. Venice in its 
entirety is made up of tools. And which of them is foremost? 
Transportation of course. It is capital among Venetian con-
cerns as water is everywhere, both protectively surrounding 
like a moat but also paralyzing; it involves enabling people to 
navigate and live on water, not in unusual circumstances but 
in a thousand different everyday activities. As such through 
a game of consequences that’s very compelling from an ar-
tistic perspective—for art is after all a way of putting things 
in order, in their proper place, to scale—through this relent-
less game we see life progressively establishing itself on the 
lagoon. A city is born, a population thrives that has in its 
possession the perfect tools, indeed so perfect that the city 

has remained efficient right up to the present day yet not a 
single other city in this world has managed to resist the im-
placable rise of mechanisation. My admiration for the pal-
aces of Venice never wanes. I see Venice from the moment 
I debark at the train terminus—descending the steps that 
take me down to the water where the gondola awaits. I am 
dazzled at first not by the Romanticism of the gondola but 
by the discovery of such a fabulous mode of conveyance that 
this purely rational creation represents. Ever since, Venice 
has been praised in words and painters have depicted the 
city. It is a wonder how the gondola’s form has not altered 
over time. Has it not followed and also endured the evolu-
tion of styles, the vicissitudes of fashion? With the excep-
tion of a few ornaments, insignificant instances like certain 
sculptures that neither embellish nor deface, those little bits 
of bronze representing a chimera or something of the kind 
that are no more than incidental details, the natural state 
of the gondola—that is to say this wondrous instrument of 
equilibrium, almost akin to an airplane in the mechanical 
reality of its streamlined shape—has never changed, but to 
the contrary stands as inalterable proof of the existence of 
the relationship of cause and effect that is fundamental to an 
object that has always served human needs and respected 
the human scale.

We speak of art, master painters and master sculp-
tors, the vehement interference of South African arts in 
our White Man’s civilisation1; we hear talk of cave paint-
ings, African art from the tropics or the desert. It was very 
useful that we have taken an interest in these genres for it 
has revitalised the gaze and allows us here to see through 
different eyes how the ensemble of gondolas, quays for em-
barkation and poles to which the gondolas are tied offer the 
viewer moving plastic scenes, attitudes that rival the most 
elegant specimens of statuary sought after today by objec-
tive people. Here on the canals of Venice we find among the 
objects mentioned examples of “great art” referred to as 
“Abstract”—which I may add is a ridiculous term. By their 
constituent parts and the juxtaposition of their regrouped 
forms, the gondolas give us wonderfully harmonious and 
keen assemblages that are just as impressive as works by 
master sculptors. 

If what I am saying sounds surprising, you may conduct 
the experiment on your own. Look, for example, at the prop 
for the gondolier’s oar; observe the gondolier’s stance; take 
note of how the gondola tilts and tips—it is a fatal inclination 
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because the gondolier has but one oar and with just one, the 
gondola is perpetually at risk of capsizing in order to stay on 
course. Look at the substitution for a seat in the corner and 
the admirable steel counterweight. Consider these things in 
their plasticity: you are confronting beauty that is completely 
mechanical in origin. I am not employing this word ostenta-
tiously but out of preference for precision and realism; have 
another look and you’ll find yourself enraptured. The lon-
gitudinal axis of the gondola is not straight but curved—the 
gondola is bowed; it is bent because it is propelled by just 
one oar and in order for it to glide straight to its destination, 
it must sail aslant! You are beholding an incomparable and 
indisputable beauty because the very reality of the gondola 
is determined by the laws of physics and dynamics.

From the gondola I move on to the little doors that receive 
the canal craft, the porticoes that open in the residences, the 
bridges we cross that are so rigorously balanced according 
to the requisite human 
scale and proportioned to 
accommodate these ves-
sels. These bridges are 
not the Rialto—which 
may be of great beauty or 
may not—these innumer-
able footbridges are like so 
many showcases framing 
the object. In this case the 
object is a gondola piloted 
by the upright gondolier. 
A complete unity prevails, 
the stairs of the steps upon 
which we alight from the 
gondola offer extraordi-
nary solutions, etc., etc.

Venice is the only lo-
cale in the modern world, other than some countrysides 
that have yet to be ravaged by the railroad, where by the 
providence of a stretch of water we find this harmonious in-
timacy that man-made works can acquire when subversive 
revolutionary phenomena do not loom up.

Such phenomena, as yet to be mastered, violently 
erupted everywhere else by the intermediary of the rail-
road. I confirm unwaveringly that the moment the train 
was invented, a whole new civilisation was created, the ma-
chine age that at its outset destroyed everything. However, 
it spurred new spiritual events that were accompanied by 
constructive elements of a completely novel harmony—
about which I shall later have something to say—different 
from previous harmonies.

In this Venice so precisely equipped, have a glimpse at 
the extraordinary thing which is the Venetian street. The 
street we are standing on, like landlords, kings of the earth; 
where we are calm, our ears soothed and our feet can take 
us wherever they may—in these streets without wheels! 
The other day in Rome in the midst of traffic I protested, 
demanding my pedestrian rights. For cities the world over 
I called for a halt to the scandal which constitutes modern 

streets intersected by automobiles and an end to the death 
threat presented by these same hazardous roadways. I de-
clared that it is possible to totally separate pedestrians and 
motor vehicles, and it is also possible to reserve the entire 
urban zone for pedestrian use only. Venetian city landlord, 
sovereign pedestrian. Have you noticed the Venetian’s ju-
bilation, his pride in his slipways, his squares, his stately  
Esclavons Quay?

Streets, pedestrians and expanse of water form an im-
pressive unity; here it is within our capacity to appreciate all 
the various scales and clever nuances of this assembly. If we 
value it, we do so because our eye level is 1 metre 60 above 
ground and that is the gauge for all our measurements. Next 
to this, what is the gigantic or the disproportionate worth? 
There exists nothing out of scale in Venice thanks to the wa-
ter plane.

Dirt roads and waterways—the perfect balance. Now 
we come to the abode, the 
other element of the art. I 
must admit that in pres-
ent times, those who have 
tasted the bitter flavour 
of modern life could not 
live in Venice, built ac-
cording to the cadence of 
the human step, because 
that pace is too slow. But 
if I place my perspective 
within the normal time 
of a simple tempo, every-
where I see the solicitude 
behind each gesture and 
decision that went into the 
construction of the dwell-
ings. I am not referring to 

palaces—what do I care of palaces! Dwelling after dwelling, 
house after house was built with a garden to preserve the 
rare patches of land. In everything here, we still find mod-
eration and proportion with deference to human presence. 
Stroll through the city, wander through its hidden recesses: 
you will find that in this ultimate urban enterprise, tender-
ness is ubiquitous.  

But finally this explains why everyone talks about Ven-
ice and has good reason to do so: the third factor in urban 
planning that dominates the problems of transportation 
and housing is the spiritual component that had originally 
made a thrilling city out of inert matter: it is the sense of 
citizenship! It goes without saying that it explodes here like 
no place else in Western civilisation. Public-spiritedness 
decreed all things in Venice; it illuminated urbanism, made 
palaces suitable for common use along with statuary and 
painting; it breathed beauty, as perceptible as it is omni-
present, into everyday objects. I’ve shown you already what 
reaches this “decorative art” (pathetic term!) could attain. 
Thus, I would not want to miss the opportunity to signal 
that this same unanimous art is not frivolous, but to the 
contrary, touches everyday implements. When the gondola 
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Drawing:
Le Corbusier, Bird’s-Eye View of Venice, 1915 

Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.
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should be the adversary of beauty. We do not sufficiently re-
alise that modern architecture—a momentous event within 
the context of reconstructing a machine society—infiltrates 
every aspect of life including discourse, even books. The 
same unity could reign over all objects, and will do so the 
day spiritual movements are powerful enough to signal a 
line of action and reveal the unity of thought.

In conclusion, art is at the bottom of this great metamor-
phosis that has already begun. If once again and against all 
logic, I deployed the old architectural formulae (thick walls, 
etc.) that we no longer have any use for today, we would not 
be able to address the problems of contemporary cities. This 
consists in creating “interiors” that are worthy of restoring 
serenity and tranquility, eliminating noise, letting sunlight 
stream in… Modern techniques have rendered obsolete the 
hole-pierced stone façade to replace it with glass for apart-
ments, landscapes of sky and greenery that are perfectly 
conceivable from the technical and economical perspectives 
of modern urbanism. Arranging and outfitting the home 
with its objects (interior circulation and equipment) in such 
a way as to make upkeep economical, operations efficient 
and life within lovely. By ultimately realising these sym-
phonic objectives and by keeping costs within the means of 
contemporary budgets which it would be madness to dream 
of surpassing. The world has never been wealthy therefore 
we cannot build and have never built any other way but 
economically. Only the 19th century allowed lavish expen-
ditures for a few to fabricate residences that went beyond 
the simple dwelling intended to ensure the well-being of its 
inhabitants. Once the mighty industry, that foundered in 
the manufacture of innumerable products for pointless con-
sumption, rediscovers its true course again—manufactur-
ing products for constructive consumption (i.e., the abode) 
—and concerns itself at last with building, manufacturing 
in factories every imaginable kind of marvel, only then will 
we have attained our goal. Let us illustrate these assertions 
by a striking example: the automobile that is absolutely ev-
eryone’s delight because it so well-made and relatively in-
expensive. For quite some time now, I’ve worn myself out 
demonstrating that if we could bridge the gap between the 
miraculous invention that is the motorised vehicle and our 
homes—city planning, architecture and facilities—we could 
bestow on modern society admirable dwellings. On the ar-
tistic level, this project would be just as beautiful, exact and 
predisposed to stir our souls as the automobile or the aero-
plane.

And now you’ll ask me: “Where does art fit into all of 
this?” Venice showed us how its waters engendered a pres-
tigious set of implements. Is there art in this Venice, outside 
the fine arts academy, beyond the walls and painted ceilings 
of the Doge’s Palace, far from the dubious palaces of the sec-
ond Renaissance? Is there art in Venice itself—the Venice of 
slipways and canals? You answer “yes” emphatically. But 
who made this art after all? The masses, everyone, all the 

building trades, all the layers of technical advancements su-
perimposed. Everybody over the centuries helped to build 
Venice—before the “great artists” of the late Renaissance. 
Would Venice continue to have existed without the “great 
artists” alluded to here? Well, of course, Venice would be 
wholly preserved in our hearts. What is direly needed today 
are people who are driven enough by faith and strength of 
character to persevere—even in the vacuum of a world de-
stroyed by money—in carrying out the requisite plans for 
every domain. One day these plans will become our shared 
heritage. If we consider my simple field of the builder, a per-
centage of my workers have already taken the question into 
consideration, which is not bad. The day these plans will be 
extensive and pure enough for us to see therein the unity 
towards which we strive, the worker will foresee that the 
factory comprises his residence as well. For example, when 
someplace in the world the first housing blocks of some 
three or four thousand apartments are erected, all built 
with the same machines that are used today to manufacture 
luxury automobiles, the worker will grasp the fact that soci-
ety has set new goals for itself. At this moment, this shared 
capacity—a seed long-since forgotten, which is love—inter-
venes, the love of the initiative of human labour. It is from 
this locus that art arises, here where it will burst forth. I 
cannot conceive of another means to motivate art other 
than the way we undertake any type of work, whatever it 
may be. Thereafter, we will no longer seek through solemn 
sessions, like the one under way, the means by which the 
masses could be drawn towards higher forms of lyrical or 
plastic expression—Cubism, Futurism, Expressionism, 
Constructivism, etc., as well as all the other isms still to 
come. On a platform of sound and fervent participation in 
shared labour, diverse and hierarchised artistic expressions 
will peaceably form tiers. As for me, I think what is referred 
to as “great art” is not meant for everyone. However, I do feel 
distraught at the sad sight of today’s masses, completely in-
different, even hostile towards their own accomplishments. 
I believe in imminent recovery and I have faith in the com-
ing era of harmony.

Greece gave us the example of such a harmony, the Mid-
dle Ages as well, and Venice offers us the view.

Venice, July 25–28, 1934 

1. Here Le Corbusier is referring to the influence of “primitive” African art 

on the work of Picasso, Braque, and Brancusi among others.

English translation by Andrea Schroth

was created, that purest of Venetian objects, we were giv-
en license to laugh at the cries and complaints that people 
harp on about today as they bemoan the standardisation of 
modern life. The gondola is a standard object, even more so 
than the automobile. This vessel has not changed for cen-
turies and for this very reason it has acquired a perfection 
sometimes revealed in Greek temples. As there was just one 
model of temple, creative forces focused on the problem of 
quality. Urbanism (especially transportation and housing) 
in combination with Venetian public-spiritedness induced 
the entire population to participate in a totality—an enthusi-
astic and fruitful gesture that somehow endowed each thing 
with its share of love.

And the outcome? The joy of creation and participation 
in a collective act. The venture’s blessing? Some ten or five 
centuries after the feat was accomplished, we witness today 
the proud happy masses in the streets, squares and at the 
grand wharf of Venice.

Let’s leave Venice now to return to contemporary reali-
ties.

We are facing the first fruits of the machine age, based 
on science and calculation. In truth, the sight is disturbing, 
alarming and cacophonous. Machines are the source of all 
damaging effects! Before discussing the constructions that 
this new civilisation could undertake, I want to assert that 
if it is indeed indubitably unified by certain shared interna-
tional characteristics, it is no less fundamental that all hu-
man work be subject to factors that are at once essential and 
determining and from which man is incapable of extricat-
ing himself: it is the sun above all else that is the master of 
men. Depending from which angle the sun sheds light on 
our planet, men will be different from one another. Next, 
geography is an essential element and along with topogra-
phy it will influence a portion of human pursuits. Lastly, 
the various races and their customs. These two factors have 
a limitless tendency to reinforce themselves with interna-
tional values thanks to the facilities of transportation, now 
thoroughly widespread. 

Henri Focillon told us (or at least this is how I interpret 
it): “What might possibly give art some direction, or at least 
help it do a much-needed about-turn, would be the city, 
and the building of cities.” He added, honourably: “The city 
with its temples and palaces.”  I would have this to say to M. 
Focillon: “I implore you to also take housing into account 
when planning.”

In fact for me, a city is made firstly of buildings for hous-
ing and the temples and palaces come afterwards. When 
the disposition of the solicited objects is set aright, we can 
ascertain at once the reason why contemporary society as 
a whole is not in the least concerned with creating art that 
assuages its greatest desires. The foundations for this are 
lacking—the very basis of society: the home. Housing in 
all cities of the world is so appalling; living conditions have 
been sacrificed to the worship of money; as yet nothing 

has appeared that is powerful enough to vanquish money 
except perhaps the current violent crisis that might prove 
to us its vanity and the futility of too ardently pursuing its 
conquest. What it really involves is an examination of con-
science that would indicate to our hearts and minds true 
goals—real, tangible objectives attainable by our efforts, our 
personal questioning and not savagery and cruelty or reck-
less abuse of money. You would not find it unreasonable 
that at the centre of the dilemma art finds itself in, I situate 
contemporary consciousness. If other more dignified social 
values such as those of poets’ could not offer humanity a 
substitute, but on the contrary make money the substitute 
and put before it, in front of it, creative power, then the per-
mutation process thus conducted and rectified could sum-
mon the authorities responsible for our destiny, which is to 
create cities that could be the tools of the modern era—this 
closed field in which the spirit of the age will manifest itself.

In this way, I participated in successive adventures, all 
of them unfortunate of course, in urbanisation of great capi-
tals, such as Stockholm, Antwerp, Moscow, Paris, Buenos 
Aires, Algiers. Well, in reality all these cities are in an un-
conscious state, the state of unknowing with regard to what 
I claim modern civilisation can offer them. They must be 
shaken out of their torpor and their resignation. And just as 
it is propitious to endow all things with precise terminology, 
a particular word comes to mind. I said: “The city is a collec-
tive work that should offer each and every individual essen-
tial joys.” These “essential joys” are not difficult to fathom. 

For a long time now, I have pronounced myself on the 
subject; I launched the sledgehammer argument in a con-
fused debate about style, fashion or snobbery. I said: “The 
home is a machine for living in.” A thousand different times 
they tried to fight me over having made such a statement. In 
saying “for living in”, I do not simply mean meeting the re-
quirements of material functionality. I cap it with “for medi-
tation after providing for the most urgent necessities.” As 
such the dwelling that becomes a place for meditation can 
attain this stature only by taking on an entirely new form. 
This involves, for its very realisation, a comprehensive re-
organisation of the city, an overhaul of the roadway system, 
an audacious conception of visual spaces, a new construc-
tion of housing projects, and the salubrious creation of  
everyday objects to equip the home. For this equipment—
and here I recall Venice once again, especially the gondola—
it is my hope that after snatching this task from the hands 
of shaky corporations, modern genius can seize hold of the 
enterprise and make marvellous machines of these lesser 
objects, which will in turn resemble by their efficiency those 
fabricated by engineers but will be inclined to accommodate 
our spiritual needs thanks to their proportion—divine pro-
portion—along with some well-known works that up until 
today have been more or less executed by human hands. I 
do not accept the degradation of either one—not the hand, 
nor the machine; there is no reason that flawless rectitude 
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Perfect Strangers
A Report from the Eternal Internet Brotherhood’s Second Annual Trip  

to Las Pozas, Mexico, and a Conversation with EIB’s Director Angelo Plessas

by Zak Stone

Save the Robots was an underground after-hours club in New York’s East Village. 
From the early 1980s to the mid 1990s, after other clubs shut their doors at 2 am, 
Save the Robots was home to a diverse population of drag performers, musicians, 

club kids, employees of various bars and clubs, and other denizens of late-night NYC 
nightlife. Those were the years immediately before the commercialisation of the 

World Wide Web, when the internet was being tested and developed in the rooms 
of college students and informatics laboratories. We dedicate this column to those 

artists who choose the internet as medium for their research and experiments.

I found out about the Brotherhood in Mexico City. I was 
visiting from Los Angeles, on hiatus from personal and 
professional stagnation to find refreshment in the South.  
Gerardo Contreras, director of Preteen Gallery, passed me 
the Brotherhood’s URL and suggested I go.

The timing was perfect: The group was launching its 
second annual trip, in the town of Xilitla. I wrote to Angelo 
Plessas, an Athens-based artist and the trip’s organiser, 
asking if I could come. He wrote back right away to say ‘yes’ 
and attached a PDF of his manifesto describing several days 
of offline collaboration between writers, artists, and cura-
tors who work and live online. Suddenly, a week of my life 
was accounted for.

Here was the plan: About 15 of us would take an over-

night, WiFi-equipped bus from DF (Mexico City) to Xilitla 
in the state of San Luis Potosí. (The route wound through 
pitch-black mountains that we’d never see but only feel as 
the vehicle flung our tranquillizer-limp bodies around the 
seats.) We would stay in teepees just steps from Las Pozas 
park, a network of waterfalls and swimming holes where 
the British surrealist and aristocrat Edward James had 
spent millions building a failed orchid sanctuary—a post-
colonial ruin of concrete castles, bridges and stairways 
without destination, decaying in the Mexican jungle for an 
eternity. 

We’d arrive at four in the morning on April 15, a group 
of North Americans, Europeans, Mexicans, and an Aus-
tralian. We’d spend the next five days exploring the park, 

LEFT: A-Mazing Group Show, Lance Wakeling. Photo by Mirko de Lisi
ABOVE: Eternal Headstand, performance by Vincent Charlebois. Photo by Zak Stone
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All photos by Mirko de Lisi, Anastasios Logothetis, 
Jaime Martinez, and Zak Stone

See more here: http://eternalinternetbrotherhood.tumblr.com/
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scouting for locations to show work, and smuggling in 
projectors behind the backs of park security guards, who 
wanted to charge fees for performances. We’d exchange 
ideas, adapters, and cigarettes. We’d document spontane-
ous installations and sculptures and search town for WiFi 
to broadcast images and videos to a global network of fol-
lowers and spectators.

No one cooked or took hallucinogens or had group sex. 
The only fire we made was out of two iPhones, stacked like 
logs, playing videos of flames on loop. 

I had been on other retreats. Usually they maintain an 
air of secrecy—the work being done was something private 
for the members of the group alone to experience. But the 
Brotherhood reinvented the artist retreat as internet perfor-
mance—as close to real-time as our data connections would 
allow. We breathed life into a distinct virtual reality for oth-
ers to like, comment on, and favourite.  Though secluded in 
a private place, a hidden utopia far from any major city or 
fibre optics cable, our activities were transparent and the 
boundaries of the group were porous. 

A list of people in whose company we found ourselves: 
•	 A	 Ukrainian	 couple—an	 accountant	 and	 advertising	 

executive—who fed us tequila shots and told me it had 
always been their dream to travel Mexico.

•	 Another	 couple,	 from	 Argentina:	 astronomers,	 travel-
ing the whole of Latin America to study the way indig-

enous groups talk about the constellations. They had 
been on the road for nine months or so, had a baby five 
months ago, and kept traveling. They gave us a presenta-
tion about the moon and showed us Saturn through their 
telescope. Angelo told me it was “the most beautiful ani-
mated GIF,” an anti-technological experience because no 
lens could record the ringed planet’s flight. 

•	 A	 local	 MILF,	 party	 girl,	 and	 attention	 seeker	 who	 
eagerly modelled a belt that the Argentine-Italian furni-
ture designer Guglielmo Fabian engraved with the words  
“Internet Brotherhood.” She brought her kids swimming 
in our campsite’s pool each day and ended each night with 
a kiss on the cheek and the promise, “Nos vemos mañana.”  
One day, when we were taking her picture, her kids  
approached to ask her something, and she dismissed 
them, “Espera, espera, mami está modelando.”

Each night people stayed up late, drinking, smoking and 
talking, but not really about their pasts or theirselves, just 
about ideas, about who knows what. Someone pointed out 
that these voices were almost anonymous in the dark of the 
jungle, divorced from any real context, brought here to mix 
because of things that happened on the internet, but still, 
not unlike interactions on the internet, where voices in the 
stream could belong to anyone.

I kept thinking, “The most intimate thing I’ve shared on 
this trip is my charger,” but still, the boundaries between 

friends you maintain online and friends you maintain in 
person started to disappear.

Would you invite your Instagram friends to your wed-
ding? On the last day in Las Pozas, the LA-based artists 
Mike Calvert and Mai Ueda did. They showed up with some 
friends and got married and brought along the Brother-
hood—a group of perfect strangers—to brunch at their hotel 
and then the wedding, which we hosted in one of James’s 
most temple-like structures. 

Their entourage included a tea master, who performed 
a ceremony with matcha green tea. She showed us how to 
suck on a sweet candy before sipping it to ease the bitter-
ness. We dressed up as much as we could, even though it 
was 100% humidity and hot as hell. Afterwards, we skinny-
dipped in the waterfalls. 

Of course, the entire ceremony was meticulously docu-
mented by each of our phones, cameras and video record-
ers. The Brotherhood’s members became witness to and 
participants in a major life event for a couple we hadn’t 
added on Facebook yet.

The wedding was, perhaps, the most perfect realisation 
of what Angelo was trying to create with the trip when he 
describes the experience as the creation of a “post-privacy 
outpost,” a private place where privacy no longer matters.

A month after the trip was ended, we Skyped—me from 
LA, Angelo from Athens—and I asked him to explain this 
concept a bit more. 

Angelo: 
In terms of post-privacy: it’s a communal thing. People 

just start sleeping with people—sleeping, I mean, in the 
same, you know, environment and space. (But also, I don’t 
know if other things happened there.) But it’s communal 
and so it has this vibe that we are a community, but we don’t 
know each other. We are from different origins. But at the 
same time, it’s like, we get together there as if we’ve know 
each other for years. That’s like what you said about going to 
Mai’s wedding, or me sleeping next to people that I haven’t 
met before.

So at the end, it’s this kind of post-privacy, because these 
people that are under the same system of thinking as us, 
they don’t worry about “Who is gonna be there? What’s 
there? How I’m gonna do that?” It’s all part of an unwritten 
agreement before you get there, you know? That you don’t 
know, but you’re getting into this vibe.

And there is this unwritten rule of real-time social ex-
perience. There is some tension but, again, there is no ten-
sion because everybody’s relaxed. And then we end up, you 
know, posting things of other people and we tag them. We 
don’t even know them and blah, blah, bah, this kind of stuff. 
You ended up posting Mai’s personal experience, a great 
event of her life, without knowing her. 

I mean, it’s just a new way to browse the real world.

save the robots / internet save the robots / internet

LEFT: Visual girls, performance by Petra Cortright
ABOVE: Projection by Pricsilla Tea

Photos by Jaime Martinez
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[ venice ]  
Proselytes of Knowledge and 
Professional Prophets
by Michelangelo Corsaro

The 55th Venice Biennale turns into an 
ethno-curatorial play of role-reversal 
between the incapables and the innovators 

As it has been abundantly repeated, The Encyclopedic 
Palace, the exhibition that Massimiliano Gioni curated for the 
55th Venice Biennale, features a consistent share of outsider 
and self-taught art. It wasn’t meant to be a surprise, as the 
exhibition openly carries on the discourse already set forth in 
10,000 Lives, the show that Gioni curated for the 8th Gwangju 
Biennale. It is a choice that has several different intents. First 
of all it’s a matter of attesting to the expansion of a personal 
and curatorial visual lexicon. A necessary exercise, given the 
rapid evolution of visual culture and of the mechanisms that 
regulate the circulation of images. It is also a translation and 
exchange between unnoticed forms of visual knowledge and 
well-referenced artistic formats. Some very distant practices 
are allowed to meet on the common ground created by their 
visual proximity. It is in this sense that La Grande Biblioteca 
by Gianfranco Baruchello finds its place next to the carved 
wooden figures of the self-taught artist Levi Fisher Ames or, 
for example, the small sculptures of Shinichi Sawada and the 
plates of Robert Crumb’s Book of Genesis dialogue along the 
inner/outer structure of a circular wall. Finally it is an ex-
perimental research process, set out to provide new cultural 
transactions and to restyle less competitive forms of commu-
nication. For if the dolls created by Morton Bartlett were the 
result of a secret passion, the Venice Biennale paves the way 
for this private practice to enter the market.

Even though the distance between insiders and outsiders  
is very consistent, especially in terms of access to cultural 
resources and in strategies of persuasion, well curated juxta-
positions create a synergic confusion between the professional 
and the amateur. It is not just a matter of curatorial grace or 
mannerisms, for what is in question here are the structures 
that produce, qualify and consume knowledge. As a result, 
the exhibition suddenly turns into an ethno-curatorial play 
of role-reversal between the incapables and the innovators. 
The artistic mysticism of James Lee Byars is well paired with 
Aleister Crowley’s interest in a radical pursuit of spirituality, 
represented by the tarot deck that he made in collaboration 
with Frieda Harris. The coloured tapestries of Papa Ibra 
Tall, the Senegalese contemporary art pioneer, counterpoints 
the prolific work of Arthur Bispo do Rosário, obsessively 
produced to comply with the orders he received from Jesus 
Christ during 50 years spent in a psychiatric hospital. The 
hi-tech vision of the interior of a human body realised by the 
Italian artist Yuri Ancarani dialogues with the healing prac-
tice of Emma Kunz’s geometrical drawings.

The Encyclopedic Palace has something of a tendency to be 
a monumental realisation. First of all in its reference to the 
original idea by Marino Auriti and the project for his mighty 
construction. It is monumental also in its dark and uncanny 
outlook, which dares to honour our tottering and self-
unconfident attempts at knowledge production. It is also 
monumental, this exhibition, because it celebrates a sense of 
permanent epistemological crisis that casts a long shadow 
over the positive perspectives of many loyal observants of 
progress & growth. In the opening room of the Arsenale 
venue is displayed the structure designed by Auriti, an 
outsider himself, that inspired the curator with a vision of 
a building in which to gather all worldly knowledge. On the 
four entrances of the wedding-cake-like maquette, Auriti 
put the flags of four countries: Italy, USA, France and Spain. 
It was more than 50 years ago: half a century later, those 
countries and their closest confederate are mired down in an 
unprecedented economic crisis which, at this point, seems 
to have very little to do with an actual scarcity of money. The 
overall impression is that the institutions constituting the 
backbone of so-called democracy have sold out their capac-
ity to cuddle and punish in the name of the citizens they 
represent. It was just a few days after the opening of the 
Venice Biennale that the world apprehended how a slightly 
different palace of knowledge, the largest data storage centre 
in the US, was being built by NSA contractors in order to 
collect metadata on domestic and foreign communications. 
From the immense accumulation of classified reports and 
diplomatic cables collected by Wikileaks, to JSTOR, the digi-
tal library of academic papers, and the legal battle that led 
to the suicide of Aaron Schwartz: everything seems to point 
out the affiliation between the buildings of knowledge and 
the buildings of power.

Is The Encyclopedic Palace the uncontested decadent fig-
ure of our days? The Venice Biennale takes place in a context 
in which the forced rearrangement of cultural, social and 
political institutions by means of economic starvation has 
never been so intense. It goes without saying: Europe is  
everything but on the rise. While it is unclear if economic 
policies are kept in check by the dogmas of a crumbling  
religion or if they are just in the hands of some utterly  
powerless politicians, it seems that knowledge, as it serves 
to legitimate appointed leaders and recessive measures, is 
slowly starting to take on the purpose of ideological consensus.  
In this context the voices of outsider artists make Gioni’s 
exhibition a superimposition of inner visions recounting 
delirium, psychedelia, obsessive classifications, occultism, 
visionary analysis and calculations. In fact it seems that we 
struggle to understand which is more decadent, neoliberal 
propaganda (disguised as positive square logic and ratio-
nalist thought) or the speech of a visionary spiritual leader. 
And yet, for those who took for themselves the responsi- 
bility and privilege of ruling over the present EU total crisis, 
the outsiders, the marginalised and the freaks don’t have 
any say in the matter. For if it is increasingly difficult to  
challenge economists’ predictions, do these predictions 
sound increasingly like the words of a prophet?

robert Crumb, The Book of Genesis Illustrated by R. Crumb, 2009
pen and ink on paper, 207 pages, dimensions vary slightly

includes 201 story pages, front cover, title page, dedication, intro by artist, hand-drawn map, and back cover
© robert Crumb, 2009. Courtesy the artist, Paul Morris, and David Zwirner, New York/london
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[ venice ]  
the National
by Evita Tsokanta

National pavilions in the Venice Biennale 
not only satisfy the art world’s insatiable 
appetite for the exotic and new, but also 
act as a convenient detour from dealing 
with the self

The Venice Biennale’s handling of the issue of national 
representation has long been criticised as obsolete. In the 
time of globalisation and amid political, social and economic 
crisis, issues of national identity seem to have become 
more and more obscure. It does not seem coincidental that 
in recent years producers of contemporary art exhibi-
tions have adopted a deep interest in the inclusion of the 
Other, namely art produced in non-Western territories and 
outside the traditional and established art world context. 
Art coming from culturally uncharted states seems to not 
only satisfy the art world’s insatiable appetite for the exotic 
and new but also acts as a convenient detour from dealing 
with the self. This inclusive attitude, although commend-
able, could be explained by the inability to define the way 
in which contemporary art manifests Western identities 
within an art world run by increasingly complex and oc-
casionally opposing forces, and by extension an even more 

convoluted global condition. It is interesting to observe 
how some countries, which are in flux politically and are not 
considered Western art centres, chose to be represented in 
this year’s Venice Biennale.

A standout national pavilion this year was the Ro-
manian representation. An Immaterial Retrospective of the 
Venice Biennale, by performance artist Alexandra Pirici and 
choreographer Manuel Pelmus, is a reenactment of works 
exhibited previously in the biennale’s 54-year history. In 
an empty white cube space, five performers daily restage 
noted works of the past for the entire duration of the exhi-
bition, using only their bodies. The intense physicality of 
the piece seems to echo that of the riots exploding around 
the world, while its formal immateriality focuses on a uni-
versal, humanistic element that overcomes borders. Even 
more pronounced is the way the work, in all its simplicity, 
manages to embed years of international contemporary art 
history in order to represent the current art production of a 
single, art-peripheral state. The end result managed to both 
glorify the biennale’s mission in terms of national partici-
pation and question it. 

Stefanos Tsivopoulos’ History Zero, a three-channel 
video installation set around the results of archival re-
search into alternative means of exchange, delivers a well-
executed and thoughtfully sentimental—albeit slightly 
moralising—view of Greece, a country deep in economic 
crisis. The videos narrate three stories of permanent or 
temporary residents of Athens and their relationships with 
money, the city, and ultimately each other. Tsivopoulos’ 
parable of monetary value’s inadequacy in determining the 

complexity of human exchange is reinforced by a startling 
directorial slip of the tongue in which a prop stack of 
hundred euro bills revealed in an open drawer is marked 
INVALID. 

Tucked away in the Dorsoduro sestiere, Otherwise 
Occupied is a collateral event lacking national stand-
ing, since unacknowledged states are not permitted an 
official pavilion, and organised by the Palestinian Art 
Court (Al Hoash). Presenting Bashir Makhoul’s Giardino 
Occupato and Aissa Deebi’s The Trial, Otherwise Occupied 
is described in the exhibition catalogue as “Not-The-
Palestinian Pavilion”. Two artists, Palestinian by birth 
but currently citizens of the world, challenge the idea of 
representing national identity in a normative fashion. 
Makhoul’s installation Giardino Occupato is an interac-
tive installation that calls on viewers to create their own 
cardboard-box houses and add them to thousands the 
artist has already made and piled in a garden, creating a 
kind of settlement. Entering the garden is an experience 
that simultaneously envelops you in joy and punches you 
with reality. The lush garden, an environment created 
for peaceful self-reflection, is occupied by cheap beige 
cardboard-box dwellings, resembling an Arab village or 
refugee settlement in the middle of Venice. The glee of 
creating a toy-like cardboard house quickly turns into the 
desperation of having to find your place in the world. 

These examples of national representation attempt 
to address matters in a way that might not be considered 
conventionally indigenous to their country of origin, 
but they raise questions about the effects the new world 

order has had on these countries and challenge the national 
stereotypes that are constantly being formed. By embracing 
a holistic view in understanding current social, economic 
and political conditions, they suggest that while the bound-
aries of the physical world may no longer be pertinent, 
what is more necessary than ever is cultural exchange that 
proves that the international art world is more than the 
sum of its parts.

lEFt: Bashir Makhoul
Giardino Occupato, 2013

Detail in-situ
corrugated cardboard

size variable

aBOvE: alexandra Pirici
and Manuel Pelmus

An Immaterial Retrospective
of The Venice Biennale

romanian Pavilion
55th Biennale di venezia.
Photo by italo rondinella

Courtesy of la Biennale di venezia
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[ athens ]  
Click “thumbs up”
by Michelangelo Corsaro

Andreas Angelidakis, together with co-
curator Maria Cristina Didero, “reloads” 
the Dakis Joannou Collection in the 
DESTE Foundation for the exhibition The 
System of Objects

Published in 1968, Jean Baudrillard’s The System of Ob-
jects focused on the mechanisms of consumerism, provid-
ing a classification system where categories of objects are 
used to define categories of social standings. Baudrillard’s 
critique outlined the semiotics of consumption, describ-
ing the structure it produces into the social order, and 
exposing the paradoxes of a psychology of want. In 1968 
objects participated in a system that was about buying real 
stuff with real money. In less than fifty years things have 
changed to such an extent that consumption now involves 
objects, images and experiences that often are not for sale 
but instead consumed in exchange for a click on a “like” or 
“reblog” button. As the vestiges of money are more or less 
reduced to a reflection of its psychological value, for more 
than twenty years our relationships with objects have been 
gently drifting away, to the point where a tweet is currency 
one can exchange for a free download, some reciprocal 
Twitter exposure or a pack of crisps. Ironically it looks like 
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like Triple Candie’s Museo de Reproducciones Fotográficas. 
And the whole exhibition is indeed created by gestures 
extruded from our online habits: selecting the works for 
the show was as simple as scrolling through a web page 
and reblogging its content, while walking through the 
design of the different rooms feels like opening a new tab, 
(⌘ Cmd+T), or window, (⌘ Cmd+N), in our browser—and 
in fact Angelidakis has opened several new windows in the 
building of the DESTE Foundation, literally breaching its 
walls on more than one occasion.

As the objects take their own positions in this com-
plicated system, the mood aimlessly fluctuates in the 
radically different environments that compose the exhibi-
tion, including: the upright vision of Superstudio and 
Ettore Sottsass dancing together on the notes of Strauss’ 
Zarathustra; the dark room where Wolfgang Tillmans 
meets Ralf Ziervogel; the phallic presence of Franco Mello 
and Guido Drocco’s Cactus; some Italian putti, represent-
ing “Jesus and the omnipresence of God” in front of a 
blatantly erotic Jeff Koons’ painting. As Angelidakis 
himself suggests, the exhibition somehow recalls the Ba-
roque tradition of vexation gardens, places where wealthy 
people used to promenade among grottoes, monstrous 

sculptures and similar divertissements in order to scare 
and awe themselves or, to put it more simply, fill their 
abundant leisure time with some exciting experiences. 
And it is a particularly interesting reference, especially 
if we look for some contemporary equivalent of those 
activities: because it is on the internet, most of the time,  
that we desperately wander, looking for not-yet-attempted 
amusements, and it is by the act of shopping that we seek 
what relief we can get from our socially necessary ennui. 
In fact, if it is somehow possible to re-read (or reload 
if you prefer) Baudrillard’s The System of Objects today, 
an actual system seems more likely to be recognised in 
the paradigm of the online shop than in the traditional 
model of the exhibition. It’s not a matter of preferences, 
because we know perfectly well that these are not two 
mutually exclusive models of display. It’s rather a matter 
of experiencing the effects of the reflections on reality. 
And probably even the most conservative curator who 
sees the exhibition, between one theoretical yawn and 
another, will soothe his anxiety for consumption with 
comments such as “I like this” or “I don’t like that”, as 
though passing in front of a shop window or scrolling 
through the catalogue of an online boutique.

a win-win (or rather lose-lose?) situation, for what seems to 
be most problematic in our accelerated consumption habits 
is our dwindling attention span. It’s the “economy of like”: 
Need to release some anxiety for consumption? No need to 
reach for the wallet, just click “thumbs up”. 

With these thoughts in mind, Andreas Angelidakis 
and co-curator Maria Cristina Didero have put together 
artworks, Cypriot antiquities and design pieces to ques-
tion how the function of objects has changed with the 
development of consumerism over the last fifty years. 
They tumbled through the works of the Dakis Joannou 
Collection with the purpose of “reloading” them into a 
new system of coexistence. Reloading instead of curating: 
not exactly as sliding a magazine into a rifle’s receiver to 
shoot another couple of rounds; more like reloading a web 
page, (⌘ Cmd+R), to refresh its content and make sure it’s 
up to date. A semantic slip proving that there is no longer 
any such thing as outside the internet. While any sense of 
direction is lost in the dizzying flow of the exhibition, the 
succession of spaces coincides with a succession of differ-
ent degrees of intensity: some works, like Pavel Altmejd’s 
Giant or George Lappas’ Truck, are displayed in full screen, 
(⌘ Cmd+F), while others are endless series of thumbnails, 

PrEviOus sPrEaD:

lEFt: lupo (dog) in front
of Peter Halley’s work

riGHt: Page from The System of Objects
2013, DEstE Foundation, athens

exhibition catalogue
Courtesy of DEstE Foundation, athens

lEFt PaGE: Page from The System of Objects
2013, DEstE Foundation, athens

exhibition catalogue
Courtesy of DEstE Foundation, athens

aBOvE: The System of Objects
2013, DEstE Foundation, athens

installation view (Juergen teller’s pick
for the fashion collection, american apparel)

Courtesy of DEstE Foundation, athens
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[ munich ]
a Greek from Greece 
rainer Werner Fassbinder’s 
Katzelmacher (1969)
by Dimitris Politakis

“It is better to make new mistakes than 
to perpetuate the old ones to the point 
of unconsciousness”  

flying rumours
FilM

The epigram before the opening credits of Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder’s 1969 film Katzelmacher (his second feature-
length movie after Love is Colder than Death, of the same year) 
is attributed to Yaak Karsunke, friend and collaborator of the 
director. 

The sheer ambiguity of this “maxim” sets the tone for one 
of the most interesting (and lesser known perhaps) pieces 
of Fassbinder’s exhaustive filmography. Who is perpetuat-
ing the same mistakes to the point of unconsciousness? The 
amoral, numb, aimless characters of the movie? Certainly. 
But also everyone else maybe? His compatriots especially, if 
one considers the postwar trajectory of Germany from the 
Cold War to our time? 

And what is a “Katzelmacher”? Does he live on in  
different guises shattering the multicultural illusions of the  
increasingly fragile European Union? “Katzelmacher” is 
a Bavarian slang term, meaning vaguely “troublemaker,” 
though a monograph from New York’s Museum of Modern 
Art insists on a more literal meaning: “cat-screwer”. Fass-
binder himself offered both a literal (“little cat-maker”) and a 
metaphorical explanation (“a foreigner, especially someone 
from the South, who is supposed to enjoy a great sexual 
potency”) of the title. The film itself with its deceptive formal 
simplicity is supposedly influenced by Marieluise Fleisser’s 
Bavarian “folk (or meta-folk as we might say in this century) 
plays.” Fleisser (to whom the movie is also dedicated) was 
a onetime protégé of Bertold Brecht, and if one insists on 
finding thematic or stylistic predecessors for the film (on top 
of those in Fassbinder’s early work in general) one could do 
worse than look back to the famous German playwright— 
especially the breaking up of the action into individual  
tableaux. 

That being said, and despite the director’s heavy involve-
ment in the anti-theatre movement (Katzelmacher evolved 
from a play into a movie), the film is definitely a cinematic 
event in its depiction of contemporary history in short, tough, 
ominous vignettes, as well as “typical Fassbinder” in its hos-
tile implications for the (petit) bourgeoisie. The inhabitants 
of a suburban apartment building gravitate from apathetic 
inertia to fascistic tendencies as a newly arrived immigrant 
worker (played by Fassbinder himself, uncredited) reveals 
their moribund human and social responses. 

At the time, Fassbinder outlined the film’s plot in a  
discreetly sarcastic program note: 

“Marie (Hanna Schygulla) belongs to Erich (Hans 
Hirschmiller). Paul (Rudolf Waldemar Brem) sleeps with 
Helga (Lilith Ungerer). Peter (Peter Moland) lets himself be 
kept by Elisabeth (Irm Hermann). Rosy (Elga Sorbas) does it 
with Franz (Harry Baer) for money. In the back court, in the 
tavern, in their flats, they meet singly, in couples, as a group, 
and exchange opinions, become aggressive, get bored, piss off 
one another, drink. The fact that Helga, who belongs to Paul, 
gets involved with his friend Erich—or that Peter is getting 
fed up being bossed around by Elisabeth and works off his 
anger on the purchasable Rosy, or that Paul sometimes goes 
to handsome Klaus (Hannes Gromball), or that Gunda (Doris 
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Mattes) is teased because she can’t get anyone—does not 
make any difference to the isolation of their lower-middle 
class suburban haunt. That’s what it’s like, that’s normal, 
everything is as it should be. Only when Yorgos, “a Greek 
from Greece” breaks into their world and with his “no 
understand” triggers xenophobia, potency envy, aggression 
against the stranger, in short, the fascist syndrome, do the 
men wake up, rouse themselves and beat him up: “Things 
have to be sorted out around here again.” 

Exchanging platitudes as if they were  
Shakespearean verse 

Marie: AND IF IT SHOULD GO WRONG, HOW 
LONELY EVERYTHING WILL BE… 

The characters are constantly passive-aggressive 
in the most literal sense, with the possible exception of 
Marie, played by Hanna Schygulla, acting as some kind of 
reluctant moral compass with an invisible halo above her 
head, a role she was about to play in later, more famous 
Fassbinder films. 

Franz: CAN’T WE DO IT A BIT MORE? AS IT IF 
WERE LOVE OR SOMETHING? 

Paul: LOVE AND ALL THAT ALWAYS HAVE TO DO 
WITH MONEY. 

Catatonia, sleaze and various kinds of abuse constantly 
create a looming intensity, accentuated when halfway 
through the movie, Yorgos appears suddenly like a broken 
deus ex machina. Initially, he is thought of just a “filthy south-
erner” until his national identity becomes clear. Unlike the 
others who find him repellent, Marie seems attracted to his 
honesty and the way “he looks at you straight in the eyes.” 

Peter: HE’S NOT ITALIAN AFTER ALL. HE’S A 
GREEK FROM GREECE—A GREEK WITH A BIG DICK. 

Erich: WE SHOULD KILL HIM. EVEN BETTER—
CASTRATE HIM, LAY HIS DICK IN GASOLINE, AND 
THEN GIVE IT TO MARIE AS A GIFT. 

Paul: WE BELONG HERE AND NO ONE ELSE. 

Walking down the suburban “catwalk” 
The only camera movements in the film are tracking 

shots of two characters each time they walk down the street, 
as if on a catwalk, always accompanied by Peer Raben’s (off-
screen) performance of Schubert’s German Dance, Op.33 No. 7. 
Even Yorgos achieves the dubious status of walking down the 
catwalk with Marie, when the men decide to “let him stay” 
after his brutal beating, as long as he can be exploited and 
pay double the normal rent rate. He still seems baffled and 
confused by everyone’s attitudes, expressing himself with 
cries about “nothingness” and mindless violence: 

NIX, NIX, NIX! 
ALLES ALLES, BOOM-BOOM! 

Sirk, Godard, Warhol, whatever…  
Fassbinder pushes melodrama (he was a well-known fan 

of Douglas Sirk’s glossy melodramas) to absurd limits—to 
the point of suffocating fatalism—to show how stereotypical 
emotional conventions discolour normal situations. His radi-
cal mix of snarl and decoration and his unchained Marxist 
world, which is compressed and delineated, points to Jean-
Luc Godard—it is perfectly clear for the viewer where each 
form, idea and narrative sequence starts and stops, but in 
films like Katzelmacher, he could also be considered an inheri-
tor of the camp sensibility, kinky rawness, as well as physical 
and spiritual discomfort of early Andy Warhol. Anti-style is 
still style, after all. Amid their lower-middle-class defeat, the 
characters—trapped indefinitely between unrealistic aspira-
tions and a creeping fascist mentality—are not individualised 
or silhouetted like in Fassbinder’s later, more celebrated 
films. Anything is possible, but nothing really matters. 

The film ends with the following lines: 
Marie: IN THE SUMMER, HE’S TAKING ME TO 

GREECE. 
Gunda: AND HIS WIFE? 
Marie: IT DOESN’T MATTER. IN GREECE EVERY-

THING’S DIFFERENT. 
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[ barcelona ]
Primavera sound 2013
the alternative Case study 
and the lost Greek Wager
by Fotis Vallatos

Before the Olympic Games of 1992, Barcelona was a 
city full of litter, with the stench of urine permeating the 
narrow lanes of Raval, Born, Barceloneta and everywhere 
else; a large, dirty and drab port (which is what ports should 
be—that’s their innate charm) teeming with wretched 
prostitutes, absinthe bars and filthy joints. And suddenly, a 
miracle—a miracle Athens never experienced with the 2004 
Olympics. The miracle of rebirth, the magic touch of the 
“Olympic spirit” (much as I dispute it): as soon as the Olym-
pic Flame was lit in the Estadi Olímpic Lluís Companys, 
Barcelona became one of the world’s most popular tourist 
destinations, and its main pedestrian thoroughfare—the fa-
mous (yet still rundown) La Rambla—a hub of international 
tourism. Then, nine years later, amid booming development 
and when the seedy joints had given way to posh restau-
rants, world-famous museums and top-notch stores, setting 
the foundations for the European hipster revolution of the 
last decade (together with Berlin), a loco, Abel Suarez, de-
cided to organise a one-day music festival at the Poble Espa-
nyol—an open-air architectural museum, rather kitsch, with 
replicas of the various architectural styles in Spain. Featur-
ing eleven artists, mainly of electronic music, it managed to 
put on the British-dominated festival map a city without a 
tradition of alternative music—or festivals, for that matter. 

Twelve years on, Primavera Sound has become one of 
the most important festivals in the world, and certainly the 
most important one in Europe, in the broader context of 

indie music, attracting more than 170,000 viewers over four 
days of events at the Parc del Forum (the main venue) and 
the Parc de la Ciutadella, which hosts the parallel concerts. 
And all this in a PIIGS country in the throes of painful 
financial crisis, which is still able for all that to organise a 
major event with great success and secure support from 
both public and private entities (sponsors, etc.). Ideally or-
ganised for its scale and with a sophisticated aesthetic in all 
aspects, from corporate identity design to a line-up striking 
a perfect balance between what’s happening now and a 
distillation of the past, with a wink at the indie mainstream 
and the reunions of older bands (see Blur, this year), the 
festival had the entire city dancing to its music (from hap-
penings in metro stations to concerts in city parks) and 
managed to build a Mediterranean myth over and above 
the (slightly hippie) idiosyncrasy of a city which normally 
lives to the beat of marijuana and ethnic music. 

Primavera Sound is without a doubt a model case study; 
a model of how to establish a great festival in a city without 
a prior culture of it and acquire huge international credibil-
ity, to the point that most bands build their summer tours 
around its dates (and see a “wild-card” participation in it 
as the highest honour). It is at least absurd for Greece not 
to have something like it in its famous destinations such as, 
say, Santorini, Crete, Kerkyra or Rhodes—places with (free) 
global promotion for decades, ideal conditions for concerts 
and a secure “yes” from bands, which always take into 
account the context of a concert, particularly on a special 
occasion. 

This year’s Primavera:
The Savages, the new media darlings of the indie scene, 

ride the hype of post punk/dark wave which is all the rage 
in recent months; a rather indifferent group in a blatant and 
uninspired imitation of the genre’s eighties bands. As for 
their singer, Jenny Beth, with Ian Curtis haircut and attire, 
she is a sorry sight to say the least. Still, the crowd lauded 
them even though they played at 19:30, with the afternoon 
sun not particularly favourable to their ‘dark’ set.

The Tame Impala from Perth, Australia, dived heels-
first into the prog rock psychedelic genre, playing before a 
large crown on the main stage. The screen behind them was 
playing a primitive fractal which gave vertigo to those who 
stared at it for long (some saw it as a stereogram…).

Dinosaur Jr. are Dinosaur Jr.; a sure-fire band in any 
festival. They play perfectly, provide an excellent show, and 
J. Mascis is a great performer. Out There and Freak Scene were 
received with the expected enthusiasm, and in the end Pink 
Eyes of the Fucked Up went on stage to do his own show. 
Rumours about a guy in a Dinosaur Jr. T-shirt not watching 
the live show are probably inaccurate. 

For all her admittedly great voice (which she flaunts too 
much, however), Jessie Ware has an indifferent stage pres-
ence and a style like that of an up-and-coming performer of 
“serious” songs. I hasted away.

I did not see the Postal Service, but the numbers of 
people who went to the main stage when they played suggest 
that, ten years after the release of Give Up, they are rocketing 
to the heights of the indie mainstream.

flying rumours
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The Deerhunter from Atlanta are the best indie group 
of the moment. Having released their Monomania album 
only days earlier to enthusiastic reviews from all sites and 
magazines, they came to prove in person what all the noise 
was about (literally as well as metaphorically). With Brad-
ford Cox in a leopard outfit almost sodomising his guitar 
and mike, this was to many (myself included) the festival’s 
best moment. Indeed, as a reward the organisers had them 
play on day three in the slot of Band of Horses, who had 
cancelled, as well as at the closing party on Sunday at the 
Sala Apolo (an excellent live show place in the Raval region). 
Cox responded with a photo of the Forum on his Instagram 
account, writing “Best festival in the world no question.”

Those who religiously follow Ed Droste (Grizzly Bear)’s 
Instagram, with its amazing photos, and are obsessed with 
him to near-stalker degree, were trying to decode his move-
ments in Barcelona in the hope of meeting him in some lane 
in Born or at the Marsella, the legendary absinthe bar. Yet 
apart from the exquisitely performed pieces, Grizzly Bear’s 
live show never really took off the ground (except perhaps 
during the anthem-like Yet Again, when all hands in the 
audience went up).

The Simian Mobile Disco are the traditional crowd 
pleasers at (or near) the close of one of  Primavera’s days; 
I’ve lost count of their appearances. They’d press their little 
buttons, plug and unplug their leads ... but then, when your 
stage appearance is necessarily so static, you do need an im-
pressive light show. Some years they have it—but not this one. 

The Fuck Buttons were an almost out-of-body experi-
ence in the 2010 Primavera for those who were there; when 
they played Surf Solar you felt as if extraterrestrials were 
about to land. In 2013 they did more or less the same, only 
without the element of surprise. 

John Talabot, a name all-conquering for the last year 
and a half, was meant to keep us going till dawn, but his 
relatively loose set meant he did not quite succeed, given 
the time he went on stage (04:15) and the wild mood of the 
audience. 

Wonderkid Nick Waterhouse gave an excellent show 
at 18:30 in the afternoon, which would go down very well 
with fans of Amy Winehouse or Sharon Jones. I was think-
ing he would be a great hit in Greece, too.

The Dope Body were promoted as a blend of Gang 
of Four, Lightning Bolt and Jesus Lizard and Black Flag. I 
detected none of these, and I was soon bored.

One of the paradoxes of Primavera is that circumstances 
may lead to a medium-range band playing on a large stage 
to audiences of 5-6,000, even at 20:30 in the evening. This is 
what happened with Django Django on the main stage, yet 
aside from their terrible costumes (like oversize Band-Aids 
that had been stuck on them) they were excellent. 

The Breeders came to celebrate twenty years since the 
release of Last Splash, which turned them into a megaton in-
die band back in the nineties. The second piece, Cannonball, 
was played to a raving audience. Although some derided 
Kim Deal as old-indie at 52, to me she still seems cool—and 
the band played amazingly well. 

Beyonce’s sister, Solange, has taken a more ‘alterna-
tive’ path, hence she secured a slot in this year’s Primavera 

(which, unlike other, Glastonbury-type festivals, is deliberately 
indifferent to mainstream pop). I did listen to her for a while, 
but she seemed unexceptional.

Jesus & Mary Chain were my personal hang-up since I 
never saw them the times they were in Athens. A truly profes-
sional set (with Cracking Up as the main highlight), but with no 
peaks at all. Also, we never found out whether the two broth-
ers, Jim and William Reid, are truly back together or forced to 
collaborate because they’ve run out of money.

Blur could well be in the same category: having broken 
up in 2003 after the epic quarrels between Damon Albarn and 
Grahan Coxon, they reunited in 2008 for a few concerts. Still, 
their performance vindicated Guardian music critic Alex Petri-
dis and the emphatic five-star score he gave to their concert at 
Goldsmiths. Here was the absolute all-star hits set, a frenzied 
audience, a closing with Song 2 and couples leaving at the end 
in each other’s arms, singing “Oh my baby, oh my baby, Oh 
why” out of tune.

I had listened to very little of Neurosis, this post-metal 
Auckland band, because I steer clear of everything even mar-
ginally metal, but they were one of the festival’s revelations. 
Impeccably knit together and with a true punk attitude, they 
raised megaliths of sound and almost gave us cervicalgia from 
head banging. 

Day two ended with Daphni (aka Caribou) in an exem-
plary DJ set borrowing heavily from disco, with the audience 
below in delirium, the sun rising and the organisers going 
twice up on the stage to stop him.

The Melody’s Echo Chamber from Paris were another 
big surprise. With a wonderful album produced by Kevin 
Parker of Tame Impala and pieces reminding you of a more 
fuzzy Stereolab, they gave a great show at 19:45. Oh, and 
Melody Prochet is the new Laetitia Sadier.

With the Dead Can Dance I almost fell asleep. I was 
briefly awakened by the bouzouki and baglamas they brought 
out on stage.

About Thee Oh Sees we have said it before. We have seen 
him in Athens twice: one of the best neo-punk/neo-garage 
bands from the hotbed of San Francisco, with tremendous 
energy on stage and some great songs. They’ll go places.

Nick Cave is at his best after the break-up(?) of Grinder-
man, in a more punk phase. His third piece was From Here To 
Eternity in a strong, haunting interpretation straight from the 
΄80s, fourth Red Right Hand, fifth Weeping Song, seventh  
Tupelo, ninth Mercy Seat and the main stage ready to catch fire. 

The appearance of My Bloody Valentine in the 2009 
Primavera at the Forum indoor amphitheatre (a Herzog & de 
Meuron design) was the best concert I had seen in my life—an 
arresting experience for all the senses (although all of us there 
must have left with a 10-20% loss of hearing). On the main 
stage and with a new album this year, they had half the festival 
waiting to hear the guitar of Kevin Shields. Standing still on the 
stage as usual and drenched in a bright red light, guitar hang-
ing low, he played six pieces in about 70 minutes and ended 
with the emblematic You Made Me Realize before rising to the 
Barcelona sky like an angel and closing this year’s festival for 
me (since I didn’t go to hear Hot Chip after that).

Deerhunter. Photo: Xarlene / Primavera sound
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[ algeria ]
Algiers
residency programme
aria artist residency in algiers [1]
September, 2013 - January, 2014

Aria is a residency program founded by the artist Zineb 
Sedira. Its mission is to create cross-border dialogue for a 
dynamic network reaching an international public both within 
and beyond Algeria. The Algerian artist Atef Berredjem will 
be hosted by Aria for the commission of a new piece during 
the month of September, as part of a collaboration with Vil-
la Romana in Florence (Italy) and Alya Sebti, 
artistic director of the Marrakesh Biennial. 
The Canadian-born artist and filmmaker Kapwani 
Kiwanga, who lives in Paris and works between 
Paris and Tanzania, will work at the Aria Al-
giers residency in November. In the beginning 
of 2014, Aria will host the research of the 
artist Younès Rahmoun, born in 1975 in Tetouan, 
Morocco, where he currently lives and works. 
(ariaresidencyalgiers.wordpress.com) MC

[ australia ]
Sydney
EMBEDDED - craig walsh [2]
Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) 
September 12 - November 24, 2013

Craig Walsh’s work is primarily con-
cerned with people and stories that in-
habit particular locations. As a result 
he creates site-specific projections 
and interventions. In this exhibition, 
curated by Judith Blackall and Robert  
Leonard, the artist discusses the  
recent cultural experience he gained during his 
18-month tour and residency Digital Odyssey, an 
MCA project. Walsh’s large-scale public projec-
tions, concerned with history and locality, were 
temporarily presented in eleven locations around 
Australia. Digital Odyssey is intended 
to establish a new relationship between 
remote audiences and contemporary media 
artworks, which are not usually presented 
in rural areas. (www.mca.com.au) MM

[ brazil ]
Porto Alegre
9th bienal do mercosul - Weather
Permitting [3]
Santander Cultural, Museu de Artes do Rio Grande 
do Sul – MARGS, Usina do Gasômetro, Memorial do 
Rio Grande do Sul 
September 13 - November 10, 2013

For its 9th edition, Bienal do Mercosul sets its 
conceptual focus on the relationship between nature 
and culture. Unknown and intense phenomena, which often lead 
humankind to unforeseen perspectives, form the primary topic 
of the artists in this exhibition. With cause and effect in 
mind, natural phenomena are conceived of as the foundation of 
notions such as technological progress, social displacement 
and travelling. The works mirror ontological and technological 
issues, exploring multiple layers of the social realm. Curated 
by Sofia Hernández Chong Cuy, this attention-grabbing biennial 

in the studio [10]
Kunsthalle Athena
September 8 – 30, 2013 (Part of ReMap 4)

The exhibition In the Studio is the outcome of an online 
documentation project, also titled In the Studio, by artists’ 
initiative Daily Lazy Projects. The online project showcas-
es images from artists’ ateliers with descriptions of their 

studio practices and workplace environments. 
The exhibition at Kunsthalle Athena displays 
the work of selected artists, concentrating 
on the presentation of in-progress and un-
finished artworks, sketches, maquettes, mod-
els and other objects taken from the artists’ 
studios. The exhibition aims to expose the 
process of artistic practice, to portray art 

as a procedure and an activity. Attempt-
ing to document the private milieu of the 
artist’s studio, the show is curated by 
Daily Lazy Projects, and it is part of the 
ReMap 4 biannual contemporary art plat-
form. (www.kunsthalleathena.org) EP

fofi’s, berlin - fofi akrithaki’s
berlin: 1969 - 1997 [11]
Museum Alex Mylona - Macedonian Museum 

of Contemporary Art
May 17 - November 3, 2013 

The exhibition FOFI’S, Berlin – Fofi Akrithaki’s 
Berlin: 1969-1997 at Museum Alex Mylona in Ath-
ens is a tribute to Fofi Akrithaki’s ΕΣΤΙΑΤΟΡΙΟΝ 
(ESTIATORION). For twenty years one of the most 

famous “hangouts” of international lead-
ing figures in art, literature, cinema, 
theatre, fashion, music and politics, 
not only in Berlin but across Europe, 
this meeting point is remembered by the 
name Fofi’s. Works by Alexis Akrithakis, 
Rebecca Horn, Francis Bacon, Max Ernst, 
Robert Wilson, Jannis Kounellis, Yan-
nis Psychopedis, Pavlos, Michel Würthle, 
Lizzie Calligas, Heiner Müller, Takis, 
Hermann Nitsch and Martin Kippenberger 

are juxtaposed in the exhibition, as well as documents 
from the restaurant’s years of operation. 
(www.mmca-mam.gr / mouseioalexmylona.blogspot.com) EP

A Cry for Freedom - Martin
Kippenberger [12]
Museum of Cycladic Art
October 9, 2013 – January 26, 2014

Twenty-three works by Martin Kippenberger from the 
D.Daskalopoulos Collection are showcased in the ex-
hibition A Cry for Freedom presented at the Museum 
of Cycladic Art in Athens. Constantly reinventing 

himself and his art, the German artist drew 
on popular culture, art, architecture, music, 
politics, history and his own life – where no 
subject remained sacred. Joseph Beuys’ famous 
saying, “Every human being is an artist”, and 
Kippenberger’s inverted maxim, “Every artist 
is a human being”, are highlighting the to-
tality of life and its everyday expressions 
reflected in Kippenberger’s artistic practice 

and creation. (www.cycladic.gr) EP

word of mouth
FALL/WINTER 2013

by Pietro Bonfanti, Michelangelo Corsaro, Marina Maniadaki, Eleanna Papathanasiadi

word of mouth
FALL/WINTER 2013

The second is part of Lawerence Abu Hamdan’ s Aural Contract, 
a project researching the contemporary politics of listening, 
using the popular Islamic media form of the cassette sermon as 
its conceptual axis. (www.beirutbeirut.org) MM

[ france ]
Paris
room for us - nicolás paris [7]
Kadist Art Foundation
September 28 - December 8, 2013

The Kadist Art Foundation presents Nicolás Paris, 
an artist attempting to continuously transform his 
practice by focusing on unforeseen encounters. For 
his residency in Paris, the Columbian 
artist transforms Kadist Art Foundation 
into a place for learning and exchange. 
Inspired by the “Garage Universities” of 
Latin America, his series of workshops 
will generate a barter economy where 
people exchange reflections and exper-
tise rather than services and objects. 
For example, he will ask a nearby baker 
to create a shape, name and recipe for 
an original type of bread in exchange 
for his own labor and baking expertise. A 
unique approach to collective projects, this 
exhibition is not to be missed. 
(www.kadist.org) MM

Anywhere, Anywhere, Out of the
World – philippe parreno [8]
Palais de Tokyo 
October 23, 2013 - January 12, 2014 

Philippe Parreno’s medium of choice is the exhibi-
tion space itself; this October, he is the first 
artist to take over the entire Palais de Tokyo. 
The visitor experiences a medley of performance, 
sound and images, as well as the artist’s old and 
new works. These elements integrate with Parreno’s 
permanent interventions to the building. The gallery 
transforms into an ever-changing living form, initi-
ating a redefinition of its own essence as a space. By 
making an exhibition as one would create a coherent 
art object, Parenno is setting the stage for a one-
of-a-kind event.(www.palaisdetokyo.com) MM 

[ greece ]
Athens
4th athens biennale 2013 - agora [9]
Former Athens Stock Exchange
September 29, 2013 – December 1, 2013

The 4th Athens Biennale (AB4), titled AGORA, opens 
its doors in September 2013. This year’s biennial is a 
collaborative experimental project supported by a diverse 
group of artists, curators, theorists and practitioners 
in the creative industries. Based on a shared sense of 
responsibility and an urge to co-produce meaning at these 
turbulent times of financial crisis in Greece, AB4 reflects 
on the way a biennial has to operate under the current 
socio-economic circumstances and raises the pertinent ques-
tion: “Now what?” (athensbiennale.org) EP

promises to identify, redefine and suggest transformative be-
lief systems. (www.9bienalmercosul.art.br) MM 

São Paulo
18th international contemporary art festival 
sesc / videobrasil: 30th anniversary [4]
November 5, 2013 - February 2, 2014

Curated by Solange Farkas, Eduardode Jesus, Fernando Oliva 
and Júlia Rebouças, Videobrasil emphasises art from the geopo-
litical South, with participating artists from the Caribbean, 
Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, Ocea-
nia and Southeast Asia. The conceptual focus of the festival 

reflects on the geographical mobility that reinter-
prets memory in times of digital transit, territo-
ries and identities, and two different layers of 
image: one that questions its own mediation as it 
rethinks the capturing tools and conquering media-
oriented images of mass culture. On the occasion 
of its 30th anniversary, the festival will be ac-
companied by the Southern Panoramas show, which 
will be part of a historical fragment revisiting 
the three decades of its history. 
(www.videobrasil.org.br) PB

[ cyprus ]
Nicosia
chapters – haris epaminonda [5]

Point Centre for Contemporary Art 
October 9 - December 6, 2013

The Point Centre for Contemporary Art in Nicosia presents 
young Cypriot artist Haris Epaminonda. The exhibition focuses 
on her newly commissioned work titled Chapters. Filmed in Cy-
prus, Chapters combines mysterious landscapes, architecture, 

people and rituals in a series of meticulously 
staged scenes with underlying narrative ele-
ments of love, longing and afterlife. The fixed 
frame of the camera, shaping the film as a con-
tinuously evolving series of ‘pictures’ that 
capture remote archaeological sites, ancient 
buildings and historical detail, references the 
frescoes of Renaissance artist Fra Angelico and 
the films of Georgian film director Sergei Para-

janov. The specially composed soundtrack to Chapters 
is the product of a collaboration with Part Wild Horses 
Mane On Both Sides — a duo consisting of British sound 
artists Kelly Jayne Jones and Pascal Nichols. 
(www.pointcentre.org ) EP

[ egypt ] 
Cairo
season four [6]
Βeirut
September 11 - December 15, 2013

Beirut’s fourth season focuses on artis-
tic perspectives of learning in view of the 
changes accompanying the crisis of free and 

accessible education. Beirut questions possible forms of ac-
tion on this issue, and presents a temporary program of work-
shops, lectures and seminars. Within this context, two exhibi-
tions will take place. The first will take a narrative form, 
reflecting on different aspects of (art) education: models of 
free and anarchical school; the commodification of education 
and implications of language; radical pedagogy and resistance; 
and the role of the artist and art educator in the new economy. 
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[ italy ]
Milan
island - dieter roth bjÖrn roth [18]
Hangar Bicocca
November 7, 2013 - February 9, 2014

Hangar Bicocca presents Dieter Roth’s first exten-
sive retrospective in Italy, curated by Vicente 
Todolí. Renowned for his profound work question-
ing the authorship, recognisability and timeless-
ness of the art object, as well as the boundaries 
between diverse artistic practices, Roth had a 
great impact in European art after the 1960s. An assembly 
of paintings, large-scale installations, videos, films and 
selected prints, realised between the 1970s and 1990s, of-
fer an excellent opportunity to gain a full understanding 
of the artist’s work. (www.hangarbicocca.org) MM

Rome
imran quereshi [19]
MACRO (Museo d’Arte Contemporanea Roma)
September 25 - November 17, 2013

From September 25 to November 17, MACRO, in 
collaboration with Deutsche Bank, presents the 
work of Imran Qureshi. The Pakistani artist, 
whose work is also on display in the 55th 
Venice Biennale and in Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York, has been made Deutsche Bank’s Artist of the 
Year, following Yto Barrada, who won the 2012 edition. 
Qureshi’s research focuses on the encounter of tradi-
tion and contemporaneity, using the traditional culture 
of his country and its history as a visual 
paradigm to discuss universal issues like the 
distance and proximity of religions, cultures 
and societies in a globalised reality. In the 
MACRO’s spaces 35 works will be displayed along 
with a site-specific intervention that will put 
canvas in a close dialogue with the exhibition 
space. (www.museomacro.org) MC

[ lebanon ] 
Beirut
exposure 2013 [20]
Beirut Art Center 
November 6, 2013 - January 11, 2014

Since 2009, Beirut Art Center has been hosting an an-
nual collective exhibition, Exposure, supporting prom-
ising artists born or based in Lebanon. In order to re-
new the curatorial line of this event, the jury members 
change every year; for Exposure 2013, Gregory Buchakjan 
(art historian and artist), Fares Chalabi (philoso-
pher), Tarek Abou El Fetouh (curator) and Rania Stefan 
(filmmaker/artist) were responsible for the selection 
together with the board of Beirut Art Center. This year 
the show presents a thought-provoking gathering of fourteen 
emerging artists chosen for their outstanding proposals. 
(www.beirutartcenter.org) PB

[ mexico]
Mexico City
bedlam ballroom [21]
BORDER
January 30 - February 20, 2013 

Centro Cultural Border is one of the most interesting in-
dependent art spaces in Mexico for contemporary art. Next 

year the institution presents Bedlam Ballroom, a col-
lective exhibition by Mexican artists Rodrigo Alcocer, 
Tabata Bandin, Daniela Bojórquez, Jorge Castellanos, 
Karla Leyva, Alberto López, Georgina Sangines and Daren 
Sánchez. Along with a variety of different techniques, 
such as painting, installation, video and photography, 
this exhibition explores in an intriguing way and from 
a variety of perspectives the search for the nature of 
the human being. (border.com.mx) PB

pulso alterado / Altered Pulse [22]
Museo Universitario Arte Contemporaneo (MUAC)

August 17, 2013 - January 12, 2014

Museo Universitario Arte Contemporaneo (MUAC) 
presents a prominent exhibition investigating dif-
ferent layers of intense sensorial experiences. 
States of frustration, rage, uncontrolled excite-
ment and rapture are physically depicted in works 
created from the 1970s until today. The “altered 
pulse” initiates a way of realising such images 
beyond the notions of logic, social paradigms and 
controlled identity, leading the viewer to per-

ceive them as potential political forms. Sol Henaro curates 
the imposing practices of artists such as Marina Abramovic,  
Nan Goldin, Thomas Hirschhorn, Ana Mendieta, Fernando  
Ortega, Cindy Sherman, Anri Sala and Felipe Zúñiga, creating  

an assembly of art pieces that destabilise images of 
reality and social standards. (www.muac.unam.mx) MM

[ morocco ]
Marrakech
5th marrakech biennale - where are we
now? [23]
February 26 – March 31, 2014 

The 5th edition of the Marrakech Biennale focuses on 
the crucial question “Where are we now?”, which is 
also the title of this up-and-coming event. Under the 

artistic direction of Alya Sebti, different disci-
plines are connected with different curators: Hi-
cham Khalidi (visual arts), Bouchra Khalili and Al-
exandre Kauffmann (cinema and video), Driss Ksikes 
(literature), Khaled Tamer (performing arts) and 
Karim el Achak (architecture) reflect on the idea 
that “Marrakech is living a key moment in its his-
tory as an exceptional crossroad: the red city is 
deeply rooted in Morocco, the Maghreb and Africa; 

yet through its history, its economy, culture 
and media, Marrakech is also strongly connected  
with the Middle East, Europe, Americas and 
Asia.” Nowadays, the core of a biennale reveals 
the necessity to create dialogue between local, 
regional and national cultural perspectives in 
order to elaborate possible answers to a ques-
tion that still remains meaningful: “Where are 
we now?” (www.marrakechbiennale.com) PB

[ new zealand ]
Auckland
jorge satorre [24]
Artspace
October 25 - November 16, 2013 

The Auckland non-profit organisation Artspace, in collabora-
tion with Enjoy Gallery (Wellington), will present the work 
of the Mexican artist Jorge Satorre. Through the practice 
of illustration, Satorre reveals narrative constructs of 
micro-histories using clues that he draws from material 
culture. For this exhibition he presents two installations 

Samos
long legged linguistics - slavs and tatars [13]
Art Space Pythagorion
July 20 - October 10, 2013

A former hotel from the 1970s on Samos—an island at the bor-
der between Europe and Asia—Art Space Pythagorion annually 
presents summer exhibitions of inter-
national contemporary artists. Last 
summer it showcased works by artist 
and filmmaker Harun Farocki, while 
this year Slavs and Tatars present 
a multimedia installation specifically 
realised for this location and con-
text. Long Legged Linguistics deals 
with the issue of language—a constant 
focus of the collective’s work—and 
aims to involve viewers in a network 
of symbols and meanings. With the use 
of linguistic devices such as humour, 
travesty or parody, the “transnation-
al” artists’ collective illustrates the differences 
between two cultures, in this case Greece and Tur-
key. For Slavs and Tatars, who define themselves as 
“originating in Eurasia” (“a faction of polemics 
and intimacies devoted to an area east of the for-
mer Berlin Wall and west of the Great Wall of China 
known as Eurasia”), Samos seems to be the ideal 
location to implement their ideas and manifestos. 
For us, it is a must-go destination! 
(www.art-space-pythagorion.com) EP

Thessaloniki
4th thessaloniki biennale of contem-
porary art - everywhere but now [14]
Alatza Imaret, Archaeological Museum of Thessa-
loniki, Museum of Byzantine Culture, Geni Tzami, 
Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Pavillion 
6 (Thessaloniki International Trade Fair area), 
State Museum of Contemporary Art (Moni Lazariston)
September 18, 2013 - January 31, 2014

Under the general title Old Intersections - Make it 
New, the 4th Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art 
opens on 18 September with the inauguration of the ex-
hibition Everywhere but Now, curated by chief 
curator Αdelina von Fürstenberg. In an at-
tempt to relate the question of space of dif-
ferent genius loci in the Mediterranean area 
to the question of time of creation in the 
contemporary world, artists from 25 countries 
were invited to participate in Everywhere 
but Now. Paintings, sculptures, photography, 
video installations, films and performances 
by over 50 artists will be presented in the 
Biennale’s central exhibition. This year’s 
Thessaloniki Biennale is definitely an art lovers’ must. 
(biennale4.thessalonikibiennale.gr) EP

[ indonesia ]
Jakarta
turning targets - 25 years of cemeti [15]
Cemeti Art House
December 7 - December 30, 2013

Founded in 1988 as a laboratory for cultural discourse, the 
Cemeti Art House is now an alternative space of great im-
portance for the Indonesian contemporary art scene. For its 
25th birthday the institution presents the Turning Targets 
- 25 Years of Cemeti festival, including a series of events 

throughout the year. Turning Targets #7 - Pseudo Participa-
tive Project suggests reconsidered variations of the creative 
process through exhibition, performance and artistic presenta-
tions. The outcome will be exhibited alongside Turning Targets 
#8 - ‘Whip and Run’, a documentary film reflecting from various 
perspectives on the creation of meaning in Indonesian visual 
art. (www.cemetiarthouse.com) PB

Yogyakarta
biennale jogja xii - equator #2 [16]
November 16, 2013 - January 6, 2014

An intriguing cooperation between Arab coun-
tries along the equatorial line explores the 
idea of the equator as a platform of cultural 
exchange. Curated by Agung Hujatnikajennong 
(Indonesia) and Sarah Rifky (Egypt), Bien-
nale Jogia XII - Equator #2 brings together 
artists, regardless of citizenship, who in 

recent years have been migrating to and 
residing in Indonesia and the Arab world, 
together with artists who were born and 
raised there. The curatorial concept of 
“mobility” operates as an ongoing study 
of the prospects an artist could confront 
by migrating. Newfound aesthetical exper-
imentation within unknown social fields is 
juxtaposed with the erratic global growth 
that poses a possible threat to cultural 
and individual autonomy. This biennial 

encourages potential exchanges between Indonesian and 
Arab artists, and depicts the patterns of artistic pro-
duction born from migration. (www.biennalejogja.org) MM

[ israel ]
Holon

histories [17]
The Israeli Center for Digital Art
October 5, 2013 – January 25, 2014

Histories aims to reveal the interconnections 
between history, truth and fiction. Curated by 
Udi Edeman, it does not use history in a fixed 

manner, but as a sculptural material that 
can be cut, fused and distorted in various 
ways. Encouraging the audience to ques-
tion the borders of truth/fiction in their 
knowledge, the political nature of the art-
works show the Israel/Palestine conflict, 
attempting to create new ways of reflection 
for politically engaged artists. The exhi-
bition space is built as a historical mu-
seum/visitor centre, while the works form 
an irrational timeline from pre-history 

(120,000 years ago) to the future (2048). Participating art-
ists include Yair Agmon, Yochai Avrahami, Michael Blum, Yael 
Frank, Zohar Gotesman and Avi Milgrom, Tali Keren, Shachar 
Freddy Kislev, Ori Levin, Daniel Mann, Helly Mizrai and Roee 
Rosen. (www.digitalartlab.org.il) PB
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developed through specific research undertaken in New Zea-
land, along threads such as a survey of endemic extinct bird 
species, the use of the green stone (punamou) as a treasured 
resource in Maori culture, and a collaboration with a local 
newspaper cartoonist. (www.artspace.org.nz) MC

[ portugal ]
Lisbon
leonor antunes [25]
Kunsthalle Lissabon 
September 5 - November 2, 2013

Five years after Leonor Antunes’ last show in Lis-
bon, in September Kunsthalle Lissabon will 
present an exhibition of the Berlin-based 
Portuguese artist. Working mostly within the 
framework of sculpture, Antunes’ practice 
deals, through self-reflexive devices, with 
the legacy of modernism and modern archi-
tecture. Her work reflects a deep engagement 
with the space that surrounds it, with an 
attitude that is ambiguously reminiscent of 
the geometries of the minimalist tradition. 
However rather than occupying the space, 
her sculptures are laid over it, as if attempting 
to function as measuring tools. The exhibition 
will be the result of a research process specifi-
cally undertaken for Kunsthalle Lissabon over the 
past few months. (www.kunsthalle-lissabon.org) MC

[ spain ] 
Madrid
cenotes - magdalena atria [26]
Matadero Madrid
September 12, 2013 - January 5, 2014

Cenotes are deep natural pits born from the erosion of 
limestone. For the Mayans, they not only provided wa-
ter but were also considered a gateway 
to another world and a pivotal site of 
communion with the gods. This autumn-
winter season, in the old storage room 
of Matadero Madrid, Abierto X Obras, 
Chilean artist Magdalena Atria reflects 
on this concept to realise a site-spe-
cific installation. Curated by Carlota 
Álvarez-Basso, Atria’s site-specific in-
tervention transforms the cold storage 
room into a prodigious space in which 
the vertical axes of the columns repli-
cate the structure of cenotes, which will be 
filled not with water but with brightly coloured 
geometries emerging from the shadows. 
(www.mataderomadrid.org) MM

poétque(s) de l’ inachevement - alejandra
riera [27]
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia
September 25, 2013 – January 6, 2014

This year, at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in 
Madrid, Brazilian artist Alejandra Riera presents an investi-
gation into an unfinished project undertaken between 1947 and 
1954 by one of the most brilliant figures of the 20th century, 
the filmmaker Maya Deren. The artist’s main purpose is to re-
frame various potential meanings of Deren’s project. He at-
tempts to “re-open” the editing of the material, activating a 
field of inquiry that revolves around the inexhaustible poetics 
of the unfinished. Look forward to a great Poétique(s) de L’ 
Inachevement event! (www.museoreinasofia.es) PB

[ turkey ]
Istanbul
13th istanbul biennial - mom, am i barbarian? [28]
Antrepo 3, Galata Greek Primary School, ARTER – Space for 

Art, SALT Beyoğlu, 5533
September 14 - October 20, 2013

The title chosen by the curator Fulya Erdemci for 
the 13th Istanbul Biennial, Mom, am I Barbarian?, 
questions the role of art in determining the concept 
of “barbarian” in terms of “absolute other”. Within 
this conceptual framework, the exhibition serves as 
a political forum, taking a position of dialogue with 
the city in relation to questions of democracy, ci-

vilisation and spatio-economic politics. The bien-
nial will be another chance for artists to carve 
out a space for those who are still marginalised, 
and to destabilise hegemonic positions. The ven-
ues are selected from public buildings temporarily 
left vacant (such as schools, military structures 
or post offices, as well as the contested Taksim 
Square and Gezi Park), while shopping malls, ho-

tels and office-residential towers will also 
be considered as sites for artistic inter-
ventions. (bienal.iksv.org) MC

a promised exhibition [29]
SALT Beyoğlu and SALT Galata
September 10, 2013 – January 5, 2014

A Promised Exhibition presents interna-
tional acclaimed artist Gülsün Karamus-
tafa. The show takes its name from the 

artist’s series Promised Paintings (1998-2004) and 
spans her entire oeuvre of painting, collage, in-
stallation and video works from the early 1970s 
to today. Karamustafa’s 40 years of practice in-
tertwines a narrative of both her personal life 
and Turkey’s recent political and social history. 
Her work addresses ideas of mobility, including 
displacement, immigration, expatriation, exile and 
relocation, but also matters of identity, gender 

and cultural difference. A long-overdue survey, the show 
does not unfold in a chronological manner, but rather mim-
ics the spiral movement of Karamustafa’s way of working. 
A promising exhibition that one should definitely not miss! 
(www.saltonline.org) EP

[ usa ]
Austin
liam gillick [30]
Τhe Contemporary Austin - Laguna Gloria, The Jones 
Center
September 21, 2013 - January 5, 2014

Engaging with complex conceptual procedures, Liam Gillick’s 
work associates with Nicolas Bourriaud’s term “relational 
aesthetics”. Using steel, aluminium and Plexiglas, Gillick 
creates three-dimensional objects that balance between the 
dipole of structure and abstraction. The Contemporary Austin 
presents a two-part exhibition. At the Jones Center’s video 
gallery, a film series focusing on the formation of renovat-
ing narratives of authority concerning specific architectural 
sites will be displayed. Simultaneously, Laguna Gloria, an 
Italianate villa surrounded by a verdant landscape, will host 
a colourful steel platform structure installed at the base of 
the Driscoll Villa stairs on the shores of Lake Austin. This 
architectural intervention will be in dialogue with the natu-
ral setting, while inviting the visitor to shelter beneath 
it. (thecontemporaryaustin.org) MM
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[ australia ]
Hobart, Tasmania
the red queen [31]
MONA Museum of Old and New Art 
June 18, 2013 - April 21, 2014

This season, David Walsh’s Museum of Old and New Art at-
tempts to explore the human drive to depict our unconscious 
thoughts. Viewers are challenged to construct their own 
unique route through this innovative exhibition, which brings 
conceptual pieces into dialogue with the museum’s permanent 
collection. A significant part of MONA has been transformed in 
order to form a set of episodes narrating various approaches 
and motivations of human creation. The Red Queen displays the 
evolution of art in relation to human nature and, through 
intimate exchange between the viewer and artists working in 
various media, questions whether art can make crucial his-
torical changes. (www.mona.net.au) MM
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[ norway ]
Lofoten
lofoten international art festival 2013 (liaf
2013) - just what is it that makes today so
familiar, so uneasy? [32]
Vågan municipality; Kabelvåg, Svolvær, and on the island 
Svinøya
September 6 - 29, 2013 

Thirty-eight works, 26 artists, 17 countries, one archipelago 
and the big question — Just what is it that makes today so  
familiar, so uneasy? — sum up the 8th edition of Lofoten  
International Art Festival, the biennial on the eponymous 
archipelago off the Northern coast of Norway. Curated for 
the first time by an international team of curators, Bassam  
El Baroni, Eva González-Sancho and Anne Szefer Karlsen, 
LIAF 2013 puts itself at the centre of the local community,  
including domestic, commercial and public spaces. This year’s 
festival takes place in unconventional venues, such as an 
Am-Car Club, a hotel room, an old fish factory, a residential 
house, a wooden shed and a private garage, and aims to explore 
the global uneasiness and pressing reality of our time. Its 
program includes seminars, performances, workshops and talks 
focusing on the interrelationship between permanent crisis, 
economy, media, art and theory. A platform for exchange and 
involvement, LIAF 2013 is without question a unique festival 
for contemporary art. (liaf2013.no) EP
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Photo by Vassileios Bakalis
www.facebook.com/ergazomenoi.bxm

GUEST: Ergazomenoi Bxm
(A team of employees of the Byzantine and Christian Museum)

This is a mobile phone photograph taken outside the Hellenic Ministry of Culture in Athens, Greece. It shows the official sign of the Ministry 
of Culture with a typical FOR SALE label stuck on it. The image possibly criticises the way the Greek state negotiates its assets with the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) and with the rest of the European government leaders. It was initially posted on Facebook by a team of employees 
of the Byzantine and Christian Museum with the nickname Ergazomenoi Bxm and was shared by many people online. By now it has became one 
of the popular visual commentaries on the Greek crisis.

shame
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